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Résumé Long

S I la récente pandémie de COVID-19 et les confinements successifs qui l’ont ac-
compagnée ont montré la puissance de nos technologies de communication pour
maintenir du contact social dans des situations extrêmes, nous avons aussi pu
réaliser à quel point elles restent aujourd’hui insuffisantes pour combler les sen-

timents de solitude et d’isolement. Le contact physique interpersonnel, le toucher social,
est essentiel au bien-être humain (Montagu (1986), Cascio et al. (2019)), nous permet
de développer et raffermir nos liens relationnels (Chatel-Goldman et al. (2014)) et est un
puissant canal de communication des émotions (Hertenstein et al. (2009)). L’absence de
la modalité haptique dans nos technologies de communication actuelles apparaît de fait
comme un défi à surmonter dans les années à venir.

A ce titre, la recherche dans le domaine du haptique s’est considérablement dévelop-
pée dans les deux dernières décennies. Ce domaine s’articule en deux grands types de
technologies: les technologies de détection du toucher humain (avec des interfaces tangi-
bles et textiles connectés comme ceux développés par Silvera-Tawil et al. (2014) ou Cang
et al. (2015)) et les technologies de génération haptique qui permettent de produire une
sensation de toucher pour un humain (avec de nombreux types de stimuli parmi retour de
force (Bailenson et al. (2007)), vibrations (Huisman et al. (2013)), alliage à mémoire de
forme (Suhonen et al. (2012)), interfaces tangibles (Teyssier et al. (2018)), etc.). A l’aide
de ces deux types de technologies il devient possible d’échanger du toucher à distance via
une médiation technologique: on peut utiliser le toucher pour spécifier le type de toucher
que l’on veut envoyer et recevoir une vraie sensation haptique.

Au-delà des interactions sociales entre humains cependant, de nouveaux types d’entités
sociales artificielles commencent à apparaître comme des robots et des personnages virtuels.
D’abord principalement utilisés dans le domaine du divertissement, notamment des jeux
vidéos, ces agents artificiels sont maintenant déjà équipés de nombreuses modalités d’interaction
(paroles, gestes, expressions faciales, etc.), et il n’est plus si rare d’entendre quelqu’un
s’adresser à un assistant vocal ou être engagé émotionnellement dans des interactions
avec des personnages de jeux vidéo. En particulier munir les Agents Conversationnels
Animés (ACA), des agents virtuels munis d’un corps visible, de la modalité tactile pourrait
donc améliorer encore leurs capacités émotionnelles et relationnelles.

A ce titre le but du présent travail de thèse est donc de déterminer sous quelles condi-
tions des interactions sociales basées sur le toucher peuvent être mises en place entre un
humain et un agent conversationnel animé. Nous nous intéressons plus particulièrement
à la question de recherche suivante: comment peut-on déterminer quand et comment
toucher un humain de manière utile, autonome et respectueuse. A cet effet, nous pro-
posons une structure théorique et une implémentation fonctionnelle d’un agent touchant
capable d’interagir dynamiquement avec un humain en temps réel, au sein d’un envi-
ronnement immersif. En particulier, nous décrivons nos développements d’un module de
perception des comportements de l’humain, nos parti pris théoriques et nos développe-
ments d’un modèle de décision qui prenne en compte la cohérence et l’acceptabilité du
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toucher en contexte, et nos développements d’une interface haptique SOFTLY qui puisse
être utilisée en immersion dans un environnement virtuel.

Les évaluations de ces développements sont décrites et utilisées pour mettre en lu-
mière les capacités prometteuses de ce framework, ainsi que ses limites actuelles et les
perspectives d’amélioration pour des travaux futurs.

Questions de Recherche

Cette thèse prend place dans le contexte du projet de recherche ANR Social Touch. Ce pro-
jet se positionne au croisement de l’interaction humain-machine (IHM) et de l’informatique
affective. Son objectif est d’étudier la manière dont le sens du toucher peut être intégré
à des systèmes interactifs pour permettre une communication sociale et émotionnelle à
la fois entre humains via la machine et entre humains et machines. Cette thèse se posi-
tionne plus précisément dans le champ de l’IHM et sa motivation principale est d’étudier
comment on peut munir des ACA de capacités de toucher social pour améliorer leurs ca-
pacités émotionnelles et relationnelles. Pour entreprendre cette étude, nous proposons
une preuve de concept d’un ACA capable d’échanger dynamiquement des touchers soci-
aux avec un humain et d’adapter son comportement au fil de l’interaction. L’agent est ainsi
capable de percevoir les touchers de l’humain et d’y réagir, mais aussi de toucher l’humain
en retour de manière appropriée. Nous pensons qu’élaborer une telle boucle interactive
sera une contribution importante à la fois pour le domaine des agents virtuels et pour les
domaines du toucher social et de ses technologies.

Nous proposons de construire cet agent avec des capacités de toucher dans un contexte
d’environnement immersif, de sorte à permettre l’élaboration d’environnements et scénar-
ios entièrement contrôlés mais interactifs. Nous espérons que l’utilisation d’environnements
immersifs avec un agent qui peut toucher et être touché nous permettra d’étudier le
toucher social d’une manière plus écologique que ce qu’il est traditionnellement possible
via des études observationnelles ou de laboratoire.

Notre question de recherche principale est donc la suivante : de quoi un agent virtuel
a-t-il besoin pour être capable de faire partie d’une telle boucle interactive basée sur
le toucher ? Comment peut-on donner à un humain la sensation d’être touché par un
agent virtuel, malgré leur caractère intangible ? Traditionnellement, un agent autonome
a besoin de trois capacités: perception, décision et action. Adapter ces capacités pour le
toucher nécessite de répondre aux questions suivantes:

1. Comment peut-on donner un sens du toucher virtuel à un agent conversationnel
animé, de sorte à ce qu’il puisse percevoir les touchers réalisés par l’humain dans
l’environnement immersif ?

2. Quand et comment toucher un humain d’une manière à la fois appropriée au con-
texte et acceptable ?

3. Et comment instancier une décision de toucher d’une manière qui sera perceptible
par l’humain ?

Contributions

Pour répondre à ces questions, la présente thèse met en avant les contributions suivantes:
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• Une revue de la littérature sur le toucher social, les technologies du toucher social
et les agents conversationnels animés (Chapitre 2).

• Une preuve de concept d’un framework mettant en place une boucle interactive
intégrant le toucher social comme modalité d’interaction entre un humain et un
agent virtuel au sein d’un environnement immersif. (Chapitre 3) Cette structure
comprend plus spécifiquement:

– Un module de perception pour un sens du toucher virtuel (Chapitre 4) avec:

* Détection et enregistrement des collisions avec le corps de l’agent et de
leurs caractéristiques (vitesse, durée, localisation, etc.).

* Estimation de la pression exercée sur le corps virtuel de l’agent.

* Pré-interprétation et algorithme de reconnaissance des gestes de toucher
simple, basé sur les ensembles flous.

* Estimation des distances proxémiques et de la direction de regard entre
l’humain et l’agent.

– Un modèle de décision (Chapitre 5) adapté à la prise en compte des interactions
de toucher conçu avec:

* Un modèle computationnel d’émotions pour prendre la composante émo-
tionnelle du toucher en compte.

* Un modèle de connaissances pour l’agent qui estime dynamiquement le
rapport entre l’humain et l’agent en fonction du niveau d’attention de
l’humain pour l’agent et de l’état émotionnel de l’humain.

* Un choix de l’intention de communication à transmettre à l’humain en fonc-
tion de l’état actuel de l’interaction.

* Des décisions qui prennent la réceptivité au toucher, le rapport et l’intention
de communication en compte pour déterminer quand un toucher est ac-
ceptable et approprié.

– Un dispositif haptique (SOFTLY) capable de générer une variété de retours hap-
tiques pour des interactions de toucher social humain-agent (Chapitre 6):

* Un manchon tactile basé sur des technologies vibrantes (voice-coil).

* Facilement portable et sans fil.

* Capable de générer une impression de mouvement continu.

* Des signaux haptiques élaborés pour simuler différents types de toucher
(tapotement, caresse, coup, toucher maintenu).

– Une structure logicielle adaptable et facilement reproductible pour connecter
le module de perception, le modèle de décision et le dispositif haptique.

• Des évaluations des capacités du framework, ses composants et ses choix techniques
(Chapitre 7):

– Une évaluation de la crédibilité des touchers d’un agent en environnement im-
mersif.

– Une évaluation des propriétés de base du manchon tactile SOFTLY.

– Un cas d’utilisation simulé d’évaluation du modèle de décision et en particulier
de la cohérence du processus de décision.
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– Une étude observationnelle à la troisième personne consacrée à l’étude de la
perception d’observateurs humains quant aux décisions de toucher du modèle
de décision concernant leur cohérence, leur acceptabilité et leurs fonctions de
toucher..

• Des propositions de lignes directrices pour de futurs travaux sur des agents touchants
et l’utilisation de toucher social simulé.

Revue de la littérature du toucher social

Pour déterminer ce dont un ACA a besoin pour être capable d’avoir des interactions basées
sur le toucher intéressantes avec un humain, nous proposons dans le chapitre 2 une revue
détaillée de la littérature du toucher social entre humains et des technologies du toucher
social. Dans ce chapitre, nous mettons d’abord en lumière les propriétés physiques et
anatomiques avant de montrer l’importance cruciale du toucher pour le bien-être et le
développement socio-psychologique des humains (Montagu (1986), Cascio et al. (2019)).
Nous montrons également que le toucher social est particulièrement adapté à l’expression
des émotions (Hertenstein et al. (2009)) et au processus de construction des relations
(Montagu (1986), Chatel-Goldman et al. (2014)). En ce sens, si la littérature montre
bien les nombreux effets positifs du toucher, elle met également en lumière le fait que le
toucher reste pour autant toujours un canal de communication qui relève de l’intime et
que, de ce fait, tous les touchers ne sont pas aussi acceptables les uns que les autres pour
la personne qui les reçoit. Il y a d’abord une composante culturelle, les normes sociales,
qui encadre l’acceptabilité d’un toucher en fonction du genre, de la situation, des rapports
de pouvoir, de la relation, etc. (Dibiase and Gunnoe (2004), Remland et al. (1995),
Meyer et al. (2017)) Au-delà encore de ces effets culturels, chaque personne a sa propre
réceptivité au toucher (Webb and Peck (2015), Martin and Anderson (1993), Andersen
and Leibowitz (1978)) singulière, personnelle, qu’il convient de mesurer et prendre en
compte pour comprendre l’influence qu’un toucher aura sur une personne.

Du côté du domaine des technologies du toucher social, nous montrons que la lit-
térature y a connu un rapide développement dans les dernières années, avec l’apparition
de nombreux nouveaux types de technologies et d’applications. Le domaine s’articule plus
particulièrement en deux grands champs d’études consacrés aux deux fonctions du toucher
humain: la détection du toucher (et la reconnaissance du type de toucher qui y est souvent
associée) et la génération de la sensation de toucher. Du côté de la détection du toucher,
il y a de très bons résultats avec l’association de textiles intelligents et d’algorithmes de
machine learning pour détecter et interpréter les touchers humains (Silvera-Tawil et al.
(2014), Cang et al. (2015)). La détection de toucher en environnement immersif est
beaucoup moins développée en revanche, avec seulement deux occurrences d’études pro-
posant un sens du toucher virtuel (Nguyen and Wachsmuth (2009), Sykownik and Masuch
(2020)). Du côté de la génération de toucher en revanche, il n’y a pas de façon parfaite de
simuler des sensations de toucher "naturelles", dans le sens où le sens du toucher humain
est un système complexe qui inclut tout à la fois la température, la douleur, la proprio-
ception, la détection des formes et des textures, etc. Il y a toutefois de très nombreux
exemples de dispositifs haptiques qui proposent d’adresser ces différentes fonctions de
la peau humaine : dispositifs à retour de force pour donner une impression de tenir un
objet, dispositifs thermiques, dispositifs vibrotactiles,... Construire un dispositif à la fois
portable et capable d’utiliser ces différentes technologies en même temps reste cependant
aujourd’hui un challenge.
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En ce qui concerne l’application de ces domaines de recherche à l’interaction humain-
agent, nous identifions un point aveugle dans la littérature : là où il commence à y avoir
de nombreuses études sur les effets d’un toucher venant d’un robot ou d’un agent sur
un humain, ainsi que sur la façon dont les humains perçoivent et interprètent ces types
de toucher simulés, il y a très peu voire aucun travaux qui implémentent une boucle
interactive complète avec un agent capable de s’adapter à un toucher reçu et toucher en
retour dynamiquement et de façon autonome. Nous choisissons de nous positionner dans
cet angle mort actuel de la littérature en proposant un modèle de décision qui permettra
de compléter la boucle interactive et ainsi étudier la manière dont des capacités de toucher
peuvent améliorer les capacités socio-relationnelles d’un agent.

Architecture et choix techniques pour un agent touchant

Pour rendre possible une boucle interactive intégrant du toucher social en environnement
immersif, nous proposons dans le chapitre 3 d’adopter l’architecture classique des agents
autonomes qui requiert des capacités de perception, de décision et d’action, et d’étudier la
façon d’on peut y intégrer le toucher. Nous choisissons également d’utiliser un dispositif
immersif de type de salle immersive pour ses puissantes capacités d’immersion et son
avantage (par rapport à des casques de réalité virtuelle classiques) de laisser l’utilisateur
en capacité de voir son propre corps. De cette façon, le problème de l’embodiement, c’est-
à-dire le sentiment d’incarnation dans l’avatar virtuel de l’utilisateur, ne se pose pas pour
ce premier travail exploratoire. Cette décision d’utiliser un environnement immersif de
réalité virtuelle est particulièrement guidé par l’argument tenu par Huisman et al. (2014a)
que la RV pourra profiter à l’étude du toucher social en nous permettant de soigneusement
construire des scénarios d’interaction engageants et crédibles qui pourront mener à des
réactions plus naturelles de la part des sujets que ce qu’il est actuellement possible de
réaliser en interaction directe en laboratoire ou avec des études observationnelles.

Pour intégrer le toucher à une architecture d’agent autonome et un environnement
immersif, nous procédons au développement d’un module de perception pour donner un
sens du toucher virtuel à notre agent, et ainsi le rendre sensible aux touchers humains et à
leurs propriétés physiques. Pour la capacité de décision, nous avons eu le sentiment que le
lien fort entre émotion, relation et toucher était crucial et devait donc être pris en compte.
Le toucher est en effet une modalité puissante et intime qui demande d’être extrêmement
prudent dans la manière dont on va l’utiliser avec les autres. Nous avons de ce fait proposé
d’utiliser un modèle computationnel d’émotion pour rendre notre agent touchant au plein
sens du terme: capable de toucher à la fois physiquement et émotionnellement. Enfin,
pour rendre perceptible les touchers de l’agent auprès de l’humain (la capacité d’action),
nous utilisons à la fois la plateforme d’animation et de contrôle d’agents virtuels GRETA
pour l’aspect visuel des comportements de l’agent, et nous développons SOFTLY, un man-
chon vibrotactile, pour l’aspect haptique du retour.

Cette architecture est implémentée dans une structure logicielle élaborée pour être
facilement reproductible et intégrable avec d’autres équipements immersifs (comme des
casques) et d’autres dispositifs haptiques. Nous pensons que c’est en effet un point partic-
ulièrement important pour l’avancée de ce domaine de recherche quand on travaille avec
des équipements onéreux comme peut l’être une salle immersive.
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Un module de perception pour un sens du toucher virtuel

Dans le chapitre 4 nous montrons comment nous avons implémenté un sens du toucher
virtuel pour des interactions immersives en améliorant des travaux pré-existants de la lit-
térature (Sykownik and Masuch (2020), Nguyen and Wachsmuth (2009)) qui utilisent une
grille de détecteurs de collisions virtuels (des "colliders") pour former une peau virtuelle
pour l’agent. Avec cette approche on peut détecter quand et où un toucher a lieu ainsi que
la vitesse, la durée et la présence ou l’absence de mouvement,...

L’évaluation présentée dans la section 7.1 a cependant montré les limites de notre
première implémentation, la résolution de la grille étant un facteur hautement limitant
qui rendait les données difficiles à interpréter. De plus, cette approche ne permettait pas
d’avoir une estimation de la pression exercée, du fait de l’intangibilité de l’agent, ce qui
est une propriété particulièrement importante pour le toucher. Nous avons donc proposé
une deuxième implémentation de notre module de perception utilisant un système de co-
ordonnées locales aux colliders et en utilisant une méthode de god-object avec un ressort
pour avoir une estimation de la pression exercée sur l’agent. Nous avons de plus mis en
place une détection des détections de regard et des estimations des distances interperson-
nelles.

Enfin, nous avons implémenté un algorithme simple utilisant des ensembles flous pré-
définis pour avoir une pré-interprétation basique des valeurs brutes enregistrées par le
module de perception et ainsi faciliter le processus décisionnel.

Un modèle de décision pour un agent touchant

Dans le chapitre 5 nous décrivons le processus de décision qui prendra en compte les en-
trées enregistrées par le module de perception pour modéliser les connaissances de l’agent.
Notre modèle de connaissance pour l’agent est élaboré pour permettre de déterminer si le
toucher est cohérent avec le contexte d’interaction et acceptable étant donné la réceptivité
au toucher de l’humain et le niveau de la relation entre lui et l’agent. En ce qui concerne
l’acceptabilité, nous avons notamment établi un modèle d’estimation du niveau de rapport
(terme anglais qui désigne l’entente en quelque sorte) entre l’humain et l’agent en fonc-
tion du niveau d’attention exprimé par l’humain vis-à-vis de l’agent et de l’état émotionnel
de l’humain.

Nous détaillons également la manière dont nous avons modélisé les processus d’interprétation
et d’évaluation cognitive des entrées du modèle pour générer les connaissances et l’état
émotionnel de l’agent en fonction des événements dans l’interaction et, en particulier, des
actions de l’humains. En combinant la réceptivité au toucher estimée pour l’humain à ces
connaissances, et en particulier au niveau estimé de rapport entre l’humain et l’agent, nous
pensons que notre agent sera plus à même de déterminer quand toucher sera acceptable
pour l’humain. Cette estimation de l’acceptabilité et de la cohérence d’un toucher est réal-
isée au moment de la sélection et de l’activation de règles de décisions élaborées à partir
de la littérature sur le toucher social en fonction de l’état de l’interaction et des différentes
connaissances de l’agent. Ce modèle a été implémenté dans un modèle computationnel
d’émotion déjà existant et testé dans la littérature, FAtiMA (Dias et al. (2014)), que nous
avons modifié pour répondre à nos besoins particulier quand nécessaire.

Le processus de décision a lieu en deux étapes : on détermine d’abord l’intention
de communication la plus adaptée à la situation actuelle, puis on décide quelle modal-
ité (toucher, gestes, parole) est appropriée à cette intention (selon la littérature, comme
l’étude de Jones and Yarbrough (1985)) et on valide le choix en fonction de l’acceptabilité
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de la modalité. Les types de toucher spécifiques à utiliser sont déterminés par l’intention
de communication selon les résultats de la littératurre sur le toucher social.

Le manchon vibrotactile SOFTLY

Le chapitre 6 présente SOFTLY, un manchon vibrotactile facile à porter et composé d’une
grille de bobines acoustiques (voice coils) que l’on peut utiliser pour générer un retour
vibratoire. La technologie des voice coils nous permet d’utiliser de nombreux types de
formes d’ondes et de fréquences différents pour produire des sensations intéressantes. On
peut ensuite combiner nos patterns haptiques avec les animations de notre agent pour
instancier de manière synchronisée les décisions de toucher du modèle.

Une évaluation présentée dans la section 7.2 nous a permis d’investiguer les propriétés
psychophysiques de notre dispositif haptique avec des utilisateurs humains et de calibrer
certaines de nos valeurs.

Framework fonctionnnel et évaluations

Toutes ces contributions prises ensemble forment un framework fonctionnel à la fois tech-
nique et théorique, qui a été développé pour être facile à importer dans des installations
similaires d’interactions immersives avec des agents, même si l’équipement spécifique dif-
fère de celui présenté ici.

Si, pour l’instant, la pandémie de COVID a rendu impossible d’évaluer le modèle dans
les conditions prévues initialement (en interaction directe en environnement immersif),
nous présentons tout de même dans le chapitre 7 les différentes évaluations des com-
posants du framework qui ont montré des résultats intéressants. En particulier, nous
présentons une étude observationnelle à la troisième personne réalisée en ligne, dans
laquelle le modèle de décision était évalué par des participants humains auxquels nous
présentions des interactions enregistrées à l’avance dans lesquelles le modèle de décision
prenait des décisions de toucher dynamiquement. Nous avons interrogé les participants
sur leurs impressions concernant la cohérence et l’acceptabilité des décisions de l’agent
pour le toucher et nous avons également évalué leurs estimations des niveaux émotion-
nels et d’attention de l’humain simulé présenté dans les enregistrements. Les résultats ont
montré que nos choix initiaux pour le modèle sont dans l’ensemble corrects, mais néces-
sitent quelques ajustements. En revanche, seule une évaluation dans le contexte immersif
complet pourra nous permettre de conclure avec plus de certitude concernant les capacités
de notre modèle.

Avec cette thèse, nous espérons tout de même pouvoir démontrer l’intérêt et l’étendue
de ce domaine de recherche et la possibilité de construire un tel ACA capable de prendre
part à une boucle interactive intégrant le toucher social, bien qu’il reste de nombreux
défis à relever à la fois pour les capacités de perception, décision et de génération des
comportements.
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Chapter 1
Context of the Thesis

Le corps est l’expérience de toucher indéfiniment à l’intouchable,
mais au sens où l’intouchable n’est rien qui soit derrière, ni un
intérieur ou un dedans, ni une masse, ni un Dieu. L’intouchable,
c’est que ça touche. On peut aussi employer un autre mot pour
dire cela : ce qui touche, ce par quoi on est touché, c’est de l’ordre
de l’émotion. Émotion est un mot très affaibli pour nous, mais
émotion, cela veut dire : mis en mouvement, mis en branle,
ébranlé, affecté, entamé..

Jean-Luc Nancy

Contents

1.1 Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

1.2 Research Questions & Contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

1.3 Publications & Dissemination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

T HIS Chapter introduces the context where this Thesis is placed, in particular the
research questions we address and the approach followed to answer these ques-
tions. The motivation of this work and the main steps we realised to accomplish
it are introduced. A list of the contributions of this Thesis and the publications

that resulted from it is also given.

1.1 Introduction

In our digital societies, we are perpetually connected to each others. We can call our

friends on the phone or send them a text message, we can connect with people from the

other side of the world online and exchange ideas at any hour of the day or the night.

Beyond human-human communication, we can even talk to our vocal assistants about the

weather or our tastes in music. We can emotionally bond with virtual characters in video

1
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games. Even in the most dire situations, with the forced lockdowns provoked around

the world by the COVID pandemic, our digital communication technologies have allowed

them to keep on working, studying or at least staying updated on the situation. And

despite all that, even in the middle of the digital crowds, we can still feel the sharp sting

of loneliness and isolation.

As human beings, and maybe even simply as living beings, we crave the contact of

others, their physical presences and their touch. Touch is our most fundamental way to

apprehend the world, even when all our other senses fail us, we will never lose the ability

to touch, to feel the world around us, to explore its textures and shapes, to experience the

outside and its resistance. It is also an incredibly powerful social sense, thus often reserved

to our close relationship, that we can use to express emotions (Hertenstein et al. (2009))

and to bond (Chatel-Goldman et al. (2014)) with others, to fight or to help, to feel and

to share. Even in the field of virtual reality, which may seem like the domain the furthest

away from touch considering its intangible nature, haptics are an increasingly important

field of research, further improving the feeling of presence and immersion in virtual en-

vironments Garcia-Valle et al. (2018). And yet while it probably has never been as easy

to interact with others than today, be it with humans, pets, robots, chatbots, plush toys,

video game characters, vocal assistants, or even the simplest of our technological tools,

touch, despite its critical importance in our well-being and social development (Montagu

(1986), Cascio et al. (2019)), remains crucially (and often cruelly) absent from most of

our communication technologies. We believe that integrating touch, and especially social

touch, to the panel of our digital interaction modalities will be both one of our biggest

challenges and one of the most essential task to accomplish in order to feel content in our

increasingly digital world.

And while this will necessarily entail the development of touch mediation technolo-

gies, so that we may touch our fellow humans over the distance, it should also become

an important way to interact with the new kinds of social entities that are beginning to

appear. In recent years, many different types of artificial companions have been created

to take up roles that we would have thought reserved to human beings. They can be

machines, robots, or virtual agents: entirely fabricated characters who nonetheless can

provide us services and make us feel like we really are connecting and interacting, as they

are endowed with more and more social abilities (speech, gestures, social strategies of

collaboration and bonding, etc.). As we have a very tactile relationship with our tech-

nical tools (we hold our pens, our smartphones, we tap on our keyboards, we wear our

clothes), so it would make sense that we would also start to interact tactually with those

new artificial companions. Such touching companions could even help us in the domains

of healthcare (both physical and mental), entertainment, technical training, collaboration,

etc.

The goal of the present Thesis is to explore the conditions that would make meaning-

ful and respectful social touch interactions with embodied conversational agents possible,

2
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and investigate how this would improve their relational and emotional abilities. Neither

the production of haptic stimuli nor the perception of human touch are particularly new

topics of interest, but even in social interactions among humans, the question of deter-

mining when and how to touch another without hurting them doesn’t have a clear answer

and is at the heart of current societal issues (MeToo, BlackLivesMatter,...). By investigat-

ing how we can enable social touch interactions between humans and agents, we thus

hope to contribute to both the field of research on autonomous embodied conversational

agents social abilities and that of social touch interactions at large, both in practical and

theoretical ways.

1.2 Research Questions & Contributions

The main motivations of this Thesis, which takes place in the context of the ANR Social

Touch project, is to investigate how to endow embodied conversational agents with social

touch abilities to enhance their emotional and relational abilities. While there are already

quite a few research works that have investigated the effects of agent-initiated social touch

on human, we should note that those works are mostly built around very controlled pro-

tocols, with unidirectional touches coming from an almost entirely scripted agent. Works

on truly interactive agents that use touch are, on the contrary, very hard to come by at

the present time. We propose a different, more interactive approach: building a proof-of-

concept of an embodied conversational agent that would be able to seamlessly exchange

social touches with a human by adapting its behaviour during the interaction. This means

that the agent would be able to receive touches from the human and react to it, as well

as being able to touch the human too. We believe that building such an interactive loop

would prove beneficial both to the field of virtual agents and to the field of social touch

and social touch technologies.

Furthermore, we propose to build this agent with touch abilities in an immersive en-

vironment context, thus allowing us to build controlled environments and scenarios that

would still give a lot of freedom of action to the human. The hope is that such use of im-

mersive environment with an agent that can touch will enable us to study social touch in

a more ecological way as opposed to the difficulty of studying social touch in a laboratory

or with observational studies. Enabling such an interactive loop based on social touch in

immersive environment represents a challenge and research topic in itself however, which

leads us to our second research question: what does a virtual agent need to be able to

perform in such an interactive loop? How can we make it so that the human will feel

touched by an agent characterized by its virtuality and a priori intangibleness?

This question can only lead to more questions, because a truly interactive agent tradi-

tionally needs three abilities: perception, decision and action. In the present Thesis, we

propose to address those questions that we will formulate in those terms:

3
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1. How can we build a virtual sense of touch for an embodied conversational agent in

an immersive environment?

2. When and how to touch a human so that the touch would be both meaningful and

acceptable?

3. And how to instantiate a touch decision in a way that a human could feel and, again,

accept?

To answer those questions we put forward the following contributions:

• A review of the literature on social touch, social touch technologies and embodied

conversational agents (Chapter 2).

• A functional framework allowing an interactive loop integrating social touch as a

modality between a human and an agent in an immersive environment (Chapter 3),

which includes:

– A perception module for a virtual sense of touch (Chapter 4) with:

* Collision and touch characteristics detection and recording (speed, dura-

tion, location of the touch,...).

* Estimation of the force exerted on the agent’s virtual body.

* Simple pre-interpretation and recognition of touch gestures algorithm based

on fuzzy sets.

* Estimation of proxemics and gaze direction.

– A decision model (Chapter 5) adapted to the consideration of touch interactions

designed as:

* A computational model of emotions to take the emotional component of

touch into account.

* A model of beliefs that estimates dynamically the Rapport between the

human and the agent based on attentiveness and emotional state.

* Choice of communicative intention to be conveyed based on the state of

the interaction.

* Decisions that take touch avoidance, rapport and communicative intention

into account to determine when a touch is acceptable and appropriate.

– A haptic device (SOFTLY) able to generate a variety of haptic feedback for

human-agent social touch interactions (Chapter 6):

* Voice-coil based tactile sleeve.

* Wearable and wireless.

* Generation of continuous movement impressions.

4
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* Design of haptic patterns that simulate different types of touch (tap, caress,

hit, sustained touch).

– An adaptable and easily reproducible software structure to connect the percep-

tion module, decision model and haptic device together.

• Evaluations of the abilities of this framework, its components and its design choices

(Chapter 7):

– Evaluation of the perception module recordings and the credibility of an agent’s

touch in an immersive environment.

– Evaluation of the basic properties of the SOFTLY tactile sleeve.

– Use case simulation of the decision model to check the coherence of the overall

decision process.

– Third-person observational study of human observers’ perception of the touch-

ing decisions of the decision model regarding coherence, acceptability and func-

tions of the touch.

• Guidelines with propositions for future works regarding touching agents and the use

of simulated social touch.

1.3 Publications & Dissemination

The publications in International Conferences and Workshops include:

• Fabien Boucaud, Quentin Tafiani, Catherine Pelachaud, Indira Thouvenin. Social

Touch in Human-agent Interactions in an Immersive Virtual Environment. 3rd In-
ternational Conference on Human Computer Interaction Theory and Applications (HU-
CAPP 2019), Feb 2019, Prague, Czech Republic. pp.129-136

• Fabien Boucaud, Catherine Pelachaud, and Indira Thouvenin. 2021. Decision Model

for a Virtual Agent that can Touch and be Touched. In Proceedings of the 20th In-
ternational Conference on Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems (AAMAS ’21).

International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems, Richland,

SC, 232–241.

The publications in National Workshops include:

• Fabien Boucaud, Quentin Tafiani, Catherine Pelachaud, Indira Thouvenin. Vers une

prise en compte du toucher social dans les interactions humain-agent en environ-

nement virtuel immersif. Journées de la Réalité Virtuelle (j•RV 2018), Oct 2018,

Evry, France.
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• Fabien Boucaud, Indira Thouvenin, Catherine Pelachaud. Quand et Comment Toucher

un Humain ? Un Modèle de Décision pour un Agent Touchant. Workshop sur
les Affects, Compagnons artificiels et Interactions (WACAI 2020), CNRS, Université

Toulouse Jean Jaurès, Université de Bordeaux, Jun 2020, Saint Pierre d’Oléron,

France.

The work presented in this Thesis has also been presented as posters:

• Fabien Boucaud, Indira Thouvenin, Catherine Pelachaud. Touch-aware agent: chal-

lenges of social touch in virtual reality, ConVRgence (VRIC) Virtual Reality Interna-
tional Conference Proceedings, Laval, France, avril 2020

• Fabien Boucaud, Indira Thouvenin, Catherine Pelachaud. A Touching Agent : Inte-

grating Touch in Social Interactions between Human and Embodied Conversational

Agent in an Immersive Environment. 3rd International Association for the Study of
Affective Touch Congress (IASAT 2019), Sep 2019, Linköping, Sweden.
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T
His Chapter introduces the subject of touch and social touch. We first investi-

gate the literature regarding the fundamental properties of touch as one of the

five human senses, before going more specifically in the direction of touch as a

social communicative channel and exploring how the forms it can take in tra-

ditional human-human interactions. Departing from what we might be accustomed to in

our everyday social experiences, we then look at the research on social touch technologies

and how it can both allow humans to exchange touches through the distance and enable

touch interactions with artificial companions, either virtual or robotic. Along the way, we
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discuss the position of our work and the contributions it can make in this increasingly

popular research domain, notably regarding the complete interactive loop and decision

models for human-agent social touch.

2.1 The Sense of Touch and Social Touch Among Humans

2.1.1 The Sense of Touch: biological properties

What we call in our everyday lives the “sense of touch”, one of the five human senses

alongside sound, sight, smell and taste, designates in fact a complex system of perception

: the somatosensory system, which encompasses all the organs (skin, muscles, joints,...)

concerned by the perception of tactual sensations. Functionally, we can differentiate two

types of tactual sensations that constitute the sense of touch : the tactile or cutaneous

perception and the kinesthetic perception (Loomis and Lederman (1986)).

• Cutaneous (or tactile) perception refers to all the sensations perceived at the sur-

face of the skin, such as pain, temperature, texture, following a pattern from the

tip of the finger, etc. In anatomic terms, those perceptions are the product of the

multiple types of cutaneous receptors present in our skins. Thermoreceptors per-

ceive warmth, nociceptors perceive pain and further types of mechanoreceptors all

contribute to the perception of textures and discriminatory properties of our touch,

allowing us to determine the shapes of our surrounding environment.

• Kinesthetic perception, also often called proprioception, refers to the awareness of

body spatial position and movement : feeling where our head, limbs and other parts

of our body are positioned relative to each other, allowing us to move with coherence

and stability as well as enabling us to estimate the weight and/or length of objects

based on dynamic perceptions. Kinesthetic perception is the product of the wide

variety of proprioceptors found in our muscles, tendons and joints.

Although they are extremely different in terms of functions, there are very few cases

where kinesthetic and cutaneous perceptions are separated, and what we usually experi-

ence in our everyday lives when it comes to touch is haptic perception : the combination

of tactile and kinesthetic sensations.

Haptic perception thus fulfills multiple critical functions for human beings by allowing

us to perceive the boundaries of the world and all the objects that inhabit it, as well as

the properties of those objects: weight, texture, temperature, etc. This makes us equally

aware of the outside’s potential dangers (thanks to the perception of pain for example)

and its potential affordances (what we can do to interact with the world).

In fact, touch is the first sense to develop itself in the fetus before birth, and it is also the

primary sense through which the newborn infant will progressively learn to differentiate
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his bodily self from the rest of the world (Montagu (1986)). On the scale of the species,

research has shown how the technical development of humans through the manufacturing

of tools seemed to correlate with the development of their brains’ size (Leroi-Gourhan

(1964)). And finally, even in our contemporary “digital” work (“digit” etymologically

coming directly from the Latin word for finger), we still interact mainly with our technical

tools through touch, be it for manipulating a hammer or to send a message to a friend via

our tactile smartphone screens.

Despite this considerable importance of touch in the development of human beings

and in our everyday lives, research regarding the senses, their properties and uses, has re-

mained scarce for the longest time, and is still lacking. This is explained by the traditions

of Western thinking, which, influenced by religions, considered the body as a place of vice

and lowly desires that should be ignored, as opposed to the virtuous and transcendent

mind (Cranny-Francis (2011)). Since the middle of the 20th century however, the decon-

struction of the old idea of the mind/body dichotomy and the multiplication of works and

essays regarding the embodied experience of living, often produced in the fields of fem-

inist and social studies, has led to the appearance of more and more research regarding

the senses and, eventually, touch.

There is still much to learn regarding the sense of touch, both in terms of physiology

and of its meanings in our embodied experiences of the world and of society. Nevertheless,

the importance of touch in our lives goes beyond the ability to perceive the boundaries and

textures of objects, it is also one of our most essential modalities when interacting with

other people.

2.1.2 Social touch: the importance of touching and being touched by others

As social individuals, humans can use multiple modalities to express themselves and com-

municate with other people: we can speak, modulate our speech with prosody, use ges-

tures, gaze, write, and we can touch. Beyond its discriminative and proprioceptive func-

tions, touch can take a wide range of meanings when used in a social setting, and it is as

essential to our social lives as it is to our proper functioning as material bodies (Cascio

et al. (2019)).

Here, we will call “social touch” all the uses of touch in a social context. It can be a

handshake to greet somebody, a tap of encouragement on the arm, or any type of interper-

sonal touch, even accidental, as even the most fortuitous touch can have a sizable impact

on the perception we have of another person or on the feelings we experience.

As is the case with most of humans’ communicative modalities, social touch is not easy

to formally study. Creating natural-enough circumstances to elicit natural touch interac-

tions in the laboratory is difficult, while observational and self-report studies have their

own inherent biases and challenges to overcome. Despite this, since the 1950s there has

been abundant research on the meanings of touch in social interactions, from a wide range
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of different research domains. When reviewing this dense literature, it appears that the

“meanings” of a touch are not that easy to define.

2.1.2.1 The inherent ambiguity of social touch

In their review of the research regarding the communicative meanings of touch, Herten-

stein et al. (2006b) present the existing evidence regarding the importance of touch for

emotional communication, attachment, bonding, compliance, power, intimacy, hedonics,

and liking. At a more detailed level, an observational study by Jones and Yarbrough

(1985) attempted to classify occurrences of touch based on their communicative func-

tions. They identified twelve “relatively unambiguous” meanings : support, appreciation,

inclusion, sexual interest or intent, affection, playful affection, playful aggression, compli-

ance, attention-getting, announcing a response, greetings, and departure. Beyond those,

they also observed four additional ambiguous meanings: reference to appearance, instru-

mental ancillary, instrumental intrinsic, and accidental. It doesn’t stop there either as

they further noticed that a single touch could very well have multiple different meanings,

such as greetings/affection. While this study dates back to 1985, it is still, to our knowl-

edge, one of the only works to have seriously tried to observe and to classify occurrences

of touch by their communicative functions. The presence of hybrid and ambiguous cat-

egories questions whether the argued twelve unambiguous meanings really are without

ambiguity, but it also serves to show how many varieties there can be in the meanings of

touch and how difficult it is to actually formalize them. In their study regarding affective

interpersonal touch Fisher et al. (1976) had already written on the matter that “while the

message of touch has an inherent ambiguity, touching usually has a fairly clear intention-

ality. In effect, touch implies that a communication is intended, but the content of the

communication may not be clear”.

Therefore in the same way that in terms of physical properties we can distinguish the

temperature, the texture, the shape or the weight of an object that comes into contact

with our skin, a social touch can also be interpreted in multiple ways at the same time in

terms of affective and functional/communicative meanings.

2.1.2.2 The Meanings of Social Touch: social development, well-being and love

For mammal newborn babies, touch from their parents at birth is essential to activate

the bodily functions that are not yet fully operational such as breathing or defecation

(Montagu (1986), Cascio et al. (2019)). A lack of social touch in the early stages of life can

have very serious consequences on the health of the baby, and can even, in extreme cases,

lead to death (Crandall (1897)). Even well into adulthood, there is evidence that social

touch has positive physiological effects by helping lower stress, blood pressure, perception

of pain and heart rate (Ditzen et al. (2007), Field (2010), Shaltout et al. (2012)). On the

other hand, from the psychological point of view, social touch has also been evidenced
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as essential to the socio-psychological development of individuals. Touch deprivation in

childhood has been correlated with stress, depression and a lack of social skills later in life

(Floyd (2014), Carlson and Earls (1997)).

In a famous although ethically questionable study by Harlow (1958) on rhesus mon-

keys, babies having been separated from their mothers at birth were then presented with

different surrogate “mothers”: one made of wire that also provided feeding, and one made

of soft cloth that did not provide feeding. It was then observed how the babies were con-

sistently reaching for the surrogate mother involved in the affective moments when given

the choice or faced with stressful situations, instead of the feeding mother. The extent to

which this happened led the researcher to even argue having identified the nature of love,

in that comforting contact was eclipsing even nursing behaviours in terms of preference.

This work was profoundly influential in the field of psychology where almost at the same

time the notion of transitional objects was founded by Winnicott (2016). This concept in-

volves the transfer of the mother-child bond into a surrogate object such as a toy or plush

which helps the baby to learn to distinguish the boundaries between himself (his body,

his desires and needs) and the outside world which does not always obey his command.

Both of those works show how connected social touch is to the notions of affect, relational

bonding, social development, and, ultimately, love.

2.1.2.3 The Affective Meanings of Social Touch

It is therefore no surprise that there is now abundant research in the field of social touch

on the affective meanings of touch. In languages with Latin origins, touch is often semanti-

cally associated with emotion. We can say that we feel touched when we feel moved by an

emotion and we can describe a work of art as touching. This linguistic intuition that touch

is related to emotion has been more and more supported by the recent findings regarding

the C-tactile afferents (or C-fibers). It was indeed recently discovered that some specific

mechanoreceptors of the skin which are mostly found in the hairy parts of the body, seem

to be responsible at the neurobiological level for the identification of social touches and

their affective valence (McGlone et al. (2014), Löken et al. (2009)). Those CT-afferents

react with the most strength to stroking gestures of a speed between 1-10 cm/s, which

is also the range of speeds that human subjects have rated as the most pleasant. This

suggests that we are biologically “wired”, so to say, for enjoying social touch.

Beyond the pleasure we can experience from such affective stroking, touch is also able

to convey specific emotions to others. In an experiment where a participant was made

unable to see nor hear while another participant tried to convey to them specific emotions

via touch, it was observed that the recognition rates of the emotions were reaching above

chance level even when the two participants didn’t know each other (Hertenstein et al.

(2009), Hertenstein et al. (2006a)). Further studies have confirmed those findings and

given evidence that a closer relationship between the two people helped them to better
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convey the same emotions as well as convey a greater variety of emotions (McIntyre et al.

(2019), Thompson and Hampton (2011)).

Two other things were learned from those studies. First, it appears that specific types

of touch gestures are more frequently used to convey specific types of emotions (App

et al. (2011), Hertenstein et al. (2009), Bianchi-Berthouze and Tajadura-Jiménez (2014),

Hauser et al. (2019)). The touch types/emotions conveyed associations evidenced in those

works are summarized in Table 2.1. However it also becomes apparent, and that is the

second thing we learned from those studies, that the inherent ambiguity regarding the

actual message of a touch is at play here too. The principles of equipotentiality and

equifinality are particularly visible in those associations of touch types with the emotion

they are used to convey: one specific touch type can be used to express different emotions,

and at the same time, a single emotion can be expressed through different touch types.

Emotion Touch Types
Anger Hit, Tap, Push, Shake, Squeeze
Fear Contact, Lift, Press, Shake

Sympathy Contact, Hug, Tap, Rub, Stroke
Sadness Contact, Hug, Lift, Nuzzle, Rub, Stroke
Disgust Contact, Kick, Push, Slap, Toss

Table 2.1 – Emotions and the touch types most commonly associated with them.

2.1.2.4 Interpretation, Acceptability and Effects of Social Touch

So then, the question becomes: how do we decisively interpret a touch in our daily in-

teractions? Just as with other communicative modalities, multiple factors come into play

when interpreting a touch. Touch meanings have a definite cultural component (Remland

et al. (1995), Dibiase and Gunnoe (2004)), they are influenced by the context they take

place in and are also negotiated during the actual interaction (Meyer et al. (2017)).

Gender differences regarding touch uses and touch interpretation have been widely

studied (Derlega et al. (1989), Dibiase and Gunnoe (2004), Stier and Hall (1984), Martin

and Anderson (1993), Sanderson and Jorgensen (1997), Major (1981)) and it appears

that men are usually more likely to initiate touch towards women, especially at the begin-

ning of a relationship, but are very averse to touch from other men. This men-men touch

aversion is theorised as being related to a latent homophobia in some cultures (Derlega

et al. (1989)), and it should be noted that on the other hand, women were found to have

a similar acceptance of being touched by women and by men. However, another differ-

ence that was found is that for men, a touch coming from a woman was always positively

received, while for women it depended on the level of the relationship they had with the

person touching them (Bradac et al. (1984)). A study by Martin and Anderson (1993)

showed however that those gender differences were significantly correlated with the psy-

chological gender of the person, and not so much with the biological gender. This means
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that all those differences are likely highly cultural and the fact that some of those studies

date back to 20 or 30 years ago now should be taken into consideration: cultural biases

may very well have changed in the elapsed time. A recent study by Suvilehto et al. (2015)

on the topography of acceptable touches depending on the level of the relationship be-

tween the two interactors showed however that most of those observations still hold true:

women are shown to be more open to being touched in terms of areas and relationships

for both men and women touches, while men are averse to men-initiated touch. In all

cases though, the interpretation of a touch, and here its acceptability for the recipient,

depends on the type of relationship shared by the toucher and the touchee and the state

of this relationship. A touch coming from a stranger will always be less acceptable than

the same touch coming from a close one.

Regarding the way relationships influence the interpretation of touch, it should be

noted that here relationship has a large meaning and can also be part of the specific

context of interaction. A touch coming from a colleague at work is going to be interpreted

entirely differently as it would be if it had come from a concurrent in a competition, from

the boss of the place we work at, from a healthcare professional, or from a romantic

partner.

Personality traits also play an important part in how we perceive and accept social

touch. It was for example shown that certain attachment styles led to decreased perceived

pleasantness when experiencing CT-optimal stroking (Krahé et al. (2018)) and, similarly,

persons with autism have different perceptions towards social touch. But even beyond our

cultural and physiological backgrounds we each have a singular relationship with touch.

As there are very tactile persons who cannot refrain from touching people they interact

with, there are also people that generally do not enjoy touch that much, or even experi-

ence it as unpleasant and annoying. To model these personal preferences regarding touch,

the notion of “touch avoidance” or “touch receptivity” has been put forward, and multiple

scales and questionnaires have been created to try and measure these individual pref-

erences (Webb and Peck (2015), Martin and Anderson (1993), Andersen and Leibowitz

(1978)).

Concurrently to the affective meanings of touch, we have seen how touch also can have

more functional meanings, such as attention-getting, turn-taking or task-related meanings.

Again, a single occurrence of a touch can both have an affective component and a func-

tional meaning. This has made social touch important and interesting in some professions

such as in the domain of healthcare. In those situations, touch can serve both as a tool of

examination of the body, and as a way of conveying reassurance, comfort and/or securing

compliance.

There is a wide literature regarding the “Midas touch” effect, i.e. the fact that social in-

terpersonal touch significantly improves the perception we have of a person and increases

the odds of the recipient of the touch complying with a request, even if they did not take

explicit notice of the touch and don’t remember it (Crusco and Wetzel (1984), Guéguen
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(2004), Kleinke (1977)). Not only that, but the recipient of the touch has also been shown

to be more perseverant when the demand was to accomplish a task.

In summary, touch is a very important sense to human beings. With its discrimina-

tive properties, humans are able to perceive textures and learn to differentiate the outside

world from themselves, and ultimately touch allows us to manipulate this outside world.

Furthermore, between humans, social touch also plays an essential role in the develop-

ment of our social skills and our well-being. Although the meaning of social touch can be

modulated by culture, relationships and context, it is also constructed and negotiated di-

rectly during the interaction by the people involved, and it ultimately helps us bond with

each other and convey our emotions as well as express many different communicative

intentions.

However, in an increasingly digital and technological world where countless hours are

spent on computers and smartphones, and where at times direct social contact is further

hindered, such as it happened with the recent pandemic situation, social touch appears to

be getting harder to come by. With the pandemic, we had first-hand experience of what

this can mean for both our social lives and our health, as isolation often led to depression.

What place is there for social touch in a world where we spend more time texting or

having video conferences than being physically present with other people? How can we

maintain an actual contact with other people even when distance or circumstances sets us

apart? And in the future, what other new forms could social touch take to help us in our

everyday lives?

2.2 Social Touch Technologies

As we have seen, maintaining social contact is a critical need for humans’ well-being and

social touch helps us connect, bond, and express emotions with others. It thus makes

sense that we would want to implement social touch abilities in our communication tools,

so that a phone call could be accompanied by social touch interactions for example.

Enabling users to exchange touch over the distance via a technological tool is called

mediated social touch. To allow such exchanges to happen, mediated social touch tech-

nologies obviously need to both allow users to input their desired touch patterns and to

be able to generate the haptic stimulus for the user. The challenge is thus two-fold: how

can we perceive a human touch? And how can we reproduce touch with technology? And

ultimately, once the technological challenge are overcome, will mediated touch have the

same effects and uses as actual social touch?

From our perceptual point of view, touching is always also being touched. Upon

putting our hand on the arm of someone we perceive the skin of the person, its texture

and temperature, but we also produce, at the same time, a similar sensation for them.

While we uniformly describe this as the sensation of touch, there are in fact two different

functions performed simultaneously: we both feel the thing that we touch (its texture,
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temperature, shape, weight, etc.) and deliver the haptic sensation of our touch to that

thing (the texture, temperature, shape, weight, etc. of our own hand for example). While

this might appear as extremely obvious and natural to human readers, those two functions

will not be addressed by the same kinds of technologies.

It is therefore no wonder that the field of haptics research is often polarized in two cat-

egories: the perception of touch technologies (how to sense and interpret a touch) and the

haptic feedback generation (producing a touching sensation on a human via technology).

2.2.1 Social Touch Generation

While there is more and more research in the field of haptic generation, there is still no

perfect way to imitate human touch with technology. In its most basic use, touch al-

lows us to feel when we come into contact with something outside of us that prevents us

from continuing our movement. In essence, touch is the sense that allows us to perceive

the things that resists us. However, as we have seen in Section 2.1.1, we can then fur-

ther discriminate between the perception of textures, vibrations, weight, proprioception,

temperature, etc. Our sense of touch is the combination of multiple extremely complex

perceptive systems and therefore simulating a complete haptic sensation via technology is

a huge challenge.

Maybe the most obvious way to simulate a touch is thus to use actual tangible objects.

Eichhorn et al. (2008) showcase a small arm covered with textile activated by a servo-

motor that can be commanded over the distance. Similarly Teyssier et al. (2018) propose

small mechatronic fingers that can be plugged on a smartphone to deliver stroking ges-

tures on the wrist of the user based on the inputs of the other user. In the works by Bonanni

et al. (2006) an air bladder is inflated to generate a squeezing sensation and in a research

work by Suhonen et al. (2012) two shape memory alloy (SMA) MigaOne actuators are

worn on the arm and are able to tighten themselves around it. Another popular research

avenue is that of robotic devices, such as the robotic arm used by Teyssier et al. (2020),

which can simulate human touching gestures. While those kinds of devices manage to

actually deliver a natural sense of touch, they are often limited by their materiality: you

have to be holding or wearing them already to be able to use them, they might take time

to activate (air bladder) and are somewhat limited both in the ways you can equip them

on a person (a robotic arm is quite massive) and in the kinds of touch they can simulate

(SMAs can only squeeze).

A somewhat similar type of technology that can be used to simulate a sensation of

resistance is force-feedback, which essentially consists in opposing some amount of force

against the user’s body in order to make it seem like there is an obstacle. This is described

in research papers as early as in 1996 with Hashimoto and Manoratkul (1996) in the work

of which two users could exchange handshake through the distance thanks to a force-

feedback device. Other studies such as the ones by Bailenson et al. (2007) and Brave et al.
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Figure 2.1 – Examples of tangible haptic devices (Mobilimb on the left, and a robotic arm
on the right, both by Teyssier et al.)

(2001) make use of force-feedback joysticks and have shown how users can indeed convey

understandable emotions using those kind of haptic signals. More widely, force-feedback

devices can take the form of mechanical arms, be used in video game controllers or even

take a wearable form with the recent SenseGlove 1 or HaptX 2. With the glove form, force-

feedback is applied to the fingers, preventing them from closing the hand. This produces

the sensation of holding something with potential variations of texture (soft or hard) and

size. While this technology can lead to an impression of contact and of textures and

weight, its downside is also that it usually has to be held or at least put in a stable position

and is difficult to make into a wearable device (the gloves are big in size, often wired (in

their current state) and relatively heavy).

When it comes to thermal stimulation, the main technology used is the Peltier com-

ponent, which is able to produce both heat and cold. This is notably used in the works

by Bonanni et al. (2006) and Suhonen et al. (2012). Those studies showed how thermal

stimuli can indeed be used by users to convey emotions and meaning, with cold being

more attributed to negative emotions and heat to positive ones. However, it was also

shown that temperature is difficult to use, as it takes time to cool down or heat up (mak-

ing it unsuitable for instances that would require fast communication) and it needs to be

calibrated at each use to take the current body temperature of the person using it into

account. Changes in temperature are indeed only perceptible with a difference of 3-4

degrees Celsius compared to the current body temperature baseline, which is different

person-to-person and even for an individual is subject to change during the day. Further-

more, too high differences in temperature cannot be used as it could present risks for the

user and it can induce sweating which is not always appreciated.

Currently however, the haptic technology most represented in the literature is vibro-

tactile technology. This might seem strange because we all know vibration motors for their

presence in our smartphones, and it doesn’t actually feel like a natural touch stimulation.

1https://www.senseglove.com/
2https://haptx.com/
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Despite this unnatural sensation of vibrations, vibrotactile technology has a lot of advan-

tages that make it a very convenient way to allow people to exchange touch. It can be

used to send “touch emojis” (Wilson and Brewster (2017)), although combined to other

types of haptic feedback ; it is made as a vibrotactile sleeve "TaSST" in the work by Huis-

man et al. (2013) and perceptual illusions of continuous movement are used to reproduce

diverse types of touch (hit, stroking, pat, etc) and their intensities ; in another example

of a sleeve, Rantala et al. (2013) showed that emotions could still be transmitted with

vibrotactile stimulation; multiple studies (Haans et al. (2008), Haans et al. (2014)) have

even shown how effects such as the “Midas Touch” effect can also be experienced through

mediated touch communication with vibrotactile stimulation. The fact that vibrotactile

stimulation is easy to set up (small components that can easily be put together and proto-

typed even with low initial knowledge of electronics), easy to be put in a wearable form,

cheap, and can be used and understood similarly to natural social touch have made it a

popular and somewhat reliable option for mediated social touch. Its biggest drawback is

still that it doesn’t feel like a natural touch however, and that can be off putting to people.

An interesting take on haptic stimuli generation is that of the Tactos, Intertact and

Dialtact systems developed by Lenay (2019) and colleagues, which make use of braille

cells to enable minimalist but meaningful mediated touch interactions.

Figure 2.2 – The SenseGlove Nova, a vibrotactile sleeve (TaSST, by Huisman et al.) and
the Dialtact system (Lenay et al.)

An interesting take on haptics in virtual environments is that of pseudo-haptics, such

as it is defined by Pusch and Lécuyer (2011). No specific devices are needed with pseudo-

haptics, as no actual haptic stimulus is produced. Instead, by leveraging specific multi-

modal cues (mainly audio and visual) we can generate an illusion of haptic feedback in

the user. An exemple would be that of having the impression that there is a resistance

when our hand is visually slowed when passing through a specific substance in VR. Re-

searches in the field of pseudo-haptics are becoming more and more popular (Ustek et al.

(2018), Gomez Jauregui et al. (2014), Haruna et al. (2020)), with very promising results.

There are however very little research on social touch applications of pseudo-haptics at

the moment, as those works are more focused on object manipulation and environment

exploration.

There are other ways to produce haptic stimuli, for example by using pneumatic or air

jet technologies, but in the end the ones discussed here are, to our current knowledge,
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the most popular and effective ones. None of those technologies produce a sensation

that could be mistaken for an actual human touch, and combining them is for now quite

difficult considering their respective drawbacks. Nevertheless, it was shown by van Erp

and Toet (2015) that we could still expect people to be able to understand mediated social

touch and to use it to produce affective meanings in the same way that they do in human-

human direct interaction.

Having seen what the options are regarding haptic sensations production, the question

then becomes how to give meaningful input interfaces to the users. Very often, to allow

people to use their touching habits, this will take the form of a sensing device aimed at

perceiving human touch.

2.2.2 Social Touch Perception

To enable the perception of touch, the most popular strategy is to use some kind of tan-

gible textiles that will act as an artificial skin Silvera-Tawil et al. (2014). There are many

ways to build those kinds of artificial skins. A very simple example is presented in the

work by Eichhorn et al. (2008) where a potentiometer is directly covered by textile and

used as an input device to record a touching gesture. On the other hand, a much more

sophisticated design is presented by Stiehl and Breazeal (2005) with a sensitive skin pro-

totype able to determine four modalities of haptic information: pain, temperature, con-

tact and kinesthetic information (pressure). To perceive that information, electric field

sensors and Quantum Tunneling Composite sensors are used to determine when contact

happens and with which strength at the impact. Temperature is measured with thermis-

tors and the kinesthetic information with potentiometers. Pain is modeled as any of those

recorded signals being higher than a certain threshold. In the work by Cang et al. (2015)

pressure-location sensors are used to build a low-cost multitouch fabric and touch recog-

nition is achieved with good rates of recognition of touch types. Furthermore, it is shown

that machine-learning algorithms are able to reach even better rates of recognition when

trained on single individuals, which highlights the possibility of identifying the toucher

based on its touch stimuli. Similarly, Silvera-Tawil et al. (2014) showcase another recog-

nition of touch types algorithm with good results using a stretchable sensitive skin with

electrical impedance tomography to record the touch. In their work on the vibrotactile

sleeve TaSST, Huisman et al. (2013) also proposed an input layer to their device, allowing

users to prepare touch types to send to another person equipped with a TaSST. The input

layer was composed of a grid of 12 Lycra pads, filled with conductive wool so that when

compressed, the resistance of the wool would change, making it an affordable and flexible

sort of force-sensitive reflector.

As an alternative to tangible sensing interfaces, we can note the works of Nguyen and

Wachsmuth (2009) and of Sykownik and Masuch (2020) which present virtual avatars

equipped with virtual skin receptors that can determine when a contact happens. While
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this approach allows to detect a touch and some of its properties (duration, velocity, etc.),

the drawback is that perception of pressure is difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, thanks to

this system users can then use mediated touch in shared virtual environment.

2.3 Simulated Social Touch: Human-Agent Interactions

Touch is thus an essential modality to social communication, and efforts are made to-

wards the enhancement of our communication technologies with touch perception and

generation abilities, thus enabling mediated social touch.

Nowadays though, new kinds of social entities are beginning to appear that we can

interact with. Those are the artificial agents: entities made able to act in some capacity,

often thanks to a program or algorithm of varying complexity. While their most basic forms

may only take the form of an algorithm producing a single automated response to some

specific event, there are now more and more kinds of “intelligent” or autonomous agents,

equipped with artificial intelligence algorithms that make them able to dynamically inter-

act (in specific domains) with humans and/or other agents. With their varying levels of

autonomy and abilities those artificial agents can take many forms and be found in many

different kinds of context : it ranges from the most basic chatbot that automatically refers

you to the frequently asked questions of a website to the most advanced robots or virtual

characters.

2.3.1 Embodied Conversational Agents and their social abilities

Embodied conversational agents (ECAs) are among the most suited kind of artificial agents

for social interactions. According to their name, ECAs are:

• Embodied, meaning that they have some form of a visible body, either complete

(as a character in a video game) or partial (an animated head for example). This

distinguishes them from agents that only perform verbal behaviour (vocal assistants

for example);

• Conversational, thus social and able to engage in conversations with one another

or with humans, by the mean of language or multi-modal attitude, thanks to their

embodied nature (Natural Language Processing, non-verbal behaviours, etc...);

• Agent, meaning that they are equipped with rationality, proactivity, autonomy func-

tionalities. This distinguishes them from avatars, which are virtual bodies remotely

controlled by a real human.

Thus, while traditional conversational agents are already able to socially interact with

other agents or humans through conversation (think about a chatbot or the virtual assis-

tant Samantha in the movie “Her”, only represented by her voice), be it written or spoken,
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ECAs have the extra ability to make use of non-verbal communication: gestures, facial ex-

pressions, gazie, body movement in general (Lee and Marsella (2006)). It should be noted

that while this term is usually reserved for virtual agents that we encounter in the digital

worlds, their definition does not strictly exclude robots, whose fundamental physicality

make embodied by nature. As the differences between social robots and ECAs will be

interesting to discuss later, we will only use the term of ECAs to talk about virtual agents.

In affective computing studies (Picard (1997)) on human-agent interactions, multiple

behaviour models have been designed to allow such artificial social agents to gain the

human’s trust, to bond with them and be able to build some level of relationship even

in short-term interactions. Those kinds of models are usually based on the psychological

and sociological theories of human-human social interactions. Thus while simple con-

versational agents are able to use verbal strategies of bonding or emotional communica-

tion, embodied conversational agents have the ability to use multimodality to complement

those relational strategies with adequate non-verbal behaviours (Pecune (2013) Bickmore

and Cassell (2001)).

That being said, the very idea of forming and developing an actual relationship with

an artificial agent might seem a bit presumptuous considering the fact that human-agent

interactions are usually studied on a short-term basis (one-time interactions). Another

social construct that has more meaning for a short interaction with a virtual agent is:

rapport. According to Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal (1990) rapport is the sensation of

"mutual attentiveness, positivity and coordination" in an interaction between two people,

with attentiveness and positivity being especially important in the first interactions, and

coordination becoming more important when a bond has already been created.

There is a rich literature on the non-verbal correlates of rapport and how non-verbal

communication helps to build it, not only in the field of human-human social interactions

(Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal (1990) LaFrance (1979)), but also in the field of human-

agent interactions (Gratch et al. (2007a) Gratch et al. (2007b) Gratch et al. (2013) Gratch

et al. (2006) Cassell and Thorisson (1999) Cassell et al. (2007)). Those studies show how

rapport can be built based on appropriate mimicry of body movements and expression of

attention through posture and gestures, which evokes behavioural alignment as described

by Garrod and Pickering (2009) for example. But rapport also involves verbal behaviour

and strategies (Bickmore and Cassell (2001)) among which small talk is an important

component (Bickmore and Cassell (1999)). Rapport thus involves elements from situa-

tional and inter-cognitive alignment as well, and computational models of rapport have

explored all of those dimensions of rapport: non-verbal mimicry and its timing (Madaio

et al. (2017), Zhao et al. (2016)), backchannels and feedback gestures (Cassell and Tho-

risson (1999), Gratch et al. (2007b), Gratch et al. (2007a)) or conversational strategies

(Bickmore and Cassell (2001), Bickmore and Cassell (1999), Kang and Gratch (2011),

Lucas et al. (2017)).
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With this ability of building rapport and the rest of the social capabilities of those

kinds of agents, it was shown that humans actually respond naturally to them, perceive

them more positively, and even adopt self-disclosure behaviours during the conversation

Lucas et al. (2017) Gratch et al. (2007b) Gratch et al. (2007a). This gives them a lot of

possibilities in terms of practical applications.

In the field of healthcare first Lucas et al. (2017) showed that virtual agents allow

humans to report on their potential mental health problem more freely than they do with

human listeners (less fear of stigmatisation). Similarly, Breazeal (2011) pointed out how

the emotional and social abilities of those kinds of social robots make them particularly

well suited for interacting with patients in a compassionate way, which is essential for

improving their well-being.

When it comes to task-oriented cooperation as well, ECAs with rapport-building abil-

ities have been shown by Cassell et al. (2020) to be able to successfully help children in

literacy learning and to overall perform well in pedagogical situations. And while virtual

assistants such as Siri and Alexa are already more and more present in households, they

still lack this social intelligence. In a work by Pecune et al. (2019) regarding such a virtual

assistant providing movie recommendations, design guidelines were discussed regarding

how such social abilities would make those agents better at explaining their choices. It

should especially be noted that granting social and emotional abilities to agents could also

help regarding the problem of the explainability of algorithms decisions, which is an es-

sential question with the increasing popularity of machine-learning decision making in all

the spheres of society.

Despite all those social abilities of ECAs though, one modality today appears to still

be widely lacking from their skillsets: touch. As reviewed in Section 2.1 touch is a fun-

damental component of non-verbal communication in human interaction and critical to

human well-being. We argue that bringing the tactile modality to human-agents social

interactions should therefore be a priority and would help them in bonding and building

rapport, and in expressing and understanding emotions.

2.3.2 Human-Agent Tactile Interactions

As it was discussed in Section 2.2, the field of haptics is technologically divided between

technologies aimed at the perception of human touch and technologies aimed at the pro-

duction of haptic stimuli. Obviously, those two types of technologies, which can be used

for mediated social touch, can also be used for what we would call simulated social touch:

the use of social touch by automated systems. Furthermore, both perception and gener-

ation technologies are needed to enable human-agent bidirectional touch in a complete

interactive loop. In order to autonomously interact with a human, an agent indeed tra-

ditionally needs perception abilities (a way to detect the environment and the human’s

actions, including touch here), reasoning abilities (to interpret its perceptions and to de-
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cide how to react accordingly) and display abilities (a way to realize its decided behaviour

in a form that the human can also perceive). At the moment however, the field of simu-

lated social touch features very few research works showcasing complete interactive loops

with bidirectional touch. Most simulated social touch works focus on either the perception

part of the interaction or the touch generation part of it.

2.3.2.1 Human-Robot Tactile Interactions

Interestingly, the most represented kind of agents in simulated social touch is not the

virtual agents but the robots. When it comes to the perception of human touch indeed,

we saw in Section 2.2.2 that the most popular options are tangible artificial skins. This

type of technology fits robots particularly well as they have physical bodies that can be

covered with those types of devices. It is especially well suited to animal-inspired robots

where textile-based artificial skin can be used in fur-like designs. Pet-inspired robots have

the advantage of not being expected to have complex social behaviours (as pets are not

able to talk anyway, for example). Those kinds of robots are notably developed to be

used in health-care domains such as hospitals or nursing homes, where it was shown

that robotic pets such as the PARO seal have real therapeutic effects in helping alleviate

the feeling of isolation and providing social and affective touch Petersen et al. (2016).

While in their most basic form, those robotic pets may look like a child toy plushie and

not much more, efforts are made to endow them with more and more social and haptic

abilities. The “Haptic creature” developed by Yohanan and MacLean (2012) and Sefidgar

et al. (2016) for example, is a robot covered with fur designed to evoke a cat-sized animal

and equipped with a system allowing it to simulate “breathing” by producing up-and-

down movements of the body (like a chest going up and down when breathing). This

was shown to have a significant calming effect on humans, even more so than the same

robot not equipped with the breathing simulation (Sefidgar et al. (2016)). In a study

regarding how users would like to communicate with the Haptic creature and how they

would expect it to react to their touching behaviours, the researchers elaborated from

the participants’ responses five categories of intention/emotional meanings: protective,

comforting, restful, affectionate, and playful touches (Yohanan and MacLean (2012)).

They further identified that the participants expressed that they would expect and like

the Haptic creature to reciprocate the emotion communicated by their touch. Another

example of such robotic pet is the Cuddlebot (Allen et al. (2015)) which is also cat-sized

and able to “breath” but further equipped with full-body sensitive fabric and made able

to move its head, arch its back and purr. The sensitive fabric is used with classification

algorithms to enable the recognition of the communicative intent based on the way the

robot is touched, which would make the Cuddlebot able to adopt an adequate behaviour

in response. The specifics of the behavioural decision model that would make the robot

autonomous and enable an interactive loop (the robot is touched, evaluates the touch, and
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Figure 2.3 – The PARO robotic seal (left), and the Haptic Creature (right, Yohanan et al.)

answers back, and repeat) is however not presented nor discussed in the paper. Similarly

Stiehl and Breazeal (2005) and Knight et al. (2009) works feature plush bears robots

equipped with sensitive fur and neural network algorithms able to classify the touches in

classes of intentions and affective meaning (e.g.: punishment light, tease pleasant, etc.).

Although among those the Huggable is described as able to nuzzle, to orient itself towards

humans for touch, and to perform hug movements, no decision algorithm regarding when

to perform those actions is described.

Outside of those pet-inspired robots, we can also find research aimed at social robots

having more anthropomorphic features. A robotic arm is used by Teyssier et al. (2020) and

was shown to be able to convey emotional meanings to human participants. In the works

by Block and Kuchenbecker (2019) and Block and Kuchenbecker (2018) a robot with a

humanoid shape is used to investigate how users react to simulated hugs. It was shown

that participants could appreciate the hugs coming from the robot, but that they prefer

soft and warm hugs from squeezing robots equipped with textile and thermal output, as

opposed to hugs coming from a non-covered metallic robot. They also reported preferring

hugs that end as soon as they present a withdrawal movement, illustrating the importance

of the robot being aware of the human’s touch and able to interpret and react to it. This

last point also raises ethical questions regarding consent and acceptability in human-agent

social touch interactions, which we will come back to later on. Finally, in a study by

Fukuda et al. (2012), participants played an ultimatum game with a robot that made

them unfair offers. It appeared that when the robot touched the participant upon making

its offer, the offer was perceived as less unfair, which is consistent with the observations

regarding the “midas touch" effect among humans.
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2.3.2.2 Human-ECA Tactile Interactions

As we have seen in Section 2.3.1 however, robots are not the only kinds of agents that we

can interact with. The virtual nature of ECAs however leads to less works focusing on the

question of the perception of touch, and much more focusing on the generation of touch.

In the work by Bickmore et al. (2010) a hybrid ECA was made of a graphical representation

animated on a computer screen attached to a robotic-looking body. It was further equipped

with an air-bladder haptic device able to squeeze the hand of a user. The hybrid ECA was

employed in a context of empathic communication during which the participants who

identified as comfortable with touch reported better ratings of their estimation of the

relationship level between them and the agent when it touched them. This result was

however not observed with participants having low scores on comfortability with touch.

This again shows that people seem to react to interactions with social agents as they do

with humans in everyday life. It also showcases that the personal touch avoidance of

people should be taken into account by agents with social touch abilities.

Regarding the affective ratings of simulated haptic stimuli, Huisman et al. (2016)

showed that the pleasantness of simulated stroking with a vibrotactile sleeve is rated con-

sistently with research on actual stroking pleasantness with the CT-optimal speed being

the most pleasant. Going further in the direction of immersive interactions, Huisman

et al. (2014b) and Huisman et al. (2014c) used Augmented Reality (AR) for touching

ECAs where the agents were seen through a tablet. The haptic sensation was generated

with a vibrotactile sleeve whose activation was synchronized with the movements of the

agents. In those works the focus is on the effects of simulated haptic stimuli and the touch

sensing and recognition is not discussed, but again, none of those works feature a com-

plete interactive loop: the agent cannot dynamically and autonomously react to the vari-

ety of the human’s behaviours. Instead, the participants played an AR video game with or

against an ECA that could or could not touch them, based on controlled conditions. In the

cooperative setting, the agent was perceived more positively when it touched the partici-

pant, which is consistent with the “midas touch" effect observed in human-human social

touch. Unexpectedly there were no significant differences in how the cooperative and

the competitive agents were appreciated, but again, in all cases, the agents that touched

participants were perceived as warmer.

With applications for the training of medical students, a “mixed reality human” con-

cept that involved social touch interactions was studied by Kotranza and Lok (2008),

Kotranza et al. (2009b) and Kotranza et al. (2009a). In those studies, a dummy is used as

a tangible interface and equipped with a mechanical arm while the student practices his

medical examination with a HMD that allows him to see the animated virtual human. The

student can practice his medical touches for the examination and the virtual human is pro-

grammed to use the mechanical arm in a way that evokes fear about the examination. The

students were observed using social touch in the same way they would with actual human
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patients and with the same communicative intentions. The conditions of the experiment

involved both pseudo-haptics (only the visual cue of the virtual human arm moving) and

active-haptics sensations, and both were able to convey understandable affective mean-

ing to participants, although active haptics appeared a little bit more effective. Finally,

the active-haptics touch helped the participants feel like the virtual human was an actual

patient and they rated the experience as realistic, believable and pedagogically beneficial.

Another study by Hoppe et al. (2020) showed that participants rated ECAs that touched

them in virtual reality (VR) as more human-like. Finally, Zhou et al. (2020) showcased a

VR adventure in which an ECA was taking the form of a forearm-mounted robot with an

expressive face. This virtual companion was synchronized with the movement of an ac-

tual forearm-mounted haptic robotic device consisting of four robotic actuators driven by

servo motors, which rendered specific tactile patterns to communicate primary emotions

(fear with squeezing and trembling, happiness with rapid poking, etc.). While participants

were easily able to recognize those emotions and felt that it improved their experience,

especially regarding the virtual companion, all the interactions were scripted and, again,

no actual interactive loop was happening. Furthermore, the visual and audio cues syn-

chronized with the haptic feedback most certainly helped disambiguate the meanings of

the touches.

Regarding the few works on perception of a human touch involving ECAs, we can note

the work by Nguyen et al. (2007) on endowing an ECA with a virtual sense of touch in an

immersive room. To do so, they used a principle extremely similar to the one described

by Sykownik and Masuch (2020) for virtual avatars: they covered the agent’s body with

shapes, acting as virtual receptors, able to detect when there is an overlap between the co-

ordinates of an object and their own. Following up on this work, Nguyen and Wachsmuth

(2011) showed how such body-conscious ECAs could be automatically trained to learn

their boundaries and those of all things and agents present in their environment. This

enabled them to take into account proxemics and understand who can reach what in the

environment and how to coordinate with others in terms of spatial cooperation. While

knowing how to reach another is a prerequisite to dynamic touch interactions, further

work in this direction was not discussed by the authors. In the work by Bailenson and Yee

(2008) on the other hand, participants were asked to touch different kinds of objects and

characters in VR with HMDs and it was observed that social norms seemed to be respected:

they touched the virtual characters with less force than they did non-human objects and

they used even less force when touching their faces.

How we can see, virtual reality is a field where more and more works regarding social

touch with ECAs are appearing. It should be noted however that while haptics are an

increasingly popular research domain in the field of VR, most of those research works are

focusing on the question of the manipulation and interaction with the immersive environ-

ment and the objects we can find inside it, and research on haptic interaction with social

ECAs is still very scarce at the moment. This is evidenced by the recently published sur-
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veys by Bouzbib et al. (2021) and Dangxiao et al. (2019) on the uses of haptics in virtual

reality, which barely mention social interactions with ECAs. Despite this, what ECAs lack

in physicality compared to robots, they make up for by being easier to control and animate

in conjunction with their immersive environments, which can also be entirely controlled.

Their downsides however is that they will often require more substantial haptic equipment

to make them tangible to the user. This can end up being a challenge, because while some

heavy pieces of equipment can be set up for haptic interactions dedicated to static parts of

the environment, it is far more difficult to set them up for dynamic interaction with a char-

acter that can move around in the immersive environment and is human- or animal-sized.

For example, for now it is still challenging to use tangible interfaces to represent moving

characters (or even parts of moving characters) in VR outside of the controllers used for

the navigation and interaction with the world. Heavy or static equipment like robotic

arms or wired devices are thus particularly difficult to use in VR, as the user is probably

also going to move around a lot. In this regard, the pseudo-haptics researches mentioned

in Section 2.2.1 represent a great hope for the future of social interactions with ECAs in

immersive environment. Notwithstanding, bringing wearable haptic devices in immersive

environments is still a perfectly valid option that makes ECAs overall quite even in terms

of touching abilities compared to their robotic counterparts.

2.3.3 Position of our work in the simulated social touch literature

What did we learn from this review of the existing literature? Overall, studies involving

social touch interactions with ECAs and social robots almost always focus on one of the

directions of touch: either the sensing of touch or the generation of touch (and its effects).

Bi-directional touch is, for now, almost unrepresented. It was however shown that endow-

ing ECAs with social touch abilities seem to indeed lead to them being perceived more

positively by the humans they interact with and allow them to have positive effects on

their well-being, as seen with the robotic pets in nursing homes and hospitals. Emotions

can be conveyed to humans by such agents using social touch and, at the same time, hu-

mans seem to interact with those ECAs with touching abilities in a way consistent with the

way they interact in human-human social touch interactions. Applications of simulated

social touch technologies could thus positively impact domains such as training and task-

related cooperation, healthcare, research or entertainment. These findings are consistent

with those of other reviews of the literature on human-computer social touch interactions

by van Erp and Toet (2015) and Erp and Toet (2013).

While both sensing and haptic stimulation technologies are still young and far from

being able to produce sensations of natural touch or perfect interpretations of touch types

and intents, we feel like the next step in the research on social touch with ECAs is to build

an actual interactive loop with touch. As it is underlined by Huisman et al. (2014a), the

classic structure of an autonomous agent involves three main components: an ability to
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perceive the world and the actions happening inside it; an ability to reason about what was

perceived, interpret it, and then decide how to behave; an ability to manifest the chosen

behaviour in a way that is perceptible by the other agents inside the world. Those three

abilities are what makes a complete interactive loop, in which an agent and a human (or

another agent) can autonomously interact with each other by adapting to their respective

behaviours during a certain amount of time, possible. We believe that allowing an agent

to both sense touch and produce touch, and most importantly to autonomously reason

about when and how to touch, would be an essential and interesting contribution to the

literature. This should further improve the quality of the interactions we can have with

those robotic and virtual companions and it should help them achieve further emotional

communication and rapport-building.

While we have seen here how the sensing and the production of haptic stimuli can be

achieved technologically, we still need to figure out what kind of decision model would be

best suited for such a touching ECA.

2.4 Computational Models of Emotion

As it was discussed in Section 2.1.2, there is a strong connection between touch and

emotion. Touch is a good channel of emotional communication, and the latin languages

have showcased it directly in the way they are spoken. In English we can talk about

a “touching experience” or a “touching movie”, expressing the way we felt emotionally

moved by something. We argue that building an ECA with touching abilities should make

it able to be truly that: touching both in the physical sense, and in the emotional sense

of the word. A touching agent would thus be able to take affects into account when

interacting with others, and we have seen how this plays a big part in relational bonding.

But what kind of decision model would be suited to emotional reasoning? How can we

integrate this importance of the emotional side of an interaction directly in the reasoning

process of the agent and have it influence both how it perceives events and how it acts?

2.4.1 Theoretical Models of Emotion

If at first computer science mostly developed systems able to reason about world states,

ontologies and objective processes, it didn’t take that long before the field of affective

computing was formed by Picard (1997). In affective computing, the focus is put on

the importance of emotions regarding decision making processes. And indeed, even for

human beings there are strong arguments in the fields of philosophy, cognitive science and

psychology that affects play an important role in our cognition. Emotions allow us to be

more efficient in some situations by rapidly shifting the priority of certain goals over other

ones and can thus influence our decisions. Some argue for example that the triggering of

a strong emotion such as fear or anger allows the body to rapidly modify its physiological
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state and enter a state of readiness for specific actions: the adrenaline rush that will allow

us to suddenly sprint to escape danger or make use of our strength to defend ourselves

(Scherer (2000), Izard (2010)).

Implementing a decision process able to take emotions into account therefore nec-

essarily requires some basic understanding of what human emotions are and how they

function. But the study of emotions is difficult, and although they have been discussed

for centuries now, their precise definition and the question of how emotions come to be

and interact with cognition are still uncertain (Izard (2010)). This section will summarize

the most important theoretical paradigms regarding definition and generation of human

emotion, by studying psychology and cognitive science literature.

Psychological theories regarding emotions are many (Scherer (2000), Izard (2010))

but can generally be classified in three categories: theories that look at emotions as dis-

crete entities, dimensional theories of emotions and appraisal theories. What differentiates

those paradigms is how they define and consequently generate emotions.

For discrete theories of emotions, emotions are approached through specific labels

such as “anger”, “joy”, “fear”, etc., which are considered to reference specific, identifiable

phenomena on the physiological and expressive levels (facial expressions, state of the

body,...) (Scherer (2000)). Rules are then observed and deducted to determine how

the emotion is triggered. The main critics regarding those discrete theories is that they

hide the complexity of emotion as well as the influence of personality and culture on the

experience of emotions. As of today, there is still no definite proof that what we usually call

“anger” is a specific phenomenon, innate and uniform. Emotion is still a blurry notion that

seems composed of many different layers (what are mood, sentiment or affect compared

to emotion?).

Dimensional theories of emotions instead consider that emotions can be represented

in a multi-dimensional space depending on their properties. Maybe the most common

representation is that of the Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance space (Mehrabian and Russell

(1974)) which builds a map of emotions based on their coordinates on the scales of plea-

sure (or valence, how positive it is), arousal (or activity, agitation) and dominance. This

dimensional model takes into account the complexity of emotions better than the discrete

theories and works well for a number of emotions, but ultimately the model relies on

the dimensions that were chosen to be considered (here, pleasure-arousal-dominance).

For example, dominance is not necessarily as useful to represent some types of emotions,

which will make them harder to represent as convincingly in the model. Furthermore, cul-

tural or personal differences are still difficult to take into account with such dimensional

models.

This is the reason why, at the moment, the main paradigm appears to be that of ap-

praisal theories of emotion. According to appraisal theories, emotions are generated in

response to the appraisal (or cognitive evaluation) of an event based on the culture, the

goals and the personality of the person. The individual is going to evaluate how this event
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might influence his goals (will it help the fulfillment of his goals?) and how this event

scores on certain variables (for example, valence, or desirability for others). As an exam-

ple, upon coming face-to-face with a bear while hiking in the mountains, we are likely

to appraise this event as not desirable, as going against our goal of staying alive, and as

quite unexpected. With low scores on those three appraisal variables, emotions (probably

fear here) are going to be produced accordingly, with varying intensities depending on the

exact scores. The number and nature of the appraisal variables that are being used in such

appraisal models can be different depending on the authors (although valence and goal

conduciveness are almost always present), but the fundamental principle of appraisal is

always the same. Those theories are able to model a lot of different complex emotions and

depict the link between cognition and emotions better than other theories, with emotions

being produced through a quasi-cognitive process. They however also consequently tend

to approach the human mind in a computational way, which might be somewhat biased by

our current society and technological achievements. This is nonetheless what makes the

strength of those appraisal theories, especially when it comes to building a computational

model of emotion.

2.4.2 Computational implementation of models of emotion

Taking inspiration from the theoretical models of emotion, affective computing has been

putting efforts into building computational models of emotions (CMEs) that would allow

artificial agents to have an emotional state and be able to take emotions into account. As

there are many psychological theories of emotions, there are also many different kinds of

CMEs (Kowalczuk and Czubenko (2016) , Ong et al. (2019)). As expressed by McDuff

and Czerwinski (2018), there is great hope that such emotionally sentient systems will be

able to reach even higher levels of performance in complex tasks, to make better decisions

regarding human-machine interactions and to generally offer better services to humans.

For embodied conversational agents specifically, those CMEs would be the missing piece

that will allow them to autonomously select their expressive abilities in a given situation.

With the CMEs that have already been built and tested, it was shown that those emotional

abilities help them both develop their relational abilities with humans (Paiva et al. (2004))

and behave in a human-like manner (Gratch and Marsella (2005)). It was even shown that

CMEs could have beneficial effects on the use of VR in psychotherapy (Hudlicka (2005)).

We thus further believe that such CMEs would be a critical addition for a truly touching

agent.

What are the currently existing computational models of emotions and what are the

differences between them? First, we can note that, to our knowledge, there is no CME

based on the theories of discrete emotions, and that the appraisal theories are at the

basis of most CMEs. A notable exception is ALMA (Gebhard (2005)) an open-source di-

mensional model of emotion which allows the creation of rules mapping an event to the
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dimensions of the emotion. Furthermore, ALMA’s emotional abilities have been evaluated

as plausible by human participants (Gebhard and Kipp (2006)). The number of emo-

tions that ALMA can represent is limited however, and the software is built in a way that

does not allow further modules/functionalities to be developed and integrated easily, if

required.

On the side of appraisal theories, many different models exist (see Castellanos et al.

(2018) for a recent review) with different design choices regarding the implementation

of the appraisal process (use of fuzzy sets or not, choice of a specific psychological theory

over another,...). Two examples that seem particularly interesting are EMA (Marsella and

Gratch (2009)) and FAtiMA (Dias et al. (2014)). EMA is a very complete and powerful

CME, based on the appraisal theory of Lazarus (Lazarus (1991)), and able to represent a

lot of different emotions and complex emotional scenarios. It has also been extensively

tested and evaluated (Gratch and Marsella (2005)). Its complexity is however also one of

its drawbacks, as it requires a lot of work to model a given scenario. It is also not openly

available at the moment. FAtiMA on the other hand is based on a different appraisal theory

(the OCC model of emotion by Ortony et al. (1988)) and much less powerful in terms of

the number of emotions it can represent. It is however also much less complex to use,

and it was specifically designed to be modular and openly accessible and modifiable as a

toolkit, even for people with no prior knowledge of emotional theories. It still features all

of the basic functions of such a model, with an autobiographical memory for the agents

and the ability to define both the appraisal and decision rules. It was also already used and

tested in terms of believability in multiple kinds of scenarios (Guimarães et al. (2019)).

Recently, new kinds of CMEs have also started to appear which are not as based on

theoretical models. Those are machine-learning based CMEs, which either use neural

networks (Hieida et al. (2018)) or reinforcement learning (Moerland et al. (2018)) and

which have the usual advantages over rules-based models of being more adaptable as long

as they have more data available. On the other hand, they lack the explainability that

rules-based models have, in that they act as black boxes of sorts regarding their decision

process.

CMEs thus appear as powerful tools to build emotional agents able to reason about

their own emotional states as well as more sensitive to their interlocutors’ emotional state.

This may help them emotionally connect with humans and thus further their relational

abilities and make them easier to interact with. The multiplicity of implementations of

those CMEs however, while being an indicator of the health of the field, also somewhat

hinders efforts towards the improvement of those models. As it is discussed in (Reisenzein

et al. (2013)), efforts should be made to make CMEs openly available for other researchers

to help their improvements, instead of always starting back from square one. We argue

that a touching agent will highly benefit from such emotional abilities and that working

with an already existing CME would both accelerate the development of the agent and

participate in the overall improvement of the CMEs’ field.
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I
N this Chapter we discuss our design choices regarding the development of a Touch-

ing Agent, both able to use haptic feedback in communication and to touch humans

in the emotional meaning of the word. Chapter 2 evidenced how bi-directional in-

teractive loops with social touch are still extremely rare in the human-agent social

interactions literature. We will thus present our efforts towards overcoming the challenges

of autonomous social touch interactions with a virtual agent and the framework developed

in that regard.

3.1 Requirements for a Touching Agent

To build a complete interactive loop with an autonomous artificial agent, the agent needs

the abilities to perceive, decide and act. With its perception ability, the agent can indeed

sense and record what happens in the world around it and what the other human(s) (or

agents) are doing. With its decision ability, it is then able to reason about what was

perceived, about the current state of the situation, and determine what course of action

to take in response. With the ability of action finally, the agent can act on its decision

and make its behaviour perceivable by the one(s) they are interacting with. Once a full
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iteration of this process has happened, the human or the other interacting agent can act

again, which will be perceived by the agent and prompt it to react again with the same

process, thus explaining why we talk about an interactive loop.

In human-human communication, touch is one modality among many others (Knapp

and Hall (2010)). It shares with those other modalities an ability to convey specific mean-

ings via symbolic/ritualized uses but also shares a common ambiguity when looked at on

its own. We thus believe that there is a priori no need to alter the classic structure of

artificial autonomous agents to integrate touch to it. The question then becomes: what

specific systems will be needed for the implementation of touch? More precisely, how can

we implement and connect together a touch perception module, a decision model able to

consider touch and its implications, and a device able to generate a sensation of touch for

a human?

Chapter 2 evidenced how both the fields of robotics and virtual ECAs have started ex-

ploring the possibilities of haptics and social touch interactions. However, we have also

seen how for now their focus is usually on only one of the directions of the interaction, ei-

ther the sensing of touch or the generation of haptic stimuli. Furthermore, there currently

are almost no works that focus specifically on the reasoning and decision making process

for an agent that can touch.

In the domain of virtual reality, haptics have, for now, mostly been developed and re-

searched for interacting with the environment and the manipulation of objects. We argue

that virtual reality and immersive environments are nevertheless very well suited to the

study of touch interactions (as also discussed by Huisman et al. (2014a), who highlight

all the benefits to be gained by investigating social touch in immersive environments), as

they allow for minute control of every part of an ECA’s social behaviour and of the im-

mersive environment. 3D modelling and animation further facilitate the use of somewhat

credible human-looking agent, where humanoid appearances can be more challenging in

the field of robotics. We thus position ourselves towards the development of a virtual ECA

for immersive interactions.

We have seen in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.1 respectively the options we can choose from

and increment upon to make a virtual agent able to physically perceive a human touch on

one hand and generate haptic stimuli with affective properties on the other hand. Sections

3.2 and 3.3 will thus respectively detail a proposition of architecture for a touching agent

and our technological choices regarding the immersive setup. To enable an actual human-

agent interactive loop with bi-directional touch however, we emphasize the importance

of thinking about how to connect all those haptics-related elements with an adequate

decision model, so as to build a complete functional framework. While we do not aim

to reach the top results of the state-of-the-art in the sensing nor in the haptic generation,

we argue that such a proof-of-concept of a complete system allowing an interactive loop

based on social touch with a virtual agent is an interesting and important contribution to

the literature.
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3.2 Architecture of a Virtual Touching Agent

How should we design the interaction process of our interactive loop then? The question

here is basically what kind of inputs do we want to feed to the decision model so that it

may make appropriate decisions regarding the use of touch? How to model the decision

making of the agent for social touch decisions? And regarding the result of the decision,

what kind of behaviour do we want to simulate?

As was discussed before, we argue that a computational model of emotion would be

ideal for a touching agent in order to take the affective component of social touch into

account. That being said, social touch is also closely related to relationships and bonding.

Section 2.1.2 showed how the relationship between toucher and touchee affects whether

the touch is going to be accepted and how it is going to be interpreted. We also saw how

the history of the study of the senses was heavily influenced by cultural considerations,

notably religious backgrounds, and how it only really began with the apparition of femi-

nist, anti-discrimination, sociological and philosophical works that were interested in our

embodied existences, pushing aside the old body/mind dichotomy. Those works are still

fairly recent, and the study of social touch is still lacking in many aspects, with a lot to

be investigated and discovered still. Recent events like the MeToo and BlackLivesMat-

ter movements have clearly shown how our societies are still far from achieving equality

among individuals, and how our bodies are still the focal point of discrimination and at-

tacks. And just as individuals and the societies they form need to question their prejudices

and everyday behaviours, the field of research and development also need to question the

social impact of the new technologies that we produce and how we design them. Despite

what might be commonly thought, there is no such thing as a neutral technical object or

technology. We believe that this is especially true when working on the development of

social touch technologies, and maybe even more so when working on a system that can

autonomously touch human users. In the context of mediated interactions in VR, viola-

tions of personal space by others, including simulated touches without haptic feedback,

have already been felt by users as actual harassment Blackwell et al. (2019). We believe

that a virtual touching agent should always be designed so as to respect social norms and

personal preferences and avoid being felt as intrusive (or worse) by the user it interacts

with.

A touching agent should therefore be able to consider the level of the relationship that

has formed between it and the human user. As discussed in Section 2.3.1 the notion of

rapport, defined as “mutual attentiveness, positivity and coordination” by Tickle-Degnen

and Rosenthal (1990), is better suited to short-term interactions. While we do not intend

to work on a very precise way to dynamically measure rapport, we argue that a touching

agent should be able to adopt rapport-building strategies and to have at least a basic

estimation of the level of rapport that has been built with the human user. This will in

turn allow the agent to better determine when and which types of touch are acceptable at
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Figure 3.1 – Schematic overview of the components proposed for our touching agent

each point of the interaction. To enable this measuring of rapport, we propose to follow

the definition cited above and more specifically focus on looking at the inputs that would

allow us to evaluate the level of attentiveness of the human towards the agent, as well as

their emotional state (for the positivity). Based on these pieces of information, on their

respective positions in the environment and on its own emotional state, the agent will then

be able to decide if touch would be appropriate to the situation. Furthermore, we believe

that the ECA should also be able to talk, so as to use multimodality and give context to the

interaction. This will thus require both a way to animate the agent’s body and produce its

voice, and a way to produce haptic stimuli.

We thus propose the basic components and process shown in Figure 3.1, with the

agent being composed of a perception module, an appraisal-based computational model

of emotions and appropriate renderers for haptic generation and animation of the virtual

agent. Inputs sensed via the perception module of the human will then be sent to the

decision model which will compute them in order to generate the emotional state and the

beliefs of the agent. Based on those elements a decision will then be made to determine

a communicative intention and an adequate modality to express it. Finally, the selected

behaviour is going to be rendered through animation of the agent and haptic feedback (if

necessary).

The perception module will be discussed in Chapter 4, whereas the question of how the

decision model will actually compute those inputs and evaluate the level of rapport will

be addressed in details in Chapter 5. Finally, our choices regarding the haptic feedback

and animation of the agent will be described in Chapter 6. Before that however, the next

section will address our technological choices regarding the immersive environment.
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3.3 Choosing an adequate VR setup

Virtuality devices, in the context of immersive experiences at least, are often uniformly

referred to with the term of virtual reality by the average individual. In actuality, those

technologies can be organized on a spectrum depending on their degree of virtuality. At

one end of this spectrum we find the absence of virtuality, the real world that we expe-

rience everyday, and at the other end of the spectrum we find complete virtuality, which

would today correspond to head-mounted displays (HMDs) of virtual reality such as the

HTC Vive 1 or the Oculus Quest 2, where not only the world but even our bodies are re-

placed by digital avatars. In-between those two ends however, we can find many different

kinds of display devices with varying levels of virtuality such as augmented reality (AR)

glasses, which integrate virtual elements in the real world, or mixed reality CAVETM-like

immersive rooms (Cruz-Neira et al. (1993)), which display an entirely virtual world but

still allow users to see themselves.

Figure 3.2 – Augmented reality (left), virtual reality (middle) and immersive room (right)
setups

As we saw in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 some works have already tackled the question of

social touch in most of those levels of virtuality. The AR setup of Huisman et al. (2014b)

is interesting but the agent is only visible when the tablet or phone is oriented towards it,

which limits the immersiveness of the interaction. We argue that having the human feel

immersed and in control of their body in a 1:1 scale environment is critical when working

on social touch interactions. In this regard, AR and VR HMDs would thus appear as better

alternatives. The AR devices have the advantage of letting the human see their own body,

whereas it has to be recreated with an animated avatar in a VR HMD setup. This requires

specific efforts towards making sure the human is going to have a sense of embodiment

with this virtual avatar, which for now still constitutes a research topic on its own, as

evidenced by the works of Fribourg et al. (2020) and Sykownik and Masuch (2020) for

example. On the other hand, VR HMDs have been more popularized and are the generally

1https://www.vive.com/
2https://www.oculus.com/
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cheaper commercially available option at the moment. Furthermore, AR setups obviously

don’t allow an easy monitoring of the actual environment the interaction is going to take

place in, as it could potentially happen anywhere, whereas VR setups give full control over

the context of the interaction. As we have seen, the context is extremely important for the

interpretation of social touch and being able to control it in the interaction is a crucial

feature for our work. Finally, the most expensive and least commercially available option

is that of the immersive rooms, which present the best of both worlds in the sense that the

user is both immersed in a controlled immersive environment and still able to see their

own body.

Again, our goal with the present work is to build a proof-of-concept of an architecture

allowing a human-agent interactive loop with social touch, with a focus on the decision

model which appears to be the least discussed in the literature for now. Considering that

we were already equipped with an immersive room and how adequate this setting is to

the study of social touch interactions, with the users being able to always see their bodies

while being immersed in the interaction, we estimated that this was the most ideal setup

for our work and decided to use an immersive room for our developments. That being said,

and being aware that VR HMDs are by far the most commonplace option at the moment,

we also decided to make sure to develop a generic software framework that would not

rely on a specific VR/AR or haptic setup. This should guarantee the reproducibility of our

work for further research and interested third-parties, although transferring our work to

another degree of virtuality would require studying the implications in terms of sense of

embodiment and level of immersion.
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I
N this Chapter we present the perception module we developed for our agent. While

our goal is not to build state-of-the-art algorithms for the recognition of emotional

behaviours and social touch gestures and their meanings, we still need to have a

basic perception module that allows the agent to have some amount of meaningful

and useful inputs for its decision process. This entails building a sense of touch for the

agent, but also identifying other types of inputs that will allow us to make a basic estima-

tion of the level of rapport between the human user and the agent.
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4.1 A Virtual ECA’s Sense of Touch

4.1.1 Basic Principles of a Virtual Sense of Touch

Many different parameters can be used to characterize a touch. We can talk about the

texture that we felt, about how much pressure was exerted, about where and for how

long we were touched, about the speed or strength of the touch. Those parameters and

how we can use them to recognize social touch gestures and their meaning has been

discussed at length in the literature of social touch and social touch recognition (Hauser

et al. (2019), Elbani (2019)). To make our virtual ECA sensible to touch, we must give

it the ability to perceive at least some of those parameters, so that those inputs can be

reasoned upon and used to determine how to best react to it.

To that end, we identified six touch parameters: intensity, body location, presence

of movement, velocity of movement, duration and pressure. We define intensity as

the kinematic velocity of the touching gesture at the moment of the first contact, simply

put it is what comes immediately to mind when we compare a simple contact with a hit.

Body location is almost self-explanatory: the body part that is currently being touched. A

touching gesture may not always stop and be static on our skin, in the case of stroking

motions for example we need to be able to determine whether the gesture is dynamic

(meaning that there is movement along the agent’s body) and if so, with which velocity.

Finally, duration is for how long the agent is being touched and pressure corresponds to

the amount of force applied after the initial impact, as this can be used to detect squeezing

touches.

Now how can we make a virtual ECA able to perceive those parameters of a human

touch in an immersive room? Since we have a similar setup, we propose to follow the

work of Nguyen et al. (2007), where an agent was endowed with the ability to perceive

touch in an immersive room. To achieve this, they first created an ethereal body with in-

visible capsules around the body parts of the agent, allowing it to detect incoming touches,

and then covered the model of the agent with virtual shapes acting as collision detectors,

which we will call colliders. Those colliders are able to determine when the coordinates

of another object overlap with their own and thus when a contact is occurring. When we

make sure that those colliders are not rendered visually, they make for a virtual skin that

can determine when, where and for how long a touch is happening. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 2.2, Sykownik and Masuch (2020) proposed a similar approach (although simplified

in terms of what can be perceived) with VR HMDs, which proves that the solution is fit for

other VR setups as well with only minor adaptations to be made.

4.1.2 First version of the Touch Perception Module

We reproduced this work in the Unity3D engine by first creating an ethereal body around

our agent’s body which detects when the human’s hand comes close. This allows us to
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Figure 4.1 – Virtual skin receptors for virtual agents: Nguyen and Wachsmuth implemen-
tation (left) compared to ours (right)

give the information of potential incoming touches to the decision model, to determine if

it is necessary to react (move back or accept the touch with a smile for example).

Next, we covered our agent with multiple box colliders that would act as tactile cells,

as seen in Figure 4.1. The hand of the human is co-located in the virtual world thanks to

the motion tracking cameras of the immersive room and the equipment of the user (seen

in Figure 3.2). In turn, when the coordinates of the user’s hand overlap with those of

the agent’s tactile cells, a touch is detected and can be recorded. In this implementation

however, what each tactile cell records is only whether it was activated or not, and thus

the precision of the detection of touches is limited by the resolution of the grid of tactile

cells: the more cells we put on the agent the more precisely we can know where the touch

is happening. This means that for detecting a movement on the agent’s body, we look at

the successive activations of tactile cells, and it is not possible to detect movement inside

a single cell. This can be misleading on occasion, for example in the case of the user

first touching with their fingers and then putting their entire hand on the agent, which

could be interpreted as a movement. Having the tactile cells themselves be in charge

of the recording of the touches also proves challenging when it comes to centralizing the

information regarding a single touch event. Those problems and more were highlighted in

the course of the preliminary study presented in Section 7.1. While they could be solved

by spending time on testing different grid densities and developing further thresholds

regarding when to consider successive activations as movement and when not to, our

initial tests led us to consider another solution.

4.1.3 Improving the Touch Perception Module

With the help of Valentin Cecchin, a second version of the touch perception module was

developed. On the technical level we first decided to deport the recording of touch infor-

mation to the objects that come into contact with the agent’s tactile cells. Furthermore,

instead of having tactile cells only able to give us a binary recording of touches (activated

or inactivated), we use larger tactile cells but record the local coordinates of the collisions,
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so that we can know where the hand of the user is inside a tactile cell and still be able to

know when it moves.

Figure 4.2 – Ethereal body of our agent (left) and second version of our tactile cells (right)

In more technical terms, we built a hierarchy of tactile cells based on joints of the

agent’s animated skeleton. What happens is that when the user’s hand collides with the

tactile cell, two positions are calculated relative to the center of the local coordinate system

of the cell. Those positions are expressed as scalars taking a value between 0 and 1 and

indicate how far the hand is from the hierarchically superior joint. The first position scalar

indicates whether the hand is near the origin of the tactile cell it is in (0 meaning it is at

the base of the current tactile cell) or near the next joint (1 meaning it is on the verge of

entering the next tactile cell). The second position scalar determines the rotation angle

around the cell. In the case of an arm for example, we identify 0 as the hand being on

the “inside” part of the arm (the part of the arm closest to the torso) and 1 as the hand

being on the “outside” (the part of the arm oriented away from the body). See Figure 4.3

for a graphical depiction of those axis. We then normalize those measures thanks to the

anatomic parameters (i.e. the metric dimensions) of the agent’s 3D model, which makes

it easier to interpret them. Based on the social touch literature, we identified which were

the body parts more likely to be touched during the interactions and dedicated a tactile

cell for each of them: the lower back, upper back, hands, forearms, upper arms and head

of the agent.

With this implementation, we can:

• Calculate the intensity of a touch by calculating the speed of the hand at the time of

the collision with the tactile cell;

• Precisely know which body part is being touched;

• Determine the presence of movement even inside a body part’s tactile cell;

• Calculate the velocity of such movement thanks to the coordinates of the user’s hand;

• Know when the touch first happened and calculate for how long it lasted.
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Figure 4.3 – Side and top-down views of the axis used in the definition of the tactile cells
relative coordinates

Among the six parameters that we had initially identified as fit for the characterization

of a touch, only pressure can not be estimated via this system. Even though we can detect

a collision, the agent is still virtual and the user’s hand goes through the agent’s model.

With no physical resistance to the user’s hand, we are a priori unable to measure any kind

of pressure, thus making certain touch types, such as squeezing, impossible to perform

or detect. We however decided to try and have some form of estimation of how much

force the user is applying on the agent’s model by using a god-object method Zilles and

Salisbury (1995).

Even though the human user would see their hand go through the agent’s body, we

felt that it might still happen that when expressing a particularly powerful emotion they

would use strong gestures and simulate shaking or squeezing touches. In order to have

an estimation of the force used by the human on the agent, we created a virtual spring

joint attached to the user’s hand coordinates. This spring is invisible to the user but closely

follows their hand, being “pulled” by this god-object. Now, when the human user touches

the agent, it is the spring that will activate the tactile cells of the agent. However, where

the human’s hand goes through the agent’s 3D model, the spring joint will not and will

stay blocked against the virtual skin of the agent, as would happen with a real world

touch. This difference in the coordinates between the tracked real hand of the human and

the spring joint will be used to estimate how much force is applied. This is calculated via a

scalar proportional to the distance between the spring and the real hand. We use a pseudo

Hooke’s law to determine the force based on a rigidity coefficient and a movement. To

simplify the use of this force estimation, we use a rigidity coefficient whose inverse equals

the maximal authorized distance between the real hand and the spring. With this method

we do obtain a magnitude of the force exerted, but it should be noted that this remains

extremely imprecise.

In the end, the structure of the tactile perception is the one shown in Figure 4.4 The

hand of the user is created in the virtual world as a HandManager object, to which is

attached a spring joint. Both of those are managed by a HandTouchManager that com-
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Figure 4.4 – Structure of the code implementation of the touch perception module

municates with the tactile cells of the agent in order to record touches. When a collision

happens with a tactile cell, a TactileEvent is created that records all the data pertaining

to this instance (force, velocity, body part, timeframe, etc.) and it is stored in a new

TactileSequence. As long as the tactile cells are not all deactivated, we consider that the

TactileSequence is still active and we record the next TactileEvent inside it. A new Tac-

tileEvent is generated as soon as there is a change in force, velocity or location of the

touch that is significant enough (based on arbitrary thresholds set up to limit the num-

ber of recordings). When all the tactile cells indicate that there is no touch anymore, we

complete the TactileSequence with the total duration of the touch. With this, we have all

the parameters that we can possibly record to characterize a touch. All that is left to do is

interpret those values.

4.1.4 Interpretation of the Touch Properties

Interpretation of a touch then happens in two steps: first we want to have a preliminary

interpretation of the values in terms of touch gesture, and then we want to send all of this

information to the decision model for interpretation of emotional meaning. This latter

part will be described in Chapter 5. Regarding the former, we use a SequenceInterpreter

structure that will look at the raw data of the detected collision and try to determine which

touch type it corresponds to. More specifically, here are the values that we are going to

take into account:

• Duration of the TactileSequence in seconds (totalDuration);

• Velocity of the hand at the time of the initial collision (initialImpactVelocity);

• Mean normalized contact force as estimated with the god-object method and the

spring joint (meanForce);

• If movement: velocity of movement along the agent’s body (meanVelocity).
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The touch types that we will consider here are the following: tap, hit, caress, rub,

scratch, brush, press and a default value of unknown/not recognized. Again, our work is

not focused on the recognition of touch and we do not aim to reach state-of-the-art per-

formances. We however argue that having supplementary indicative information in that

regard is interesting and will allow us to already set up a prototype for this information in

the decision model, in anticipation of future iterations of the system where a better recog-

nition algorithm could be integrated. To that end we propose a system of interpretation

based on fuzzy sets, where we partition each touch parameter in sets of qualitative classes.

Tables 4.1 to 4.4 present those partitions.

First, totalDuration is partitioned in three classes: short, medium and long. For our

initial tests, we considered values up to two-second durations, but future developments

will most likely consider longer durations.

Min v1 v2 v3 v4 Max
0,00 0,10 0,60 0,80 1,60 2,00

Short 1 1 0 0 0 0
Medium 0 0 1 1 0 0

Long 0 0 0 0 1 1

Table 4.1 – Linear partition table of a touch sequence’s duration.

Then, initialImpactVelocity is separated into: weak, medium and strong impact ve-

locities. The values are expressed in meters by second. Again those values are arbitrary

choices that would require further tests and calibrating.

Min v1 v2 v3 v4 Max
0,00 0,20 0,70 0,80 3,50 4,00

Weak 1 1 0 0 0 0
Medium 0 0 1 1 0 0
Strong 0 0 0 0 1 1

Table 4.2 – Linear partition table of velocity at the time of the touch collision.

Similarly, meanForce is expressed as low, medium or high and the values calculated

with the pseudo Hooke’s law are comprised between 0 and 1.

Min v1 v2 v3 v4 Max
0,00 0,10 0,50 0,50 0,90 1,00

Low 1 1 0 0 0 0
Medium 0 0 1 1 0 0

High 0 0 0 0 1 1

Table 4.3 – Linear partition table of a touch sequence’s mean force exerted.
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Finally, meanVelocity is separated into: static, CT-Optimal and fast. Values are again

expressed in meters by second and the CT-Optimal one are based on the literature on

social touch (3-10cm/s, see Section 2.1.2 for more details on this range of velocities).

Min v1 v2 v3 v4 Max
0,00 0,02 0,03 0,1 0,4 1,00

Static 1 1 0 0 0 0
CT-Optimal 0 0 1 1 0 0

Fast 0 0 0 0 1 1

Table 4.4 – Linear partition table of a touch sequence’s mean movement velocity.

The interpretation is then realized through two interpretation tables. The first is a

three-dimensional table which we split in three sub tables here for the sake of visual clarity.

The second, simpler, interpretation table takes into account the initialImpactVelocity. A

union is realized to combine the results of both tables.

Table 4.5 – First interpretation table

This interpreter can easily be modified if necessary, either to change the touch types

or by changing the values in the tables of the parameters. All the classes are intersected

so as to attribute a score for each type of touch. Each type’s score is determined via

the union of the score of all the corresponding activated cells of the table. This way we
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Figure 4.5 – Second interpretation table to take into account the velocity of the gesture at
the time of the initial collision

authorize the algorithm to test a maximum amount of cases, without excluding touch

types preemptively.

In summary, this touch perception module gives us information about possible incom-

ing touches via the ethereal body, a complete TactileSequence with the physical properties

of the touch and a pre-interpretation of the touch type that we can send to the decision

model. The module remains to be properly evaluated in context in the future.

4.2 Perception of additional human inputs

In order to help the decision model evaluate the level of rapport between the agent and

the human we however need to perceive more different types of inputs than just touch.

The ones that we consider as the most interesting are the proxemics and the gaze direction

of the human.

The proxemics values observed in human-human interaction (intimate, personal, pub-

lic and social spaces) by Hall (1990) have indeed also been observed to be respected

by human users in virtual environments Cafaro et al. (2016). Since we track the posi-

tion of the human in the immersive environment thanks to their stereoscopic 3D glasses

equipped with motion tracking markers, we can directly use the positions of the human

and the agent to calculate the distance between them. We then determine which space

the human is in relative to the agent by using the traditional threshold values of proxemic

spaces (see Figure 4.6).

For the gaze direction, we are somewhat limited by the fact that we don’t have access to

eye tracking to precisely determine where the human is looking at, but we can still use the

forward vector of the user’s glasses to have an approximation of this direction. We simply

use dot products between this vector and the forward vector corresponding to the head of

our agent to obtain a certainty coefficient between 0 (the user is not looking at the agent

at all) and 1 (the user is looking straight at the agent). We also added supplementary

tests to determine if the user is rather looking towards the body of the agent or towards

its face, but those would only yield significantly different results from our basic estimation

with more precise eye tracking data.

Finally, a note about speech inputs. While we realize how important speech is in

human communication and how the field of speech recognition has come far, we chose

not to implement it in our work for now, as the scope of our research is already quite
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Figure 4.6 – Proxemic spaces and their respective dimensions

vast as it is. We argue however that adding such a module of speech recognition in later

iteration of the system should prove relatively easy, as it would only bring supplementary

inputs to consider in the definition of the decision model and would not force us to change

the overall architecture of the system.

In summary, in this chapter we have shown how we implemented a sense of touch for

our virtual agent via colliders acting as tactile cells. This collision information is then pre-

interpreted in terms of touch types and sent to the decision model along with proxemics

and gaze direction information.
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A Touching Agent’s Decision Model
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I
N Chapter 2 we saw how most works regarding simulated social touch focus on

only one of the directions of touch, either the perception of a human touch or the

production of haptic feedback and its effects on the recipient. With our work we

propose an architecture for an agent able to participate in an interactive loop based

on social touch with a human, thus enabling bi-directional social touch and behaviour
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adaptation based on the situation. Chapter 3 described our technological choices for the

immersive experience, and Chapter 4 developed the agent’s perception module. What will

connect the perception module to the adapted behaviour that the agent will display to

the human is the decision model, where the inputs are interpreted and used to select the

agent’s actions, thus enabling dynamic interaction. It will be the task of this chapter to

describe what is maybe our most important contribution: the design of the decision model,

and especially our choices regarding how to determine when to use the touch modality, as

well as the overall implementation of the model.

5.1 Decision Process of a Touching Agent

5.1.1 Overall design choices for the decision process

One of the first questions that we can ask ourselves when considering the design of a deci-

sion model is: what kind of model do we want to build? At the moment, machine-learning

algorithms (in their many forms) are the most popular option in the field of artificial in-

telligence, thanks to their very strong performances and ability to produce variability as

long as there is data to train the model. Reciprocally, one of their downsides is that the

less data is available for the training, the harder the model will be to train to achieve high

performance. Another commonly noted drawback of those models is that their decision

process has very low explainability, as it relies on the computation of many variables that

we, as human beings, cannot interpret as is. They thus produce correct results and clas-

sifications, but we don’t know exactly how they reached their conclusions. On the other

hand, the alternative to machine-learning models is that of rule-based decision models in

which the decision process is performed based on pre-defined logical rules regarding the

current knowledge (or beliefs) of the model. Those models are thus very easily explain-

able and understandable for the users, but require a lot of definition work for the rules.

Those models are therefore always focused on a specific field or situation and rely on

the expertise of the human mind that produces the rules. Furthermore, rule-based models

cannot learn from their experiences and if a situation arises that is not present in the rules,

the model simply won’t be able to interpret nor react to it.

Considering that touch is an intimate modality that may lead to feelings of uneasiness

or even harassment, we argue that special focus should be put on making the model as

understandable and transparent for the human as possible. In addition, and to our knowl-

edge, no databases featuring documented human-human touch interactions currently ex-

ist. Furthermore, systematic study of when specific types of touches are occurring and

for which meanings is still very scarce. We argue that building a rule-based model would

thus fulfill our needs regarding its explainability and also be an interesting contribution

to the literature on social touch as it will lead to the construction of a formal set of rules
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regarding when and how to touch depending on the situation. The proposed architecture

and decision process for such a model are presented in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 – Schematic overview of the overall process of the decision model in an inter-
active loop with a human

In order to enable our agent to be truly “touching” in all the meanings of the word, i.e.

able to touch physically at appropriate times and to have a believable emotional behaviour

that may "touch" the human it interacts with (emotionally), we propose to design the

model as a computational model of emotions. Upon receiving inputs from the perception

module (in the form of proxemics, gaze direction, touch or scenario-related information),

the model is going to evaluate how those events influence the agent’s emotional state and

beliefs about the situation and the human’s mental and emotional states. More particu-

larly, we want to estimate the current emotional state of the human and the current level

of rapport between them and the agent. Once the internal states of the agent have been

updated, they will be used to determine which decision rules to activate. This process first

produces a communicative intention (what the agent aims to express), which is then used

to determine an adequate modality (among speech, non-verbal behaviour and/or touch).

Finally, the chosen behaviour is sent to the renderers for animation and haptic feedback.

5.1.2 Overall implementation framework

To implement such a model, we went back to our review of the literature about compu-

tational models of emotions (Section 2.4) and identified that an appraisal-based model

would most likely be the most appropriate. Since the development of a CME is a research

subject on its own and valid options are already available, we want to use an already
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existing CME that would allow us to implement our own rules and modify some of its

functionalities if necessary. This way our work can also help the development of this field

of research. The CMEs that appeared as the most suitable for our work were EMA and

FAtiMA, discussed in Section 2.4, with EMA being a very powerful model able to model

and compute a lot of different emotions and situations, but overall more oriented towards

simulation, and FAtiMA being a less sophisticated model but open-source, slightly more

oriented towards interactive scenarios and with a modular architecture making it easy to

adapt to most needs. We argue that for this proof-of-concept work we do not require a

very sophisticated process of emotion generation and we thus felt like the FAtiMA toolkit 1

was the most adequate option at this point in time and decided to use it for the realization

of our decision model.

Figure 5.2 – Software architecture for social touch interactions with a virtual embodied
conversational agent

With this technical choice settled, we can now propose the software architecture shown

in Figure 5.2. In this setup, the interactive application and perception modules are devel-

oped in the Unity3D game engine. FAtiMA is easily integrated into Unity via DLLs and only

requires defining the properties of the model via configuration and scenario files that can

be stored in the Unity project folders. This way we only need to properly format the events

recognized by the perception module before calling the appropriate FAtiMA’s methods to

update the internal states of the agent and trigger the decision process. Once a decision

has been reached, Unity will only need to send the decided behaviour to the animation

and haptic feedback renderers, which will be discussed in Chapter 6. With this architec-
1https://fatima-toolkit.eu/
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ture, it is easy to adapt our work to other VR modalities or haptic devices: as Unity3D can

easily be used with any type of VR device, only little modifications to the existing code

would be necessary ; FAtiMA can receive inputs from literally any source as long as those

inputs are formatted in a way that FAtiMA can understand and the rules are adapted ;

similarly, with any type of off-the-shelf touch device, it would only be required to translate

the model’s decisions into valid signals for the specific device.

5.2 Internal States of the Agent

What should the “internal states of the agent” be? They represent what the agent is cur-

rently aware of and can be separated in four different categories: the agent’s emotional

state, the agent’s current knowledge base, the agent’s goals and the agent’s memory. The

agent’s emotional state consists in either one emotion or a combination of emotions ex-

perienced by the agent and an overall mood, which is influenced by said experienced

emotions. The agent’s current knowledge base (or KB) will store the current beliefs of the

agent regarding the state of the situation: this is where we will find the beliefs regarding

the perceived human’s emotional state, the current level of rapport, the positions of objects

in the environment, etc. The agent’s goals will define what the agent wants to achieve dur-

ing the interaction and also store for each goal how far it currently is from being achieved

and how important it is (compared to other goals). Finally the agent’s memory will be a

simple record of all events perceived by the agent and having taken place during the inter-

action. While we focus here on short-term interactions, we believe that touching agents

will prove even more interesting and useful when adapted to long-term interaction with

users and having an accessible memory will thus become increasingly important in future

works.

Figure 5.3 – Updating process of the internal states of the agent upon perception of an
event

The process by which those internal states are updated during the interaction is shown

in Figure 5.3, although goals and memory were left out for the sake of clarity. The emo-

tional state is derived from the application of the appraisal rules when an event is trans-

mitted by the perception module to the decision model. Those rules define how an event
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should be evaluated in emotional terms based on the goals of the agent and how this event

scores for each appraisal variable. While the goals of the agent influence how the appraisal

of an event is made, the appraisal process may also update the current progression of the

goals. For example, if an event is evaluated as inconvenient for the realization of a goal, it

will be interpreted negatively and may push back the current progression of the goal. This

appraisal process and its implementation in FAtiMA will be further detailed in Section 5.3.

Concurrently to the appraisal process, a World Model (the collection of all interpretation

rules) will derive from the perceived event how to update the knowledge base with new or

modified beliefs. If an object has been moved from a certain position to a new one and the

agent observed it, for example, the new position is going to be updated in the knowledge

base by the corresponding interpretation rule of the world model. Finally, all the events

are directly stored in the memory as they are received from the perception module.

Our model uses proxemics, gaze direction, touch and scenario-related information as

inputs. Most of those inputs have been discussed in Chapter 4, where we described how

the perception module detects and records this input data. As directly receiving the raw

values would make it difficult to define appraisal and interpretation rules, we instead

use the pre-interpretations produced by the perception module to classify the values and

format everything in a single event with multiple parameters to be sent to the decision

model. The following tuples are examples of event structures:

• DistanceChanged([c])

– Where [c] is the interpretation class of distance, among Intimate, Personal,

Social and Public.

• LookDirectionChanged([b], [h], [e])

– Where [b] is True or False and indicates if the human is looking at Camille’s

body

– Where [h] is True or False and indicates if the human is looking at Camille’s

head

– Where [e] is True or False and indicates if the human is looking at Camille’s

eyes

• TouchEvent([st], [en], [part], [type], [durint], [invint], [meanfint], [meanvint])

– Where [st] is the start time of the touch (since the start of the simulation). It

acts as an identifier for all the touch sequence.

– Where [en] is the end time in seconds since the start of the simulation.

– Where [part] is the body part currently touched, among Member, Torso, Head,

Arm, Forearm and Hand.
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– Where [type] is the interpretation class of the touch, among Unknown, Tap,

Hit, Caress, Rub, Scratch, Brush and Press.

– Where [durint] is the interpretation class of the current duration, among Short,

Medium and Long.

– Where [invint] is the interpretation class of the impact velocity, among Weak,

Medium and Strong.

– Where [meanfint] is the interpretation class of the mean force, among Low,

Medium and High.

– Where [meanvint] is the interpretation class of the mean velocity, among Static,

CTOptimal and Fast.

• EtherealBodyEvent([st], [dur])

– Where [st] is the start time since the start of the simulation.

– Where [dur] is the current duration of the stay into the ethereal body, in sec-

onds.

During an interaction with a human user, the agent’s beliefs (e.g. about the perceived

level of human attentiveness) and the emotional state of the agent are constantly updated

during the interaction, based on what events are perceived and sent to the decision model.

Based on those prototypes we can thus tailor the appraisal rules to define how the agent

is going to emotionally react, and the interpretation rules to determine what the agent

should understand from a specific event.

5.3 Appraisal Rules

To generate the agent’s emotional state, our CME uses an appraisal process. Appraisal

rules are defined to determine how each type of occurring event scores in terms of ap-

praisal variables. As mentioned in Section 2.4 appraisal variables often include valence or

goal conduciveness but each different appraisal theory uses its own specific set of appraisal

variables. The theoretical model of emotion generation used in FAtiMA is the OCC (Ortony

et al. (1988)) model and its implementation in FAtiMA uses five appraisal variables: desir-

ability, desirability for others, praiseworthiness, goal conduciveness and liking. Anything

perceived by the agent’s perception module and transmitted to the decision model is con-

sidered as an event. For each kind of event, such as the human moving towards the agent

or starting to look at something else in the environment, specific rules need to be designed

to determine how to attribute the appraisal variables scores based on the parameters of the

event and the current internal states of the agent. The generic prototype of an appraisal

rule is thus the following:
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Event: Event([parameters])

Conditions (prototypic examples):

- [parameters] = [specific value]

- Belief([par]) = [value]

- ...

Appraisal Variables Effects:

- Desirability = [value]

- Desirability for others = [value]

- Praiseworthiness = [value]

- Goal conduciveness = [value]

- Like = [value]

Where the event section specifies the event concerned by the rule, the conditions sec-

tion enumerates which conditions need to be specified for the rule to be activated and the

appraisal variables effects section specifies the appraisal variables scores for this event.

For example, if we model our agent so that one of its goals is to keep the human user’s

attention, the event ’human looking elsewhere in the environment’ would be appraised

as scoring negatively in desirability and goal conduciveness because it is interpreted as a

sign of inattention. However, it will be different if this event takes place in a task-oriented

scenario which features an object related to the task. In that situation if the object is be-

ing discussed and an event of ‘the human is looking at the object’ is triggered, it should

instead be considered as the human being attentive (joint attention) and thus desirable

and positive for the agent’s goals.

If we now take a more specific example for a TouchEvent([st], [en], [part], [type],

[durint], [invint], [meanfint], [meanvint]) tuple as defined in Section 5.2, it probably be-

comes obvious that defining rules for every possible combination of parameters would be

almost impossible considering the sheer number of parameters. What we can do however

is create rules for each specific parameter and its potential values, and then concatenate

the results of each activated rule. For now, in the appraising of a touch event we chose to

consider two variables: desirability and liking. A touch event detected by the agent will

thus be considered as desirable when occurring on an acceptable body part (arms, hands)

and undesirable when occurring on a less accepted body part (torso, head for example).

However, as relationships impact the acceptability of a touch, a touch on the shoulders

and the back can become desirable if the level of estimated rapport is considered as high.

Similarly, if we look at the mean velocity of a stroking movement, we will evaluate a

CT-optimal speed as likable and an estimated touch type of hit should be evaluated as

unlikable and undesirable. Here are a few formatted examples:

Event: TouchEvent([st], [en], [part], [type], [durint], [invint],

[meanfint], [meanvint])

Conditions:
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- [part] = Head

Appraisal Variables Effects:

- Desirability = -6

- Like = -6

Event: TouchEvent([st], [en], [part], [type], [durint], [invint],

[meanfint], [meanvint])

Conditions:

- [meanvint] = CTOptimal

Appraisal Variables Effects:

- Desirability = 3

- Like = 6

In terms of implementation, those examples are already almost perfectly formatted as

in FAtiMA all the different types of rules rely on logic programming, with each rule being

determined by a set of conditions expressed as logical and/or mathematical statements. A

system of substitution of the variables (what we put between ’[’ and ’]’) with values will

find which conditions are validated and thus activate the corresponding rules. Examples

of actual implemented appraisal rules for touch events are shown in Figure 5.4, with

prototypes of events tuples where we specify only the parameters that interest us. By

default, all the activated rules results are combined and applied. Based on those results

the emotion generation algorithm is used to compute the new emotional state of the

agent (emotions, their intensities and the updated mood of the agent). In the OCC model

implemented by FAtiMA, the computation of emotions is realized in the way described in

Figure 5.5. Here we won’t address the calculations made by the model as they are already

implemented and functional inside of FAtiMA and we simply make use of them.

Through the definition of the goals and appraisal rules for an agent, it is thus possible

to define different personalities for different agents. As an example consider that we build

two different agents and that one has this appraisal rule:

Event: TouchEvent([st], [en], [part], [type], [durint], [invint],

[meanfint], [meanvint])

Conditions:

- [type] = Tap

Appraisal Variables Effects:

- Like = 8

While the other agent has this appraisal rule:

Event: TouchEvent([st], [en], [part], [type], [durint], [invint],

[meanfint], [meanvint])

Conditions:
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Figure 5.4 – Screenshot of the FAtiMA interface with a few appraisal rules for touch events.

- [type] = Tap

Appraisal Variables Effects:

- Like = -8

- Goal conduciveness = -3

Although both of those agents react to the same touch event, this event is appraised

entirely differently and one is going to experience a negative emotion while the other

is going to experience a positive emotion. We essentially defined character traits. By

deliberately making it hard (or easy) for an agent to experience some specific emotions,

we can make them feel like being overall cool- or hot-headed, for example. Similarly,

their personalities can be further defined by setting up a specific emotional state for the

agent at the beginning of the interaction (for example, it will start the interaction by being

extremely joyous), or by defining different goals. A goal is defined as follows:

GoalName

Importance : [value]

Goal Progression : [value]
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Figure 5.5 – The affect derivation processed of the OCC model, as implemented in FAtiMA
(available at https://fatima-toolkit.eu/5-emotional-appraisal/)

The name will be used to refer to the goal in the expression of conditions, the impor-

tance define the relative importance of this goal compared to the other goals of the agent

("Survival" would be the highest importance for most living beings for example) and goal

progression is a value that indicates how far the agent is from having achieved this goal (if

it makes sense for this particular goal). As a side note, in FAtiMA, this particular property

of a goal is called likelihood. In the available implementation of the model however, it was

not possible to retrieve the previous value of the likelihood to add or subtract values to

it, thus forcing us to reset the value every time. We went and modified the code to make

a quick fix by creating a function that could return the current likelihood of the goal and

add or subtract from it.

While we believe that using goals and differing appraisal rules for the definition of

multiple types of agents’ personalities would make their behaviours more believable and

would be interesting to study in relation to touching behaviours, we choose not to in-

vestigate that topic in our present work, instead leaving it up to future works that could

specifically focus on that matter.

5.4 Beliefs of the Agent

In our model, the agent’s knowledge is represented via beliefs (stored in a knowledge

base) and updated by interpretation rules (stored in a world model) when an event is

perceived by the perception module. A belief can be a very straightforward value, such as

the current proxemic space that the human is in, relative to the agent, or the current state
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of a task. On the other hand it can also be a value calculated based on other beliefs or

on the interpretation of specific events. In the end, the purpose of both the beliefs of the

knowledge base and the emotional state of the agent are to be used by the decision rules

to evaluate which conditions are fulfilled and, therefore, which action to undertake.

5.4.1 World Model & Interpretation rules

In Section 5.3, we saw that appraisal rules are in charge of generating and updating the

emotional state of the agent. When it comes to the knowledge base, their counterparts

are the interpretation rules, which are stored in a World Model. Those interpretation

rules define all the possible actions and events that the agent can perceive and interpret

to generate beliefs. If we have an event that can be perceived by the perception module,

we therefore also need to define interpretation rules in the world model to derive beliefs

from this event. In short, the interpretation rules are the ones that will look at a Dis-

tanceChanged(Intimate) event, for example, and determine that this should update the

current beliefs of the agent regarding the position of the human. As for appraisal rules,

we can define multiple interpretation rules for a same event, as long as we also specify the

conditions of their activation. The prototypic interpretation rule would thus look like this:

Event : Event([parameters])

Conditions:

- [parameters] = [value]

- Mood(Agent) = [value]

- ...

Effects:

- Belief([var]) = [newvalue]

- ...

5.4.2 Determining the information needed to model the acceptance of a
touch

As expressed previously, we want to enable touch-based interactions that will not make the

human uncomfortable or feel invaded. Before taking the decision of touching the human,

the agent should therefore have an idea of the human’s acceptance of touch. In Section 2.1

we saw that the acceptance of a touch is based on three elements: the interactive context

(in other words: is the touch justified by an emotion expressed or a functional need?), the

level of the relationship between toucher and touchee, and the personal preferences of the

individual (which we will address as their baseline or static touch avoidance). Recording

the contextual information is the role of the perception module but interpreting it in a

meaningful way is the role of the world model’s interpretation rules: based on the events

perceived, what is the agent going to understand of the situation? In other words, which
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beliefs should be created or updated in reaction to an event? In our case, what we are

most interested in are beliefs that can help the model decide when and how to touch.

Since acceptance of a touch depends on the interactive context, the level of relationship

and the static touch avoidance of the human, those are the things that we want to try to

estimate and record in the beliefs of the agent. Information relating to the context will

often be scenario-dependent, so we won’t detail that here, but it also includes the human’s

emotional state. If the human expresses sadness, this could indeed be an appropriate time

to touch. How can we derive from our perception module’s events the level of relationship

between the human and the agent and the static touch avoidance and emotional state of

the human?

5.4.3 The dimensions of rapport

In our present work, we are mostly interested in developing a proof-of-concept of a social

touch-based interactive loop between a human and a virtual agent. For now, we will there-

fore focus on short-term interactions. As discussed before in Section 2.3, when working

on short-term interactions with agents, the notion used to model the level of the relation-

ship between the human and the agent is that of rapport. According to Tickle-Degnen and

Rosenthal (1990), rapport is composed of three main elements: positivity, attentiveness

and coordination, with coordination being less important at the beginning of an interac-

tion. Considering that, again, it is unlikely that our agent will interact with humans for

more than a few minutes, we choose to focus on estimating the rapport via the evaluation

of the positivity and attentiveness expressed by the human towards the agent. While atten-

tiveness should not appear too troublesome, positivity is an ambiguous term that requires

clarification. In our understanding of the word, it directly relates to the notion of valence

(or pleasure) and thus to the emotional state of the human. Since this is something that

we were already interested in modelling in our agent’s beliefs (see Section 5.4.2, let us

start from there.

5.4.4 Estimation of the human’s emotional state

To deduce a potential emotional state of the human, we propose to use the touch events

and other emotional cues expressed by the human and perceived by the agent. To map

those events to an emotional representation however, and to update it over time, we will

again need a theoretical model of emotions. In this particular case, we believe that a

dimensional model would be well suited to our needs, as we can directly derive values

from emotional cues and map those values in a dimensional space. While the most well-

known dimensional model is probably the Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance model (PAD), the

relationship between touch and dominance is still unclear and studies report different and

sometimes contradictory results (Summerhayes and Suchner (1978), Dibiase and Gunnoe

(2004)). We instead decide to use the circumplex model of emotion that classifies emo-
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tions on a scale of Valence-Arousal (VA) (as described by Posner et al. (2005)). With this

model, we can define interpretation rules in the world model that will derive scores of

valence and/or arousal from the events perceived by the perception module. Those scores

can then be used to update totals (MoodValence and MoodArousal for example) stored in

the beliefs of the agent. The theoretical model of the circumplex however, despite be-

ing geometrically represented, is inherited from psychological research where there are

no actual values nor calculations. The repartition of emotions on the VA space is thus

not rigorously defined in computational terms. To overcome this difficulty, we choose to

represent the actual emotional state of the human with the emotional octants of the cir-

cumplex model which are shown (with their respective corresponding emotions) in Figure

5.6 (with the A axis for arousal and the P axis for pleasure (valence), thus: HA = high

activation, AP = activated pleasant, P = pleasant, UAP = unactivated pleasant, LA = low

activation, etc.). To map our values of arousal and valence to an emotional octant, we can

then define fuzzy sets and partition tables (similar to the ones used for the classification

of distance or touch parameters in the perception module, see Section 4.1) to design a

simple classifying algorithm for the current emotional octant of the human.

Figure 5.6 – The circumplex model of affect and its emotional octants (by Knez and Hygge
(2001))
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5.4.5 Estimation of the human’s attentiveness towards the agent

As for the estimation of the attentiveness of the human towards the agent, we propose

to use proxemics and gaze direction values to compute it, as those are known to relate

to attention and engagement Sidner et al. (2003). Similarly to how we proceed for the

estimation of the valence and arousal values of the human’s emotional state, we thus

define interpretation rules for gaze direction and proxemics events that will derive scores

to add or subtract to the total attentiveness stored in the beliefs of the agent. An example

of such a rule would be: if the human is directly looking at the agent, this should be

considered as a high score of attentiveness. Another would then be: if the human stops

looking at the agent, we subtract a score, unless we are in a situation of joint attention

and the agent is looking at the discussed object.

5.4.6 Evaluating rapport & static touch avoidance

Going back to our estimation of rapport, we now have beliefs representing an estimation

of the emotional valence and the emotional arousal of the human, which further gives

us an emotional octant. We also have an estimation of the level of attentiveness of the

human towards the agent. For the evaluation of rapport, we needed an estimation of the

positivity and the attentiveness of the human. Considering the emotional valence of the

human as this positivity, we can now use both of the current scores of the beliefs regarding

the human’s valence and attentiveness to dynamically compute the level of rapport of the

human. The actual calculation is further detailed in Section 5.4.7.

Interestingly, the last information that we are interested in modelling in the beliefs of

the agent is that of the static touch avoidance of the human. Where rapport, emotional

state and attentiveness are all dynamic measures derived from the events happening in the

interaction, we feel like static touch avoidance, being a baseline, should indeed remain

static. The challenge then is to determine the value that it should take. While it could

potentially possible to assess the static touch avoidance of someone in the course of a

long interaction with them, we believe that this would not be possible at the current time,

with short interactions. We therefore propose to either have the agent directly ask the

human about it upon starting the interaction, or to assess the static touch avoidance of

the human by making them fill a touch avoidance questionnaire just before the interaction

and directly inputting their score in the agent’s beliefs.

5.4.7 Implementation: Interpretation rules and Rapport calculation

In terms of implementation now, the FAtiMA model functions by computing the effects of

the appraisal and world model’s interpretation rules at the same time. Initially, FAtiMA’s

world model only allowed us to define ONE interpretation rule for each type of event,

so that we couldn’t have multiple concurrent rules for the same event. It also didn’t
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allow the definition of conditions to regulate when to activate the rules. Considering that

touch events can have a lot of different interpretations despite similar parameters, this

functioning didn’t suit our needs at all. We thus modified the model so that multiple

interpretation rules could exist for one event and to implement conditions similar to the

ones used for appraisal and decision rules. This required adding a field for each condition

in order to specify the character whose knowledge base is concerned by the condition, as

multiple characters can observe the same event in the world model, as opposed to what

happens in the appraisal and decision process. In the end, the prototypic interpretation

rule in our modified version of FAtiMA looks like this:

Event: Event([parameters])

Conditions:

- [parameters] = [value] | [Character(s)’ KB]

- Mood([Character]) = [value] | [Character(s)’ KB]

- ...

Effects:

- Belief([var]) = [newvalue] | [ObserverCharacter]

- ...

Where ’character’ refers to either an agent or a human, and where each effect is applied

on the beliefs of the observers.

We have implemented five main beliefs in the beliefs of our touching agent: human’s

estimated attentiveness and emotional state (declined in valence, arousal and emotional oc-

tant), estimated level of rapport, current state of the scenario, and static touch avoidance of
the human. Attentiveness of the human is currently implemented as a discrete scale ranging

from 1 to 7, where 1 stands for low and 7 for high: Attentiveness(Human) = [1, 7]. The

human’s estimated emotional state is divided into two beliefs implemented as similar dis-

crete scales for valence and arousal: MoodV alence(Human) = [1, 7], MoodArousal(Hu−
man) = [1, 7]. The emotional octant belief is calculated based on the MoodValence and

MoodArousal scores and can take the following values : EmotionalOctant(Human) =

HA|AP |P |AUP |LA|UAUP |UP |AUP (explained by Figure 5.6)

We want to be able to adapt the measurement of rapport based on what we value

more in our specific situation between attentiveness or valence. Certain scenarios may

require emphasis on the human’s attentiveness, while others require it on the level of the

human’s experienced valence. It is thus calculated as a function of the values taken by

the human’s estimated attentiveness and the estimated emotional state’s valence over time.

We also want our agent to avoid using touch in an invasive manner and thus we need to

emphasize the distinction between low and high values of rapport, while keeping a contin-

uous spectrum of values so that the model can make varied decisions even within low and

high values. The value of rapport thus ranges between 1 (lowest) and 100 (highest), with
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threshold values that will be added when attentiveness and valence reach higher levels.

Rapport(Human) = Attentiveness(Human) ∗ x (5.1)

+MoodV alence(Human) ∗ y

+ ProxemicSpaceV alue+ ThresholdV alues

In this equation, x and y are weights that represent, respectively, the amount of atten-
tiveness or valence that influence rapport. Those weights can be set differently in order

to alter the calculation depending on the situation. In our case, we want attentiveness to

have the same overall importance as valence. ProxemicSpaceValue is either 0, 5 (personal

space) or 10 (intimate space). This is a deliberate choice that makes the agent positively

receptive to a human coming close to it, to facilitate touch interactions. Modifying those

values would allow us to modify the personality of the agent regarding social touch. The

actual values are to be empirically adjusted based on further evaluations.

This equation means that rapport is low (resp. high) if either attentiveness of the

human is low (resp. high) or the human’s estimated emotional state is expressing a nega-

tive (resp. positive) mood. Finally, the static touch avoidance of the human is a discrete

measure which can take the values of low (tactile person), medium (average touch ac-

ceptability) and high (overall averse to touch). The static touch avoidance is determined

before the interaction starts via a questionnaire and is inputted as a fixed value which will

modulate the level of rapport required for a touching action to be chosen.

5.5 When and How to Touch a Human

As discussed in Chapter 2, the principles of equipotentiality and equifinality are at play

in social touch: a specific touch type can be used to express multiple different mean-

ings whereas a specific meaning can be expressed by multiple different touch types. Fur-

thermore, those meanings of social touch can be both emotional and functional. Table

2.1 showed the mapping of touch types/emotions expressed observed in the literature of

human-human social touch. There is however little descriptive research on the instances

in which the other functions of touch take place and of such mappings for those functions.

To our knowledge, the only works having investigated this question are those by Jones

and Yarbrough (1985), already discussed in 2.1, and Héron et al. (2022), who partially

based their investigations on Jones and Yarbrough (1985)’s study and identified additional

functions of touch during a study of human-human mediated touch.

Considering both their sheer number and the lack of data, it would be a far too tall

order to try and model decision rules for all those types of functions at once. We therefore

decided to focus our work on a selection of those communicative intentions: attention-

getting, turn management, emotional emphasis and supporting touch. Attention-getting

refers to behaviours displayed in order to try and get the attention of the interlocutor,
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turn management refers to behaviours aimed at taking or giving the floor to the inter-

locutor in spoken interaction, emotional emphasis refers to non-verbal behaviours aimed

at highlighting the emotional component of a spoken statement, and supporting touch

refers to behaviours aimed at displaying support towards the interlocutor. The notion of

supporting touch is somewhat ambiguous however, and we thus decided to clarify it by

separating it into the notions of comforting touch Cekaite and Kvist Holm (2017); Shaltout

et al. (2012), encouraging touch Guéguen (2004), calming touch, and a general notion

of touching for maintaining rapport. This means that when the decision model selects

one of those communicative intentions as the next behaviour to be performed, the touch

modality is going to be considered as a valid option to express this intention.

Similarly, we won’t model a multitude of touch types and we will instead select the

following four: a hit, a tap, a caress and a “neutral” sustained touch. Based on 2.1, we be-

lieve that they should prove sufficient to express a majority of our selected communicative

intentions and emotions.

Those touch types being overall appropriate communicative channels to express those

functions does not mean, however, that touch itself, as a modality, should always be used

to express them. Furthermore, depending on the situation, other modalities may often

be sufficient to express any of those meanings, as evidenced by all the works related to

endowing conversational agents with gestural and speaking abilities. As discussed earlier,

touch can be a rather invasive modality and the agent should be able to take that into

account when deciding upon which modality to use to convey a specific intention. We

thus propose to make the decision making process happen in two steps.

First, the decision process will take as input the current state of the interactive scenario

to determine all the actions objectively available to the agent at this point. Based on

the agent’s beliefs regarding its interlocutor and on the agent’s own emotional state (as

calculated by the appraisal process described in Section 5.3), decision rules select among

those available options a specific communicative intention to convey. For example, if

the scenario is not progressing properly and the internal beliefs of the agent indicate

an apparent lack of attentiveness from the human, the agent will decide to try to get

the human’s attention. On the other hand if agitation (high arousal) is perceived in the

emotional state of the human, the agent could instead try to adopt a calming behaviour.

Once this communicative intention has been selected, the second step of the deci-

sion process is going to determine how to instantiate this intention into a multimodal

behaviour. The agent’s available communicative channels are speech, gaze direction, ges-

tures, facial expression, and/or touch. It can also move around in the environment. Again,

decision rules will specify which of those options are suited for each possible communica-

tive intention, and what are the specific conditions under which they can be used. Among

those conditions, the most important ones to consider for the use of the touch modality

are the level of rapport and the value of the human’s static touch avoidance. It is based on

those values that we first determine if touch can happen in an acceptable and non-harmful
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way for the interlocutor. Only then are the physical conditions that make a touch possible

examined (for example, is the agent in range to perform the touch?). In summary, after

those two decision steps, the decision model outputs a communicative intention and the

modality to use for its expression. This is then unified with the current step of the scenario

to determine the actual utterance to produce (if necessary) and all of this information is

sent to the concerned renderers (which will be described in 6) for the instantiation of the

multimodal behaviour.

While this answers the question of determining when our agent is going to touch

the human, we have yet to explain how a specific touch type is selected. In fact, we will

externalize this last step of the decision process directly in the renderers, as this is a micro-

decision that FAtiMA is not as well suited to manage. The selection of the touch type is

thus described in Section 6.1.

In summary, we propose a decision model able to look at the current internal beliefs

of the agent regarding the human’s perceived actions and emotions (as well as the agent’s

own ones) to determine which communicative intention to convey next and when touch

is an adequate and acceptable communicative channel for it. While we discussed which

communicative intentions we focus on here and which types of touch we are going to use,

we still need to delve deeper into the actual processing of the inputs and internal states of

the model to understand how they are computed to produce a decision.

5.6 Decision Rules

Now that we have determined the general process by which we want our decision making

to happen for touch, we need to figure out how to translate this into actual decision rules.

In FAtiMA, decision rules have a prototypic structure extremely similar to those of the

appraisal or interpretation rules:

Decision: Action([parameters])

Priority: [value]

Conditions:

- Belief([par]) = [value]

The only difference of note is that of the "priority" field. This value is used when

two different decision rules have their conditions activated at the same time. In technical

terms, the decision method of FAtiMA returns all the activated rules by default, but since

most of the time we only want to select one behaviour at a time, we can specify the priority

of the rules. When two rules are activated at the same time, FAtiMA will compare their

priorities and the one with the highest priority will be returned first. If even their priorities

are equal, then the rule to return will be selected at random. If need be however, we can

always access all the rules activated at a decision step directly from the code. For the sake
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of clarity, we won’t include the priority field in our future examples, as it is overall not

that interesting of an information.

Now that we have seen what a decision rule looks like, let us go back to our topic of

interest. As explained in Section 5.5, we consider the following communicative intentions:

attention-getting, turn management, emotional emphasis, comfort, calm and maintain

rapport. To structure the interaction however, we need to distinguish the situation of

locutor and that of listener: a same communicative intention should not be expressed in

the same way whether someone has the speaker-turn or is listening.

At the moment, we manage this by considering that the agent and the human exchange

speaking-turn smoothly. We do not consider interruptions nor barge-in. Only when the

agent has the floor can it use the speech modality, but all other non-verbal abilities are

available when it speaks or listens. Since we do not focus on the speech of the human,

we can keep the turn management that simple for now. Nevertheless, this makes our first

condition to every decision rule be a check of whether the agent has the floor or not.

In the case where the agent doesn’t have the floor, a last communicative intention is

possible: backchannel. A backchannel is traditionally a type of non-verbal behaviour used

to manifest to our interlocutor that we are paying attention to what they are saying. It

can feature speech (‘uh’, ‘hum’, etc.), head nods, facial expressions, arm gestures or even

touch. Those modalities can also be combined. A backchannel can however also have

further meanings, like an emotional component. This is especially true for touch, as in the

case where listening to someone expressing sadness may prompt us to use touch both to

manifest that we are listening and for comforting them at the same time. We thus propose

four types of decision rules for the ‘backchannel’ action:

Backchannel(Nod)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) != Agent

2. isSpeaking(Human) = True

The nod backchannel is the default one and is always triggered as long as the human

has the speaking turn and is currently identified as speaking.

Backchannel(Smile)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) != Agent

2. isSpeaking(Human) = True

3. EmotionalOctant(Human) = AP || UAP || P

Backchannel(Sad)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) != Agent
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2. isSpeaking(Human) = True

3. EmotionalOctant(Human) = UAUP || AUP || UP

The ‘smile’ and ‘sad’ backchannel will trigger the smiling and sad facial expressions

(respectively) and have a supplementary condition which checks for the current human’s

estimated emotional state. Our assumption here is that if the human expresses negative or

positive emotions in their speech, it is going to influence the estimation of their emotional

state. We thus check for the current emotional octant to determine the polarity of the

current emotional state.

As for the touch, we also want to look at all the possible emotional octants but we

also need to look at the baseline value of the touch avoidance of the human and which

proxemic space they are in. It is based on those three values that we determine the amount

of rapport that is required for a touch to be selected. A higher touch avoidance implies

general unease with touch and thus will require a higher level of rapport to consider

touch as a valid modality. Similarly, in general terms, the further away the human is from

the agent the higher the rapport will need to be to consider making the agent cross the

distance in order to touch.

Backchannel(Touch)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) != Agent

2. isSpeaking(Human) = True

3. ProxemicSpace(Human) = Intimate

4. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) = Low

5. EmotionalOctant(Human) = UP

6. Rapport(Human) >= 40

Backchannel(Touch)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) != Agent

2. isSpeaking(Human) = True

3. ProxemicSpace(Human) = Public

4. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) = Low

5. EmotionalOctant(Human) = UP

6. Rapport(Human) >= 55

Backchannel(Touch)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) != Agent

2. isSpeaking(Human) = True

3. ProxemicSpace(Human) = Public
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4. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) = High

5. EmotionalOctant(Human) = UP

6. Rapport(Human) >= 85

When the agent has the floor however, we want to make the decision in the two steps

presented in Section 5.5. First we will determine the communicative intention and then

the modality. Each available communicative intention has its own specific conditions:

attention-getting is based on the estimated attentiveness of the human (if it is low, then

this intention is triggered), turn management is based on the state of the interaction,

emotional emphasis is based on the strength of the agent’s emotions and the specific dialog

utterance, comfort and calm are based on the human’s estimated emotional state, and

finally maintain rapport is based on the level of rapport. Here we can mention that the

priority field of decision rules can be used to specify ethical values or character traits. For

example, we could consider that if the human is inattentive and in a bad mood, it is more

important to comfort them than to try to get their attention.

CommunicativeIntention(Comfort)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. EmotionalOctant(Human) = UP || UAUP

CommunicativeIntention(GetAttention)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. Attentiveness(Human) <= 3

CommunicativeIntention(Calm)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. EmotionalOctant(Human) = AUP || HA

Once the communicative intention has been decided, we determine the modality to

convey it in a similar way to that of the backchannels, except this time there is an extra

condition regarding the communicative intention.

Modality(Touch)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. CommunicativeIntention(Agent) = Comfort

3. ProxemicSpace(Human) = Intimate

4. Rapport(Human) >= 50
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This acts as the default condition: if the rapport is estimated to be at least over 50, then

the touch modality should always be a valid option for comforting. However, if comfort

is the current intention, it also means that the human’s estimated valence is rather low,

which impacts the level of rapport negatively (see Equation 5.1). We should thus expect

low values of rapport, which does not necessarily mean that touch should not be used, as

touch is suited for comforting people. We can therefore further discriminate between the

situations in the same way that is done with the backchannel rules:

Modality(Touch)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. CommunicativeIntention(Agent) = Comfort

3. ProxemicSpace(Human) = Intimate

4. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) = Low

5. Rapport(Human) > 20

Modality(Touch)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. CommunicativeIntention(Agent) = Comfort

3. ProxemicSpace(Human) = Intimate

4. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) = High

5. Rapport(Human) > 40

In those examples, the static touch avoidance of the human impacts how much rap-

port is necessary to perform a touch when the agent is already in range of the human.

Comfort and attention-getting are communicative intentions that are directly linked to

the calculation of rapport, which will lead to lower values of rapport when evaluating the

conditions. On the other hand, with communicative intentions such as encouragement,

calm or turn giving, we can set conditions with much higher expectations regarding the

level of rapport.

Modality(Touch)

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. CommunicativeIntention(Agent) = Encouragement

3. ProxemicSpace(Human) = Intimate

4. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) = High

5. Rapport(Human) > 85

Modality(Touch)

Conditions:
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1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. CommunicativeIntention(Agent) = Encouragement

3. ProxemicSpace(Human) = Intimate

4. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) = Low

5. Rapport(Human) > 60

Those are only a few examples, but as for any rule-based model, a lot of different

decision rules need to be created to take every possible value into account. Once the

model will be evaluated, all our rules will be made available as soon as possible.

Again, in FAtiMA the implementation of those rules stays very close to the proto-

types shown above. An additional detail however is that in FAtiMA, every possible action

(Backchannel(Touch) for example) has an initiator (the agent or human that performs the

action) and a target (the agent(s) or human(s) that the action is oriented towards). When

the action is performed, this allows the interpretation rules of the World Model to deter-

mine who are the agents/humans that are in a position to observe the action and record

it in their knowledge base and memory. This means that a decision rule also specifies its

initiator and target(s), but we omitted this detail here as in our case those are always

going to be the agent and the human.

Something that we have to detail further however is the way we manage the turn-

management and progression of the interactive scenario. In FAtiMA, dialog actions are

defined inside a sort of state machine acting as a dialog manager: each entry has a current

state and next state, which allows taking the sequential nature of the scenario into ac-

count. We define a dialog action as a 4-tuple consisting of: Speak(CurrentState, NextState,
CommunicativeIntention, CharacterType). While the other parameters are self-explanatory,

CharacterType simply refers to whether the initiator is an agent, a human or can be both.

For now, in our implementation, those Speak actions are taking the place of the Commu-

nicativeIntention action we described before. This might be subject to change to enable

more complex behaviours later. As for any other action however, decision rules with con-

ditions regulating when the dialog should be selected can be associated with a dialog

entry, so this doesn’t change the conditions discussed above. Each Speak action entry is

associated with a dialog utterance, which we can send to the concerned renderers (see

Section 6.1).

Therefore, once a Speak action is triggered by a decision rule, the communicative in-

tention selected and the next state of the interaction are stored in the knowledge base of

the agent. We then immediately trigger a second decision with the updated knowledge

base, which will allow the modality decision rules to look at the currently selected com-

municative intention and apply the rules described above. In FAtiMA, a sequence of a

Speak action decision rule and a Modality decision rule thus looks like follows:

Speak([CurrentState], [NextState], GetAttention, Agent)

Conditions:
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1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. DialogSate(Human) = [CurrentState]

3. ValidDialogue([CurrentState], [NextState], GetAttention, Agent) = True

4. CommunicativeIntention(Agent) = Unassigned

5. Attentiveness(Human) <= 3

Modality(Touch, [NextState])

Conditions:

1. Has(Floor) = Agent

2. NextDialogState(Agent) = [NextState]

3. CommunicativeIntention(Agent) = GetAttention

4. ProxemicSpace(Human) = Intimate

5. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) = High

6. Rapport(Human) >= 45

As a reminder, the terms put between brackets in FAtiMA are variables which can be

substituted with possible values in accordance with the logic programming logic. In the

Speak action decision rule conditions 2 and 3 make sure the dialog action is possible at

the current step in the scenario (the current dialog state is indeed [CurrentState] and the

[NextState] is valid). Condition 4 is a simple check to make sure that we are not already in

the process of deciding a modality for an already decided communicative intention. Upon

activation of this rule, an interpretation rule is triggered to update the beliefs of the agent

with the proper values. Finally, the only notable difference between the prototypes shown

before and the modality decision rule here is that we keep the information regarding the

next dialog state by interrogating the knowledge base.

Finally, it should be noted that communicative behaviours are very linked to the notion

of time. We can start talking and only end our speech minutes later, the same way that

we can start a touch and keep touching for an extended period of time. In FAtiMA, such

continuous events can be modeled through the Action-Start and Action-End properties

of actions: an Action-Start signifies the beginning of an action and Action-End its end.

So far, we haven’t mentioned that at all, but this is because all our decision rules are

to be considered as Action-End for now. In the current official implementation of FAtiMA

toolkit, once an Action-Start has been performed, the agent is made unable to take another

decision, which is incoherent with the way actual behaviours happen: we are very well

able to talk and touch at the same time, sometimes for long periods of time. Similarly, the

model only allows us to specify the beginning and end of an action. This is problematic

since the parameters of a touch can change in the course of its realization, such as a

sustained touch becoming a caress. We thus altered the code to allow an agent to perform

any number of continuous or non-continuous actions at the same time and added a third

type of action: Action-Update. This way we unify continuous actions with an ID and can

update their properties over time to inform the agent of what happens. This combined
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with frequent updates from the perception module allows the agent to have a better idea

of how the interaction is happening. For now however, we only use those time-related

properties for the formatting of events perceived by the perception model and for the

interpretation and appraisal rules associated to them. In effect, this currently does not

change anything to the multiple rules that were described in this chapter.

Now that we have our decision however, the last question we need to address is that

of instantiating this decision in a way that the human is going to be able to perceive.
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T
HIS Chapter will address the matter of instantiating a decision as a perceivable

phenomenon for the human. Given the communicative intention and modal-

ity of a chosen behaviour, we indeed still need to determine how it should

be manifested in the immersive environment and exactly what kinds of move-

ments our agent should perform. Similarly, in the case of a touch, we need a way to have

the human actually feel something. Here, we thus present the animation engine and the

haptic device used with our touching agent.

6.1 Audiovisual Animation of the Agent

In our immersive setup the agent is made perceptible to the human user via the rendering

and the projection of its graphical 3D model. In order to actually perform actions and

behaviours however, this graphical model of the agent needs to be properly animated. In

our work, this is done thanks to the GRETA platform Rosis et al. (2003) which computes

and generates non-verbal animations for humanoid agents.

The GRETA platform is based on the SAIBA model Kopp et al. (2006) illustrated in

Figure 6.1, and allows to calculate and synchronize non-verbal and verbal behaviours.

Written dialog is annotated with timemarkers and gestural information is associated with
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those timemarkers to synchronize the animation of the agent’s body with its speech. The

speech and prosody are generated from the written text via the CEREPROCTM text-to-

speech software. While the platform and its animation system are getting somewhat old,

many useful features are available inside of GRETA: we can directly create custom ges-

tures, use already created and validated ones or import motion capture data. We can then

organize those gestures by intentions. For example, we might select a few different ges-

tures that can express a negation and create an intention for it in which those gestures

are going to be considered as viable alternatives. It is then possible to annotate a writ-

ten text with the negation intention and the platform will select one of those pre-selected

gestures, either at random or based on selection rules. This enables the automatic gen-

eration of variable behaviours even for similar communicative intentions. Furthermore,

this will allow us to manage the selection of the specific touch type to use with a given

communicative intention: for example, we can indicate that a comforting intention can

be instantiated either by a caress or a sustained touch and GRETA will make the decision.

For now, we can be satisfied with making this micro decision at random (thus maintaining

variability in the behaviours), but further work could develop specific decision rules at this

level too.

Figure 6.1 – The SAIBA model of behaviour animation planning and realization

Since all the interaction is managed in the Unity3D engine, we use a Thrift-based

communication script to make GRETA and Unity communicate. For each animation frame,

GRETA sends animation data in the form of coordinates for the joints of the agent’s model.

However, this method has the drawback of making it interfere with Unity’s own Animator

so that both cannot be used at the same time. Since GRETA was originally aimed towards

static agents for face-to-face interaction on a screen, it isn’t able to produce displacement

animations such as walking, which is essential to touch interactions where we need to

have the agent be able to position itself close to and towards the human. Our rushed

solution to the problem is to circumvent it and have Unity be in control of the legs of

the agent and GRETA in charge of the upper body. This is a poor solution implemented

because of the lack of time, future works involving GRETA and Unity should address this

issue in a more elegant way, with animation blending for example.

For our work, we mostly used gestures already available in GRETA but had to create

touch gestures for our hit, tap, caress and "neutral" sustained touch, as there were no

already existing ones. GRETA was not conceived for real-time interactions in immersive
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environments however and does not allow us to specify a target for our touch gestures

at the moment. This means that the touch gestures are performed without awareness of

where exactly the arm of the human is. This makes it harder to have completely natural

looking touches coming from the agent, although we implemented some failsafe measures

for making sure that the agent is facing the user and in close proximity before producing

the touch gesture.

In the end, this setup nonetheless allows us to translate the outputs of the decision

model into actual graphically rendered verbal and non-verbal behaviours for the agent.

This is sufficient for most communication modalities, but not for touch, as this modality

requires us to address the question of the haptic feedback.

6.2 Designing a Haptic Device for Simulated Social Touch

We discussed in Chapter 2 all the existing options regarding haptic generation and their

respective pros and cons. Considering our use of an immersive room we are limited in

the kinds of equipment that can be used inside of it, since physical, large and/or static

installations are undesirable in order to preserve the stereoscopic 3D projection. The most

ideal options would thus be either some kind of wearable haptic device or a pseudo haptic

setup.

When looking at the literature on the matter, pseudo haptic seems like a perfect fit for

immersive environments tactile interactions. It is however still a young field of research

in which many questions are yet to be answered and where most of the work has been

focused on object manipulation. This means that at the moment the use of pseudo haptics

to interact socially with an agent needs to be specifically and systematically investigated,

especially in an immersive room, to determine the conditions in which pseudo haptics can

indeed lead to haptic sensations on the part of the human. Since this is not what we are

focusing on with our work, we prefer to use an actual wearable haptic device.

Considering our need for a reasonably sized wearable device that would not tire the

user out, we decided to go in the direction of vibrotactile technologies, which have the

added benefit of being widely discussed and validated in the literature. While vibra-

tions do not provide a very natural and human-like feeling when it comes to the haptic

sensation, it was nonetheless shown to be able to communicate recognizable affective in-

formation by Huisman et al. (2013) and Seifi and MacLean (2013). Vibrotactile sleeves

are the most discussed form of those vibrotactile technologies and have the advantage of

being lightweight and placed on an appropriate body part for interaction with potential

strangers, the forearm being rather neutral in terms of intimity (Suvilehto et al. (2015)).

Furthermore, even with small grids of discrete actuators it is possible to produce a sen-

sation of continuous movement by leveraging the phantom actuators and apparent motion

illusions. The phantom actuator illusion is produced when two actuators are placed at

specific distances of each other and activated at certain similar intensities. The sensation
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Figure 6.2 – First version of the SOFTLY tactile sleeve

then experienced by the user is not that of two separate vibrations but of a single vibra-

tion emanating from somewhere in-between those two real actuators, thus producing the

illusion of a “phantom” actuator that doesn’t actually exist. On the other hand, the appar-

ent motion illusion is produced by calculating the optimal successive activation times and

intensities of actuators so that one actuator “fades in” while the previous one “fades out”.

While the first activated actuator progressively decreases its intensity, the next one starts

and slowly increases its intensity so that it will be at the highest intensity when the first

actuator has stopped. This way, the user does not feel two discrete activations of two ac-

tuators but experiences the illusion of a continuous motion over their skin. By leveraging

those two illusions at the same time, we can produce illusions of continuous movements

in any direction even with a small grid of actuators. The Tactile Brush algorithm described

by Israr and Poupyrev (2011) precisely allows for the automatic calculation of the activa-

tion times based on the distance between the actuators and the speed we want to achieve

for the movement.

As for the actuators themselves, the most commonly used motors are eccentric rotating

mass (ERM) motors but it is difficult to alter their signals in a meaningful way (both in

terms of frequency and intensity of the vibration) and their vibrations are thus often quite

coarse and unnatural. On the other hand, linear resonant actuators (LRA) allow for a

wider range of frequencies to be used and more flexibility in the manipulation of their

intensities and activation. After discussing with Professor Vincent Hayward however, we

learned of the potential of voice coils (speakers without membrane), in terms of haptic

feedback. In a comparison work, Nunez et al. (2020) opposed two vibrotactile devices:

one with classic vibrating motors and one with voice coils. In both cases the stimuli were

felt like the researchers were expecting it but the device with voice coils was felt as much

more pleasant than the other one. In another work on the production of the rendering of
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different textures with a haptic feedback, Romano and Kuchenbecker (2012) voice coils

were used on an interactive stylus to make it vibrate to the frequency of a signal recorded

during the use of a stylus on a specific surface. This led to the impression by users of being

in contact with the original surface even though they were using the stylus on a screen.

Voice coils have the ability to reproduce any kind of frequency and signal, thus allowing

us to try different options for producing different types of textures that may be felt as less

artificial.

Figure 6.3 – Second version of the SOFTLY tactile sleeve

After a first prototype using classic ERM vibration motors like the ones we can find

in smartphones which led to an initial evaluation described in Section 7.1 we decided to

build a more robust and interesting vibrotactile sleeve for the forearm, equipped with a

grid of 2x3 voice coils and implementing the Tactile Brush algorithm for the production

of apparent motion in our stimuli. This new device was called Softly and developed in

collaboration with Quentin Duchemin, who dealt with the technical development of the

sleeve. This led to a first prototype shown in Figure 6.2 that lacked robustness in terms

of the textile that we used, where the electronic components were taking a bit too much

space in terms of comfort, and whose voice coils proved to be limited in amplitude. For

the second version of the device, we used another more performant type of voice coils
1 and worked with a local sewing workshop for the design and realization of the actual

sleeve. We drive the voice coils with amplifiers controlled by a Bela cape mounted on a

BeagleBone Black micro-computer. Those class D amplifiers have an I2C interface and a

gain control of up to 30dB. The amplifiers are connected to the Bela through a printed

1HAPCOIL ONE, see https://www.actronika.com/solutions-for-realistic-haptics#HapCoil-actuators
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circuit board. The circuit board and the Bela are each powered by a cluster of 4 batteries.

The voice coils have been sewn into a tarpaulin fabric that has velcro strips, allowing the

device to be easily equipped and to fit to any size of forearm. Similarly the circuit board,

the Bela and the batteries are put into pockets sewn on another tarpaulin fabric support

piece worn on the upper arm. With this design, the device is modular and we can easily

make modifications to any individual component without starting from scratch. The final

result is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.4 – Complete software architecture for a touching agent in immersive environ-
ment

To communicate with the device, we use the Open Sound Control protocol. Unity3D

then serves as the middleman which receives information from the decision model and

sends it to Softly. This information includes the location of the touch, the specific type of

touch, the duration, intensity, ramp-up and ramp-down times and modulation parameters.

This is computed by the program to produce the signals to send to each of the voice coils.

This way, when the model reaches a decision for the agent’s behaviour, that information

is simultaneously sent to GRETA for the animation and Softly for the haptic signal, which

are then synchronized. As for the stimuli themselves, we produced various signals to try

and simulate sensations akin to that of the four types of touch we selected for our agent

(see Section 5.5 about this selection): a caress, a hit, a “neutral” sustained touch and a

tap. Evaluations of the sleeve and the signals are discussed in Section 7.2.

With that, we have both a way to perceive the human’s actions, to interpret them and

choose how to react, and to output the agent’s behaviour with animations and haptic feed-

back. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the complete software framework and interactive process.
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Figure 6.5 – Process and framework of a human-agent social touch-based interactive loop
in immersive environment

What is left to do is evaluate the model and the overall framework that we developed,

and see what works, what needs to be improved and how our research questions and

hypothesis fare in actual context.
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T
HIS Chapter presents all the evaluations realized throughout this thesis work to

validate our developments and, most notably, our decision model. Our original

research question was to determine whether giving the ability to touch and be

touched to an ECA in an immersive context would help it express its emotions

to and bond with humans. To answer that however, we first needed to build a framework

that would grant such touching abilities to an ECA. This more specifically entailed the
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development of a virtual sense of touch to detect when and how the agent is being touched

(Chapter 4), the design and implementation of a decision model and appropriate beliefs

for the agent to decide when and how to touch the human (Chapter 5), and finally the

development and integration of appropriate feedback to manifest the decision with our

sleeve SOFTLY and the rendering of the agent’s animations (Chapter 6). To evaluate those

contributions, four studies were conducted. In Section 7.1 we present our preliminary

work on the basics of bi-directional touch in immersive environment addressing perception

of touch and haptic generation (Chapters 4 and 6). In Section 7.2 we present a validation

study aimed at determining the current abilities of the latest version of the SOFTLY tactile

sleeve (Chapter 6), which was developed based on the observations made during the

preliminary study. In Section 7.3 a preliminary evaluation of the decision model (Chapter

5) is made through a use case simulation. Finally, a third-person online evaluation of the

decision model (Chapter 5) by human participants is presented in Section 7.4. Because

of the pandemic situation and the overall scope of our research, the evaluation of the

complete framework in the intended VR context could not be realized in time. We are

very aware that without it many of our research questions and the ultimate validity of

this work can not be properly answered, but we nonetheless believe that the evaluations

presented here will show the value of our work for this field of research.

7.1 Preliminary study

In order to first investigate the basics of bi-directional touch in an immersive context, we

had started our work by the development of the first versions of the perception module

and the tactile sleeve mentioned in in Sections 4.1 and 6.2. To study the credibility of

simulated social touch interactions with those basic components, we held a preliminary

study in collaboration with Quentin Tafiani. The study was conducted in the immersive

room TRANSLIFE of the Université de Technologie de Compiègne with those first versions

of the perception module and the tactile sleeve, as well as the animation engine GRETA.

The main goal of the study was to determine whether our basic framework would be

sufficient for humans to have natural touch interactions with the agent, and whether the

agent could reliably communicate emotions with the human participants. The decision

model is not used in this study.

7.1.1 Experimental Protocol

The experimental protocol consists in a familiarization phase and two distinct phases of

the actual study in which the participant first has to touch and then is touched by a virtual

agent. The study has a between subject design in order to prevent fatigue as well as

any learning effect. We thus split participants in three groups with each group having
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a different combination of the emotion participants have to transmit and the emotion

transmitted to them by the agent.

Before the actual experiment, we put the participant in the familiarization test envi-

ronment in order to reduce the novelty effect. There the participant can get familiarized

with the virtual environment, the haptic feedback and a virtual agent, although different

than the one used in the latter phases.

After this familiarization phase, the actual environment (see Figure 7.1) is displayed

and the participant is faced with the virtual agent of the study, who is first oriented with

its back towards the human. The participant must thus first get the attention of the agent

by placing themselves on the white marking and touching the agent. This will prompt the

agent to turn around and to introduce itself as Camille and to explain what the participant

will have to do.

Figure 7.1 – The immersive environment of the study, with the agent

Phase 1. The first phase is divided in two sessions of touches by the participant. In each

session, the participant is asked to try and express an emotion to the agent via a touch

with the vibratory glove. To indicate the emotion that should be conveyed and its intensity

(low or high), an emotional scenario is read to the participant. In total, two scenarios are

thus read to the participant, one for each session, and both indicate the same emotion but

with a different intensity. By using two distinct emotional intensities we hope to determine

whether the participant uses different kinds of touch for the different levels of intensity

of the emotion. Practically, the participant can do as many as four touches in a session

and is told that they are free to use any touch type they feel appropriate, while also being

warned that only their hand is tracked and recognized by the agent. The agent reacts to

the touch and emotion transmitted with a pre-selected adequate facial expression.
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There are three possible emotions, one for each condition (group of participants) of

the experiment: sympathy (C1), anger (C2) and sadness (C3). This makes for six emo-

tional scenarios in total. Those emotions were chosen for their very different polarities

from each other and for being a priori easy to understand by most people. Emotional

scenarios are translated in French based on research works by Scherer et al. (1991). As

an example, the following low emotional intensity scenario was used for the "sympathy"

emotion (translated from French): “You meet a friend of yours, Camille, that you haven’t

seen for some time. You express what you are feeling to her.” On the other hand, high

emotional intensity scenarios involve more emphatic expressions.

Phase 2. In the second phase, it is now the turn of the virtual agent to touch the

participant. Similarly to the first phase, there are also two sessions of four touches in this

phase, and it is the same emotion that is being expressed in both sessions. This emotion

is different from the one expressed in Phase 1 to prevent any kind of learning effect. The

difference between the sessions this time is the touch type (gesture and haptic pattern)

that is being used. The touch types used by the agent are stroking and tapping for the

sympathy; tapping and hitting for anger; and stroking and simple sustained touch for

sadness. The touch gestures are made so that they will visually connect with the arm of

the participant where the vibratory sleeve is worn. The touch is further accompanied by a

facial expression adequate to the emotion being expressed.

As it was discussed in Chapter 2, the physical properties of a touch are not sufficient

to unambiguously reach the correct interpretation of social touch. We chose to add other

non-verbal cues, facial expressions and gestures to the agent, so that we can evaluate

if this setting is already good enough for a minimal setup allowing humans to properly

interpret the agent’s social touches.

A questionnaire is presented to the participant in-between each session of the exper-

iment and at the end. After having answered the last questionnaire, the participant is

debriefed about the experiment.

7.1.2 Setup and Questionnaire

For this preliminary study we use a wizard-of-oz type of procedure where the reactions of

the agent are prepared in advance and activated by the person conducting the experiment.

The agent is monitored and animated through the use of the GRETA software platform

(see Section 6.1 for more details). As for the questionnaires, they are based on works

by Demeure et al. (2011). For the first phase, participants are prompted to describe the

types of touch they chose to use, so that their answers can be compared with the informa-

tion recorded by the perception module. The participants are also asked to evaluate how

credible the reaction of the agent to their touch appeared to them. Here we define credi-

bility as the degree to which the participant feels the agent behaved itself in an adequate,

human-like way.
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In the second phase, participants are this time asked to describe the tactile sensation

produced by the vibrotactile sleeve when the agent touched them and to identify it as a

touch type. Finally, participants were asked to determine to what degree they felt like

the agent was expressing sadness, anger or sympathy, or any other kind of emotion they

believed they had felt, and to evaluate to which degree they considered the behaviour of

the agent as credible and why.

7.1.3 Participants

The study took an average of one hour by participant and was conducted with twelve

participants in total (four by condition), among which there were eight women and four

men. Nine of those participants had no prior experience of virtual reality. For this study

we had not used a touch avoidance questionnaire and only asked participants to evaluate

their receptivity to touch themselves. Ten considered themselves as having a good touch

receptivity (they thought they received touch well) and two didn’t know. All the partici-

pants were between 18 and 39 years old and were of occidental culture. Mean age value

was 23,25 and standard deviation was approximately 5,7897.

7.1.4 Results

Subjective data was gathered with 5-items Likert scale items. Since it was a preliminary

study and we had very few participants (twelve split in three groups of four), we didn’t

perform tests of significance and our results should be taken as indicative data.

7.1.4.1 Touching and Being Touched

Unexpectedly, and even though they had been clearly informed that only the glove was

tracked and taken into account by the perception module for their touch on the agent,

all the participants used a type of touch that we had anticipated as inadequate to virtual

reality at least once. In the case of sympathy and sadness that unexpected touch type was

the hug, and almost all of the participants tried to use it with the virtual agent.

Seven out of the eight participants that encountered the vibration pattern and ani-

mated gesture that corresponded to a stroking recognized it correctly, by name, and more

than half of the participants concerned could identify the patterns that simulated both

the hit and the tap. However, no participant identified the “neutral touch”, which can be

explained by the fact that “neutral touch” is not a natural term nor a very specific term.

All the participants that were in the condition where they had to transmit sadness

through touch (C3) expressed big difficulties about how to touch the agent for this emo-

tion.
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Figure 7.2 – Credibility of the virtual agent’s behaviour according to participants.

7.1.4.2 Overall Credibility of the Touch Interaction and the Agent’s Behaviour

The results shown in Figure 7.2 indicate that the agent appeared as more credible when

it touched the participants to express anger (red column) and sympathy (yellow column),

with the participants rating its credibility around or above 4 on average. The agent was

however perceived as much less credible when it reacted to being touched or when it tried

to express sadness. In their answers to the questionnaire, participants remarked that facial

reactions were hardly noticeable when they touched the agent, which can explain the low

credibility of the agent when it was being touched since facial expressions were the only

prepared reaction in this setup.

Figure 7.3 – Recognition rate of the emotion transmitted by the agent.
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The results shown in Figure 7.3 indicate that the emotion transmitted by the agent was

correctly recognized as anger in group C1 and as sympathy in group C3 by almost all the

participants, but that the group that was confronted to sadness had a lot more trouble to

correctly identify the emotion. We can add that half of the participants from group C2 said

that the agent was trying to comfort them or to be compassionate instead of expressing

sadness.

7.1.4.3 Discussion

We believe that our results overall support the idea that social touch is a viable modality

to enhance emotional communication between human and agent. It notably shows that

under favorable conditions agents using touch to express emotions can be considered as

credible by humans. On the other hand, participants found the credibility of the reaction of

the agent to touch extremely lacking. In particular, the agent was apparently not perceived

as having noticed the touch performed by the participants. The fact that participants

massively expressed not having noticed the facial reactions of the agent hints that the

non-verbal behaviour of the agent can be massively improved. Furthermore, there was

minimal context to the interaction and setting up a better narrative environment should

go a long way in making the agent more active. The implementation of a computational

model of emotion would similarly improve the responsiveness and adaptive abilities of the

agent, thus allowing it to participate in an actual interactive loop, instead of the controlled

situation used here.

Another interesting result is that sadness was both poorly recognized and hard to

transmit through touch. When asked about it, participants said that when they feel sad

they usually aren’t looking to go touch someone, they are instead expecting to be touched

(in order to be comforted or shown empathy). It thus appears that sadness is an emotion

that prompts touch from others but is not directly expressed via touch. Sorry-for and

compassion thus appear as more appropriate in a social touch context, especially in answer

to sadness expressed by others.

It is also noteworthy that even though results were very encouraging about the recog-

nition rate of the types of touch simulated with the sleeve, all the participants expressed

their concern that vibrations didn’t feel like an appropriate feedback for imitating the nat-

ural touch sensations. When asked what kind of perceptive substitution they would have

preferred, participants emphasized how much they would like to experience some form

of resistance when touching the agent, and described force-feedback devices. Such de-

vices could indeed give a more realistic sensation of touching something with a physical

presence, but are less suited to VR environment such as an immersive room. We believed

that iterating over the haptic sleeve with better actuators would improve the feeling of the

agent’s touch, which prompted us to work on Softly later on.
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Despite this, participants didn’t hesitate to use unexpected types of touch that we

had thought inadequate in the context of virtual reality, such as hugging or pushing, all of

those being types of touch requiring some kind of physical resistance from the object being

touched. While participants absolutely realized that only their hand was detected and

received haptic feedback, they still tried to use the types of touch that seemed the most

natural to them to express the emotion they had to express. Furthermore, when asked

about this, participants didn’t express uneasy feelings from the lack of haptic feedback in

that instance.

Among the other possibilities that can be explored, one of the participant remarked

that the vibratory sensation might have seemed less surprising and more credible if there

had been some sort of mediation of the touch and the vibratory feedback through some

kind of physical tool, such as a HTC Vive controller or any other command device of

this kind, instead of the glove. It seemed to the participant that such a proxy would

have made the vibrations feel less dissonant, since it would have used a tool that doesn’t

look like it aims at perfectly imitating the sensation of natural touch. This idea seemed

particularly interesting to us considering that social touch is overall a rarely used social

interaction modality in our daily-lives (at least outside ritualistic usages and more intimate

relationships), but is, on the other hand, our main modality of interaction with technical

objects and tools. Leroi-Gourhan (1964) has shown how by becoming bipeds and thus

freeing their hands, our main touching organs, the first humans have been able to develop

themselves technically and cognitively through the handling of external tools. Using some

kind of proxy to mediate our touch in a virtual environment could therefore be a relevant

and interesting way to produce a credible social touch sensation even with a sensory

feedback very different from the actual sensation of touch. In the context of virtual reality,

such a mediation coupled with pseudo-haptics could greatly enhance the quality of the

perceptive substitution. The question remains as to what kind of mediation tool could

be relevant in the context of virtual reality. How using such a proxy would influence the

behavior of the human towards the agent also needs to be studied with more attention, as

it could potentially put distance between them. We however feel this is a research topic in

itself and outside of the scope of our work for now.

Regarding the perception module of the agent, it can be noted that no particular results

have been reported here so far. Although the detection of touch did happen correctly in

that the agent knew when it was touched and could react to the touch instantaneously,

the rest of the raw data recorded by the perception module highlighted its drawbacks.

The most obvious one was that the resolution of the tactile cells grid was much too low

to allow a good enough localization of the touch. Most importantly, when a touch was

happening right at the junction between two tactile cells, we found that the data recorded

by the module would end up being interpreted as a movement oscillating between one

and the other cell based on the idle movements of the agent’s body. Similarly, where

the experimenter had observed stroking behaviours from the human, we could not find
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matching data in what was recorded by the module, most likely because the movement

had happened inside a single tactile cell. Furthermore, considering the number of times

the human participants had tried to hug, squeeze or shake the agent, we felt that having

some idea (no matter however much estimated considering the immersive context) of the

force exerted on the agent by the human would be invaluable for our work.

Based on those results, we felt that we could improve upon both our tactile sleeve

and our perception module. For the perception module we realized that we could use

the experimenter’s observations of the humans’ behaviours to map raw values with simple

classification of values (when is a velocity "fast" as opposed to "slow" for example). We also

realized the limitations of our resolution-based tactile cells grid and the lack of information

regarding the force exerted on the agent. Those observations led to our development of

the second version of the perception module presented in Section 4.1.3. Because of the

pandemic we haven’t been able to validate this second version of the module yet.

As for the tactile sleeve, we felt that we could especially improve on the finesse of the

vibrating sensations. This was done by developing another prototype of tactile sleeve. This

new version of the sleeve led to the development of SOFTLY as described in Section 6.2,

which hardware and software allow for a much wider variety of haptic patterns. To vali-

date the fundamental psycho-physical and qualitative properties of SOFTLY we designed

another study which will be presented in Section 7.2.

7.2 Validation of the Haptic Sleeve Softly

In order to validate the sensations produced by our new haptic sleeve Softly described

in Section 6.2, we collaborated with Maxime Grandidier to conduct a study about how

actual participants perceive and qualify its haptic feedback. Most importantly, our goal

in this evaluation of the device is to determine under which modalities variations in the

haptic feedback is perceptible by human users and whether the haptic illusion of appar-

ent continuous movement is properly working. By determining the perceptive thresholds

between two haptic patterns we will be able to produce nuanced haptic patterns to use in

actual interaction.

7.2.1 Experimental Protocol: Qualification of haptic properties

As the intensity of a touch is an important interpretative factor in social touch, the first

goal of this study is to determine for which degrees of intensity the haptic feedback is

perceived by humans. This will allow us to validate our designs of strong and soft touches

for our haptic patterns. The first part of the experiment is thus divided in two tasks:

one for the definition of the absolute intensity threshold (for which degree of intensity is a

haptic feedback perceptible by a human user?) and one for the relative intensity threshold
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(what minimum difference in the degrees of two intensities is necessary for a human user

to perceive an increase or decrease in intensity between two feedbacks?).

It is in a second part of the experiment that users will be exposed to haptic patterns

that implement haptic illusions. To determine if those illusions are properly perceived by

the users, there will again be two tasks: one is to determine the localisation and number

of actuators used in a haptic pattern (so that we can check whether movements and the

phantom actuator illusion described in Section 6.2 can be perceived), and the other is to

check for the actual apparent continuous motion perception by sending various static and

moving haptic patterns to the participant.

7.2.1.1 Absolute intensity threshold

In the first task of the study, the user receives a haptic stimulation via Softly either on the

side of the sleeve closest to the elbow or on the one closest to the wrist. The participant is

then asked on which side of the sleeve the stimulation happened. If the participant gets the

wrong answer (indicating the elbow when it was in fact closer to the wrist for example),

the next stimulation will have a one step increase in its intensity. If the participant gets

two correct answers in a row however, the intensity will be decreased by one step in the

next stimulation.

We count how many times the participant goes from one correct answer to an incorrect

one and from an incorrect answer to a correct answer (which we will call an "inversion")

and we use this information to control the experiment. After the first three inversions,

we will decrease the intensity by two steps instead of one, so that the intensity converges

faster towards the threshold value where the stimulation is barely perceptible but still

perceived. The task stops once twelve inversions have happened and we take the mean

of the last ten stimuli for our final threshold value for a participant. This way we have a

measure of the intensity at which a user goes from not feeling the sensation to feeling the

sensation. This minimal value can then be generalized from the results of all participants

and will become our standard for soft touches. It can be noted that this task is based on

the assumption that as long as the stimulus is perceived, the user can’t mistake one side

of the sleeve for the other.

7.2.1.2 Relative intensity threshold

The second task of the study focuses on the definition of the minimal threshold necessary

for a human user to differentiate between two degrees of intensity. The task is very close

to the one described for the absolute intensity threshold. This time however, we send a

series of three stimuli (with a pause after each stimulus) to Softly. Two of those stimuli

have the same intensity A and the third stimulus has an intensity A+ e. If the participant

correctly identifies the stimulus with the highest intensity twice in a row, we decrease

the value of e, but if the participant makes a mistake, we increase the value of e. This
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task has the same general principle as the previous one: after the first three inversions,

e is decreased by more than the initial decrease value to make the value converge faster

towards the actual minimal threshold. After twelve inversions, the task is stopped and we

take the mean of the last ten e values as our final difference threshold.

7.2.1.3 Localization and number of actuators

As we discussed it in Section 6.2, our haptic patterns make use of a few haptic illusions

to simulate touch patterns and hide the static nature of the actuators. The third task

of the study is aimed at testing the phantom actuator illusion: when two actuators are

activated at the same time with a certain intensity and distance between them, humans

feel a single haptic sensation between the actuators instead of two stimuli at the locations

of the actuators.

In order to test the precision with which people can locate the stimuli, we send a

stimulus produced by either one or two actuators. The participant is then asked to indicate

on a graphical grid (which represents the sleeve) where they felt the sensation. They can

choose up to four cells from the grid for each stimulus. In terms of results, we compare

the actual position(s) of the actuator(s) used in the stimulus with the cells chosen by the

participant. The participant’s score is evaluated as the number of actuators found and

we further calculate the difference between how many cells the participant chose and

the actual number of activated actuators in the stimulus. This difference can allow us to

determine whether the perception area is bigger than that of the actuators.

7.2.1.4 Qualitative properties

The last part of the evaluation focuses on the illusion of continuous motion. This one is

however much harder to evaluate and we thus chose to directly ask participants about the

qualitative properties of a selection of haptic patterns designed to simulate our four touch

types selected in Section 5.5 (hit, caress, tap and sustained touch). Since some of those

touch types are static and others have continuous motions, we still get information about

the illusion we are interested in. Regarding this property, the participants were asked to

rate how continuous the movement appeared to them on a 7-item semantic differential

scale (discontinuous (1) to continuous (7)).

7.2.2 Results

The study was conducted with a total of 14 participants, with seven men and seven

women. All the participants were between 15 and 50 years old with a mean of 27.6 and

a standard deviation of 8.7. Due to technical problems however, not all the participants

could complete all of the tasks.
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For the first task regarding the absolute intensity threshold, 13 participants could com-

plete the task. Their results are summarized in Table 7.1. The mean intensity across

participants of 0.25 and a standard deviation of 0.23.

Mean intensity of the ten last stimulations
0.42
0.11
0.32
0.12
0.45

0.0074
0.21

0.020
0.020
0.75
0.09
0.45

0.038

Table 7.1 – Results of the first task

Only 9 participants could complete the second task regarding the relative intensity

threshold. Again, their results are compiled in Table 7.2, with a mean difference threshold

of 0.33 and a standard deviation of 0.12 across participants.

Mean of the ten last recorded differences of intensity
0.41
0.38
0.42
0.32
0.52
0.20
0.16
0.23
0.28

Table 7.2 – Results of the second task

All of the 14 participants could complete the third task with the results displayed

in Table 7.3. The mean of the difference between the actual number of actuators and

the number of cells selected by the participants is 1.72 and the mean for the number of

actuators correctly identified is 0.25, with respective standard deviations of 0.65 and 0.19.

Finally, 11 participants could complete the last task. Their results are summarized in

Table 7.4, with a mean of 4.7 across participants for the patterns corresponding to a caress

and a mean of 1.5 for stimuli based on a tap. The respective standard deviations were 1.8

and 0.7.
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Mean difference real actuators/cells selected Mean number of correct actuators identified
0.64 0.071
1.6 0.4

0.60 0.1
0.86 0.066
2.5 0.125

1.23 0.076
1.85 0.35
2.15 0.61
2.35 0.5
2.21 0.071
2.00 0.40
2.25 0.33
2.00 0.14
0.73 0.13

Table 7.3 – Results of the third task

Caress continuity perception Tap continuity perception
7 1

1.5 3
3.4 2.3
5.6 1
2.5 1.25
5 2.2
5 1

5.5 1
3.2 1.25
6.7 1
6.3 1.42

Table 7.4 – Results of the fourth task

Considering the exploratory nature of this study, we did not perform significance tests

with our results.

7.2.3 Discussion

The first thing we could verify was that the sleeve was indeed wearable, can be operated

at a distance without wires and is robust over multiple sessions.

The results from the first task regarding the absolute intensity threshold allowed us to

determine our minimal intensity as a baseline for the design of soft haptic patterns. Sim-

ilarly, the results from the second task gave us a baseline regarding the minimal intensity

increase or decrease to respect for different haptic stimuli. It should be noted however

that the units we are using for the intensities are relative to our implementation of the
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device and thus cannot be easily generalized. Further studies of the device should try to

use more indicative types of units.

The third task’s results on the other hand highlighted the fact that participants’ percep-

tion appears very imprecise, which could be explained by a low density of discriminating

mechanoreceptors in the forearm. Participants perceive stimuli in larger areas than those

occupied by the actuators and also on places where no actuators are present, which some-

what comforts the idea that the phantom actuator illusion is perceived, but the results are

neither precise nor decisive enough on that point. Furthermore, the type of signal (wave

form) used might have an influence on how easy and precisely the sensation is to be felt

and further exploratory experiments should be led on the possibilities offered by Softly.

From the results regarding the qualitative properties of our haptic patterns, we can

observe a large difference between the continuous perception of a caress opposed to that

of a tap. Apparent tactile motion thus seems to be indeed perceived by participants to

some extent.

Overall we are satisfied by the results of Softly, and we believe that the results are

sufficient to pursue the use of the sleeve with the VR environment and agent. In-context

evaluation is however necessary for an actual assessment of the social touch haptic pat-

terns, particularly regarding the emotional interpretation of the patterns. The protocol

for this next study is ready and implemented, it features the presentation of our multi-

ple haptic patterns mixed with our various emotional facial expressions (or none). This

should allow us to determine whether the facial expression or the haptic pattern feel co-

herent with each other and which modality drives the emotional interpretation the most.

The study will therefore allow us to validate whether our haptic patterns are suited to

meaningful autonomous human-agent touch interactions.

7.3 Use Case Simulation of the decision model

Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, it was very difficult to have human participants to

come in the immersive room for the evaluation of our framework. As discussed in Sections

7.1 and 7.2, this notably prevented us from validating the second version of the perception

module and the in-context properties of SOFTLY. To evaluate our work we nonetheless had

to find alternative ways to test the decision model, so that we could discuss the current

abilities and limitation of our entire framework.

The first evaluation of the decision model we conducted took the form of a simple

use case simulation of the model where we simulated all the inputs we fed to the model

instead of having an actual human participant. The aim of this use case was to look at

a complete instance of interaction and the decisions produced by the model so that we

could have a first idea of what seems coherent and what seems out of place in our design

of the model and its decision rules.
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The implementation of the decision model used here is anterior to the one described

in Section 5.6, but the details of this implementation can be found in (Boucaud et al.

(2021)). Most notably, values may be different than those of the rules formerly described

(Section 5.6), continuous actions could not be computed by the agent, and this version of

the model does not use emotional octants to describe the emotional state of the human.

Finally, the modality of the behaviour was chosen at the same time as the communicative

intention.

This simulation situation however allowed us a larger variety of inputs, so we designed

a task-oriented scenario (in the form of a game). Since we couldn’t validate nor use our

interfaces for the perception and generation of touch, we choose to focus on evaluating

the decision making process and especially the decision of touching or not for the agent.

Directly switching to an online setup with participants remotely interacting with our agent

did not appear as a viable option for us as there are important perceptual differences

between what we prepared with the VR setup and what would happen with a desktop

monitor. We therefore simulate all the inputs of the "participant" and try different values

of attentiveness, emotional state and static touch avoidance as initial conditions. In the

scenario, the simulated participant P must reproduce a sequence of colours and input the

colours in the order indicated by the agent A. P faces a screen with five numbered and

colour-filled boxes; A stands next to them. To complete the task, P must remember which

box is filled with which colour, and then A indicates in which order each box must be filled.

This task is performed twice, with a different random sequence of colours each time. In

this scenario, the goals of A are to build an above-average level of rapport and help P to

accomplish the task.

The interaction is divided in the following steps:

1. The participant P is greeted by the agent A and asked how they feel today. Their

answer sets an emotional baseline.

2. A decides how to react to P’s choice and indicates how to perform the first task.

3. P realizes the first task.

4. A reacts to their performance and prompts them to try again if the task was not a

success.

5. Once P has succeeded, A reacts to the performance and gives indications for a second

and last task.

We model A so that it believes that the emotional state of P becomes more negative

when failing to perform the task; an interpretation rule of A also states that a failure is

an indication of a low attentiveness from P. We thus hypothesize that P is emotionally

affected when making mistakes and that it is a mark of their lack of attentiveness. We

set the influence of the game success rate on P’s state of mind as follows. The task can
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either be perfectly done with the right colours in the right boxes and the right input

order (which leads to an increase in the perceived emotional state and in the estimated

attentiveness), be done correctly in terms of colours but not in terms of input order (which

A does not comment about, but evaluates as improving P’s emotional state and attention),

be done with one error in terms of colours (decrease in P’s estimated emotional state and

attention) or be completely failed (decrease in P’s estimated emotional state and an even

larger decrease in attention). Before the beginning of the interaction, the static touch

avoidance estimated for P is set directly in A’s beliefs. For this simulation, this is also

done for the initial level of attentiveness and emotional state. To simulate different types

of participants, we present three simulations where the participants differ in those initial

levels of attentiveness, touch avoidance and emotional state.

In our first simulation, the initial inputs are the following: Attentiveness(P) = 6, Mood-
Valence(P) = 1 and StaticTouchAvoidance(P) = High, which indicates a high level of atten-

tiveness, a very negative emotional state but little appreciation for touch in general. The

results of this simulation are as follows:

1. The equation 5.1 presented in section 4.2 is used to compute the level of rapport,

which is estimated as: Rapport(P) < 50. Since MoodValence(P) = 1, the decision

model outputs: Speak(Step1, Step1, Comfort, Gesture), with no touch considering

the high level of touch avoidance. A second decision is made to make the scenario

progress: Speak(Step1, Task1, Inform, Gesture). The model decides to give the infor-

mation regarding the task, again with no touch modality.

2. Result of the task: P succeeds, only making a mistake about the input order: as a

consequence, A’s belief regarding P’s mood has become more positive; since P has

performed well in the task, P may have been attentive; the agent thus perceives an

increase in its rapport with the participant: MoodValence(P) = 2, Attentiveness(P) =
7, Rapport(P) = 60

3. This is positively appraised by A, which generates a positive improvement of its own

mood. Based on those values, the decision model outputs: Speak(Task1, Step2, Con-
gratulate, Gesture), with no touch since rapport is not high enough to counterbalance

the high touch avoidance.

4. Even though the estimated emotional state of P is still quite low, the high level of

attentiveness and the fact that P succeeded in the task make up for it, and A chooses

to directly give the next information regarding the second task, instead of comforting

again, without using the touch modality.

The second simulation uses the following variables: Attentiveness(P) = 2, MoodVa-
lence(P) = 5, StaticTouchAvoidance(P) = Medium, which indicates a low level of attentive-

ness, a positive emotional state and no strong feelings against the use of social touch in

general.
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1. Rapport(P) = 60 prompts the following output from the decision model: Speak(Step1,
Task1, Inform, Gesture), with no touch since the level of rapport is average and this

is not a communicative intention where touch has priority.

2. Task: P has made a mistake on one colour, leading to a drop in the estimated vari-

ables. MoodValence(P) = 4, Attentiveness(P) = 1, Rapport(P) < 50

3. This is negatively appraised by A. Based on those values, the decision model out-

puts: Speak(Fail1, Fail1, GetAttention, Touch), with touch since it is an appropriate

modality for this communicative intention, rapport is not too low and the static

touch avoidance is not high. P reacts to the touch by looking at A, which improves

the attentiveness. Then A invites the participant to try again. This time P man-

ages to find the right sequence, but not the right input order: Attentiveness(P) = 4,
MoodValence(P) = 5, Rapport(P) = 75.

4. Since rapport is now high, the decision model first outputs a congratulation with

the gesture modality, and then decides to directly give the information regarding the

last task: Speak(Step2, Task2, Inform, Touch) where touch is used for its function of

maintaining rapport.

For the third simulation, we use the following variables: Attentiveness(P) = 3, Mood-
Valence(Human) = 1, StaticTouchAvoidance(P) = Low. This indicates a low-medium level

of attentiveness, a very negative emotional state but a general appreciation for tactile

interactions.

1. Rapport(P) < 25 prompts the following output from the decision model: Speak(Step1,
Step1, Comfort, Touch). Despite low rapport, touch is selected because the touch

avoidance is low and touch is considered very adequate for comforting.

2. Task: P completely fails, which brings all variables to lowest values. MoodValence(P)
= 1, Attentiveness(P) = 1.

3. This is negatively appraised by the agent. Based on those values, the decision model

outputs: Speak(Fail1, Fail1, Comfort, Gesture). This time touch is not selected be-

cause touch had already been attempted before and was immediately followed by

a negative result. A invites P to try again with a gesture, which leads to a partial

success.

4. Attentiveness(P) = 2, MoodValence(P) = 2. The decision process outputs congrat-

ulations without touch, because rapport is still far below the mean value. Then,

it outputs: Speak (Step2, Step2, Comfort, Touch). Here, a comforting touch is at-

tempted again because of the low static touch avoidance. Finally, A informs P of the

last task without touch.
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Overall, the outputs of the model are mostly coherent with what we expected based

on the literature. The selected communicative intentions fit the interaction context, and

rapport and touch avoidance are taken into account in the selection of the modality. For

this specific scenario we had added a rule that was selected in the third simulation and

led the agent to not touch the human again as it believed the human could have failed the

task because of the agent’s touch. However long-term temporality of actions is still hard

to take into account with our decision model, and thus the agent still ends up touching

the human later in the interaction. In that regard some of the touching decisions may

appear incoherent. Furthermore, this use case simulation highlighted the importance of

temporality in those kinds of interactions and prompted us to work on the modelling of

continuous actions, as described in Section 5.6.

While those results are encouraging, only an evaluation with actual human partici-

pants can allow us to determine whether those rules are actually coherent and acceptable

in context from a "naive" perspective.

7.4 Coherence and Acceptability: Online evaluation of the model

With the outbreak of COVID-19 in France and the lockdowns and restrictions that fol-

lowed, and considering the time constraints relative to the PhD, it soon appeared that it

would not be possible to achieve the multiple validation studies that would have been re-

quired for the perception module, the haptic sleeve (in-context) and the decision model.

Although it was a very difficult and disappointing choice, we thus decided to abandon the

VR setup and haptic sleeve for our final evaluation. We are aware that this will make us

unable to actually conclude on many of our original research questions. More specifically,

this will prevent us from making any decisive statements regarding the actual effect of

our framework and agent on an immersed user. We believe however that this was the

best choice considering our situation and that the study and results we will present in this

Section will still be very valuable contributions to our research field and will help us to

provide avenues of improvement and guidelines for future works.

To be able to have a sizable number of human participants evaluate our decision model

and part of our framework, we therefore decided to design and conduct an online study.

Since we feel that we cannot hope to actually evaluate whether the touch modality would

improve the agent’s emotional and relational abilities towards a human participant (our

original research question) with such a remote study, we will instead focus on a different

aspect of the interaction. What we are most interested in at this point is the degree of

coherence and acceptability of the modality choices of the functional decision model in

an emotional interaction. Are our fundamental choices regarding the modeling of social

touch decisions through communicative intentions and rapport correct? How does the

agent’s touching behaviour appear to a remote observer?
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7.4.1 Design of the study

To make the study available to as many participants as possible, we developed an online

evaluation based on videos and questionnaires to watch and fill directly in a web browser.

Since there are massive perceptual differences between the VR setup we had worked on

(level of immersion, perception module, haptic feedback) and a desktop based interaction,

we felt that allowing participants to directly interact with the agent online could end up

extremely misleading in terms of results as there is little evidence that the participants

would actually feel involved in the interaction and would understand the touches (only

displayed visually) as directed at themselves. The model would also have been even more

severely deprived in terms of inputs.

Instead of having participants directly interacting with the agent, we thus decided

to design a third-person validation study. There is indeed a sizable literature regarding

the effects of observation of social touch interactions, which have shown that we can

expect reactions similar to those of people directly touching or being touched even in

vicarious touch situations (Keysers and Gazzola (2009), Schaefer et al. (2012), Walker

et al. (2017)). In studies on social touch human-human interactions, vicarious protocols

involving participants answering questions about videos of other people touching or being

touched are indeed quite common and produce results in line with those produced with

direct interaction protocols. We thus decided to adopt this form of study for our evaluation

of the decision model.

To build video examples of the decisions produced by the model, we chose to develop a

basic emotional scenario and three alternative sequence of inputs for a simulated human

participant (represented by a virtual avatar) to interact with our agent (equipped with

the functional decision model). As we want to focus on the performance of the decision

model regarding emotional communication, we designed a non task-oriented situation, in

which the simulated participant and the virtual agent discuss their mutual experiences of

the COVID-19 lockdowns and restriction. Since we prepared the experiment at the time

of the early 2021 lockdown, we used our own experiences of the situation to design the

dialog and we thought that the online participants would not have any trouble to relate

to the discussion.

The emotional scenario consists in three main parts:

• Part 1 (Introduction) takes the form of a familiarization phase: the agent (Camille)

initiates the interaction by greeting the simulated human participant (Laura) and

introducing itself and the environment. Laura is then asked about how she is feeling,

her familiarity with immersive environments and is finally prompted to tell Camille
as soon as she feels ready to proceed with the actual interaction.

• Part 2 (Pandemic2020) involves several turns of social chat with Camille first de-

scribing its experience of the first French lockdown of 2020 and then asking Laura
about her own.
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• Part 3 Pandemic(2021) similarly involves several turns of social chat but this time

Camille and then Laura express their feelings about their experiences of the latest

lockdown (early 2021)

We chose to use two agents with female appearances based on the literature on social

touch (Suvilehto et al. (2015)) that shows that women are generally more accepting of

touches. This necessarily represents a risk of perpetuating social norms that may not be

ultimately desirable, but this also allows us to put aside the gender variable from this first

study of the decision model. Similarly, we consider our agents to be of a western culture

and don’t focus on this variable either.

To test the adaptation abilities of the decision model we use three different sets of

attitudes (attentiveness, initial emotional state, familiarity with virtual environment, va-

lence of the lockdown experiences) for Laura which will constitute three conditions for

our study. Once the inputs of Laura were prepared for each condition (see below for

the specific characteristics of each condition), we set up a virtual avatar in our Unity3D

environment that we could control to move and interact in the environment with the au-

tonomous touching agent. Laura however does not display non-verbal behaviour outside

of touch gestures, gaze direction and movements in the environment. By directly control-

ling this virtual avatar in the virtual environment (in the way we control a video game

character for example), we play out the entire interaction and use the perception module

to perceive proxemics and approximated gaze direction of Laura’s avatar to feed to the

decision model, which then produces its decision and sends it to Unity and GRETA for the

movement, animation and speech. The dialog actions of Laura were prepared in advance

and we activated them at the appropriate time during the interaction. Each condition

thus led to a video filmed live in the application with real-time inputs and decisions of the

model.

Figure 7.4 showcases examples of shots extracted from the videos with the virtual

avatar controlled by us and the autonomous touching agent. In the end, we obtained

three videos of about 5 minutes each with the following characteristics:

• Video 1 (V1): Laura is manipulated to appear highly attentive and in a good mood

(high mood valence): we made her look at the agent and state that she feels well.

Her static touch avoidance is fixed as low in the beliefs of the agent: Camille believes

that Laura has a low touch avoidance. Laura is accustomed to virtual environments

and expresses having experienced difficulties during the first lockdown but far less

during the latest one.

• Video 2 (V2): Laura is manipulated to appear very inattentive and in a somewhat

negative mood (low mood valence): we made her not look much at the agent and

state that she does not feel great. Her static touch avoidance is fixed as medium in

the beliefs of the model. Laura has not much prior experience with virtual environ-

ments and expresses having experienced difficulties during both lockdowns.
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• Video 3 (V3): Laura is manipulated to appear very inattentive and in a good mood

(high mood valence). Her static touch avoidance is fixed as low in the beliefs of

the model. Laura is accustomed to virtual environments, and expresses not having

experienced too much difficulties with the lockdowns.

Figure 7.4 – Shots extracted from the videos of the online study of the model’s decisions,
with the agent (Camille) in a blue shirt and the simulated participant (Laura) in a teal
one.

Finally, in order to facilitate the examination of the videos for the online participants,

we decided to split each video in three, with one subvideo for each part of the interaction

described above. This gave us 9 videos in total: V1-Introduction, V1-Pandemic2020, V1-

Pandemic2021, etc.

7.4.2 Research Questions & Measures

With this study we aim to evaluate whether the decisions of our model regarding when

to touch are coherent and acceptable from an actual human perspective. This implies

both evaluating the fundamental assumptions of our decision rules and more generally

determining the conditions in which touches are perceived as the most coherent and ac-

ceptable.

The main research questions can thus be summarized as follows:

• (Q1.1) are the emotional state, attentiveness and rapport of Laura estimated simi-

larly to the model’s estimations? (Q1.2) Is the perceived level of rapport between

Laura and Camille correlated with the ratings of emotional state and attentiveness

of the human?

• (Q2) is the perceived level of rapport correlated with the ratings of the "correctness"

(coherence and acceptability) of a touch?

• (Q3) how do the ratings of the "correctness" of touch vary within the three condi-

tions?
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• (Q4.1) are the communicative intentions associated with the touches (their func-

tions) well understood? (Q4.2) Is there any correlation between specific intentions

and the ratings of the "correctness" of a touch?

• (Q5) after participating in the study, do participants see touching agents in a positive

way?

To answer those questions, we used the following measurements. In addition to a

few standard demographics questions, we collected information about the profiles of the

online participants regarding their familiarity with VR and medias in general, their at-

titudes and a priori regarding virtual agents, and their touch receptivity profile. Those

were respectively assessed via a 2-item scale for the media habits, a selection of items

from the Negative Attitudes towards Robots Scale (NARS) adapted for virtual agents and

translated in French, and a slightly adapted, and translated in French, Touch Receptivity

Questionnaire from Bickmore et al. (2010).

After watching a video, the participant is first asked to evaluate the valence of the

mood, the degree of arousal and the level of attentiveness of Laura using a 7-point Likert

scale item. This allows us to compare the estimation calculated by the decision model’s

rules with the assessment of the participants. Similarly, we then ask the participant to

estimate the state of the rapport between Laura and Camille on a similar scale.

Regarding touch, for each subvideo (each part of the interaction), the online partici-

pant is first asked if Camille touched Laura. If it did, we then follow up with a question

about the function of the touch they observed with 6 fixed functions proposed (those

considered by our model: attention-getting, comfort, encouragement, turn management,

emotional emphasis and calm) and an "Other" answer which must be specified with free

text input from the online participant. In order to evaluate how adapted to the situation

the touch appeared to the online participants, we built a 4-questions Likert scale with the

following questions (translated from French): “based on the state of the situation did you

feel like the touch was coherent?” ; “based on the level of rapport between them did you

feel like the touch was adapted?” ; “did Laura seem to accept Camille’s touch?” ; “had

you been the one interacting with Camille, would you have accepted the touch she per-

formed?” Respectively, the first question assesses the coherence of the touch in terms of

its function in the scenario, the second question is interested in the adequacy of the touch

considering the level of rapport between Laura and Camille, and the last two questions

assess the level of acceptability of the touch. Each question is scored as a 7-point Likert

scale item. The final scores obtained by the addition of the results of these items can be

interpreted as the level of "correctness" of the touch decision featured in the video. The

individual results of the items can further be studied to determine whether there is an

effect of the first two questions on the answers to the last two questions (is acceptability

indeed influenced by the rapport between Camille and Laura and by the coherence of the

touch?). Finally, there are two final free text questions: one asking for a description of the
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touch gesture (evaluation of the quality of the animation) and the other being a qualita-

tive assessment of whether the online participant think they would also have used touch

in this situation, had they been in the shoes of Camille.

After answering the questions regarding the touch of Camille, a shorter section is dedi-

cated to questions regarding the touch of Laura. If the participant did observe Laura touch

Camille, they are asked about the function, coherence and adequacy of the touch with the

same items as the ones used for Camille’s touch. One additional question was a qualitative

free text assessment of how the online participant would have reacted had they been in

the shoes of Camille. This last question allows us to better understand how to model the

decision rules regarding how to react to a touch.

Finally, after all the subvideos have been watched and their respective questionnaires

answered, there are three final questions: one asks the participant whether they would

like to interact with our agent (Camille) in the future (to assess what the participant felt

about its behaviour), one that asks more generally if they find the idea of being touched by

virtual agents interesting, and one that asks more generally if they find the idea of being

able to touch virtual agent interesting.

7.4.3 Procedure

The study is entirely hosted online. Upon accessing the webpage, the participant is asked

for their consent to participate in the study. Then, each participant is assigned to one of the

three conditions V1, V2, V3. Participants are told that the videos they will see are all part of

the same interaction and that this interaction involved a real human participant (Laura)

controlling a virtual avatar and interacting with our agent. We showed pictures of the

agents to make clear to the participants which character was the human subject (Laura)

and which was the agent (Camille). To reinforce this impression that Laura was in fact a

real subject, we had an actual human dub her dialog lines. All the online participants see

the three subvideos (parts) of their video condition (V1-Introduction, V1-Pandemic2020

and V1-Pandemic2021 for the V1 group for example) but each subvideo is presented sepa-

rately from the others (on its own page) with its own questionnaire, as detailed in Section

7.4.2. Once all the subvideos and their questionnaires have been seen and answered, the

three final questions regarding the appreciation of Camille and of the idea of touching and

being touched by an agent are displayed on a separate page.

7.4.4 Results

7.4.4.1 Participants profiles and distribution across conditions

67 subjects completed the study, with 36 males, 28 females and 3 other. Participants were

aged between 18 and 73 with a mean of 37.5 and a standard deviation of 13.7. All of them
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were francophone and 94% were of the French nationality (with the remaining exceptions

still being of an occidental cultural background).

Cronbach’s alpha for the 10-item touch receptivity questionnaire was 0.857 which

indicates a good internal consistency. The cronbach’s alpha of the attitude towards virtual

agents 7-item questionnaire was 0.67 however, which indicates a questionable internal

consistency. There were no significant differences in the scores of touch receptivity across

genders (mean of 4.13 for males, 4.09 for females, 4 for other on a 1-to-7 scale) nor in

the scores of attitude towards virtual agents.

Condition V1 had 22 participants, condition V2 had 23 participants and condition V3

had 22 participants. Touch receptivity scores means (and standard deviations) for the V1,

V2 and V3 conditions were 4 (1.13), 4.1 (1.25) and 4 (1.14) respectively. A one-way

ANOVA showed that there were no significant differences among those means F(2,64)

= 0.049, p > 0.1. Similarly, means (and standard deviations) of the NARS scores for

the V1, V2 and V3 conditions were 3.32 (0.89), 3.1 (0.76) and 3.39 (0.97) respectively,

with no significant differences. Participants were thus homogeneously distributed across

conditions in those regards.

Using their results on those two scales, we further divided the participants between

high and low groups for touch receptivity and positive and negative groups for their a

priori towards agents. The classification was made based on the median values with

participants with a lower score than 4.2 being classified as having a low touch receptivity

and the rest as having a high touch receptivity. On the other hand, since the second scale’s

polarity is reversed, participants with a lower score than 3.1 were classified as having

positive a priori about virtual agents and the rest as having negative views of virtual

agents.

7.4.4.2 Emotional state, attentiveness and rapport

In the following sections we will address the three conditions as V1, V2, V3, referring

to the complete video interactions. For the subvideos we will add a 1 (Introduction), 2

(Pandemic2020) or 3 (Pandemic2021) to the name of the discussed raw variables when

necessary. For the ratings of mood for example, Mood1 will thus refer to the scores rated

for the first subvideo (Introduction), Mood2 to the second, etc.

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 summarize the evolution of the ratings of mood and attentiveness

across conditions and parts of video. Figure 7.7 does the same for the ratings of Rapport.

Normality tests showed that most of the distributions of those ratings were not normal,

so we decided to use non-parametric tests to check for the statistical significance of our

results. In the first (Introduction) subvideos we find the following:

• Mood was rated significantly higher in condition V1 (mean = 4.7, sd = 0.75) com-

pared to both V2 (mean = 3.5, sd = 1.03) and V3 (mean = 3.5, sd = 1.18). This was

confirmed by a Kruskal-Wallis test (chi-squared = 18.1776, df = 2, p-value < 0.01)
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Figure 7.5 – Evolution of the ratings of Laura’s mood across conditions and subvideos.

and multiple comparison of the groups using the Conover-Iman test (p < 0.001 for

V1 - V2 and V1 - V3, p values adjusted with the Bonferroni method).

• Similarly, Attentiveness was rated significantly higher in V1 (mean = 4.7, sd = 1.07)

compared to both V2 (mean = 3.30, sd = 1.63) and V3 (mean = 3.31, sd = 1.46),

confirmed by a Kruskal-Wallis test (chi-squared = 12.7521, df = 2, p < 0.01) and

multiple comparison of the groups using the Conover-Iman test (p < 0.01 for V1 -

V2 and V1 - V3, p values adjusted with the Bonferroni method).

• Again, the same thing is observed for Rapport with V1 (mean = 4.5, sd = 0.59),

V2 (mean = 3.65, sd = 0.83) and V3 (mean = 3.68, sd = 0.89), confirmed by

the Kruskal-Wallis test (chi-squared = 16.8725, df = 2, p < 0.001) and multiple
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comparison of the conditions (p < 0.001 for V1 - V2 and V1 - V3, p values adjusted

with the Bonferroni method).

Figure 7.6 – Evolution of the ratings of Laura’s attentiveness across conditions and sub-
videos.

In the second (Pandemic2020) subvideos we observe the following:

• The ratings of the mood of Laura were V1 (mean = 3.68, sd = 1.04), V2 (mean =

2.95, sd = 1.18), V3 (mean = 4.45, sd = 0.73). A Kruskal-Wallis test showed that

there were significant differences across the conditions (chi-squared = 20.565, df =

2, p < 0.001) and multiple comparison of the groups using the Conover-Iman test

showed that both V1 and V2 had significantly different ratings from V3, but that the

ratings between V1 and V2 were only approaching significance (p = 0.06 for V1 -

V2 and p < 0.05 for V1 - V3, p values adjusted with the Bonferroni method).
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• Attentiveness was also rated with a significant difference among the conditions with

V1 (mean = 5.5, sd = 0.85), V2 (mean = 5.95, sd = 0.87), V3 (mean = 5.31, sd =

0.83) based on a Kruskal-Wallis test (chi-squared = 6.2676, df = 2, p < 0.05), but

multiple comparison of the conditions using the Conover-Iman test only highlighted

that this significance only applied for the ratings of V3 compared to V2 (p < 0.05, p

value adjusted with the Bonferroni method).

• As for Rapport, we had V1 (mean = 4.86, sd = 0.77), V2 (mean = 5.21, sd = 0.9),

V3 (mean = 4.81, sd = 0.73) and although we can observe slightly higher ratings for

condition V2 the Kruskal-Wallis test showed that this difference was not significant

(chi-squared = 2.8605, df = 2, p > 0.1).

Figure 7.7 – Evolution of the ratings of the level of rapport between Laura and Camille
across conditions and subvideos.
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Finally for the last (Pandemic2021) subvideos:

• Mood ratings of condition V2 (mean = 2.95, sd = 1.39) were shown to be signifi-

cantly different from those of V1 (mean = 3.9, sd = 1.06) and V3 (mean = 4.18,

sd = 1.13) by a Kruskal-Wallis test (chi-squared = 11.3253, df = 2, p-value < 0.01)

and multiple comparison of the conditions using the Conover-Iman test (V2 - V1 (p

< 0.05) and V2 - V3 (p < 0.01)).

• Attentiveness’ ratings were V1 (mean = 5.77, sd = 1.02), V2 (mean = 5.6, sd =

1.37) and V3 (mean = 6, sd = 0.69) with no significant differences according to the

Kruskal-Wallis test (chi-squared = 0.6011, df = 2, p > 0.1).

• Similarly to Attentiveness, Rapport was overall rated as follows: V1 (mean = 5.36,

sd = 0.84), V2 (mean = 5.26, sd = 0.96), V3 (mean = 5.36, sd = 0.9) and the

Kruskal-Wallis test didn’t highlight any significant differences between the conditions

(chi-squared = 0.1647, df = 2, p > 0.1).

To answer question Q1.2 we investigated the effects and interactions of the ratings

of attentiveness and mood on the ratings of rapport. Considering the ordinal nature of

all those likert items ratings we decided to use ordinal logistic regression and found the

following over the 3 conditions:

• For the Introduction subvideos, only the ratings of Mood had a significant influence

on the ratings of Rapport (t-value = 1.97804, p < 0.05).

• For the Pandemic2020 subvideos, the ratings of Mood and Attentiveness both had

an influence on the ratings of Rapport (t-value = 1.96289, p < 0.05 for Mood and

t-value = 2.89093, p < 0.01) but there was no interaction between Mood and At-

tentiveness.

• For the Pandemic2021 subvideos, only Mood had a statistically significant influence

on the ratings of Rapport with (t-value = -2.18532, p < 0.05), but there was an

interaction between Mood and Attentiveness (t-value = 2.4067744, p < 0.05).

• On the other hand, there was no effect of NARS nor Touch Receptivity groups on the

evaluation of Rapport.

7.4.4.3 Functions of Touch: recognition of communicative intentions

Regarding the interpretation of the touches by the online participant, Table 7.5 shows

the distribution of the participants choices regarding the functions of the agent’s touches

they observed for each subvideo and each condition. Again there were 22 participants in

conditions V1 and V3 and 23 participants in condition V2.

We can note that in the Introduction subvideo of condition V1 Encouragement and

Emotional Emphasis were the most selected functions (with 10 and 6 choices respectively),
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Touch Functions Introduction Pandemic2020 Pandemic2021
V1 V2 V3 V1 V2 V3 V1 V2 V3

GetAttention 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
Comfort 0 0 7 0 21 0 19 18 16

Encouragement 10 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 2
Turn Management 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
Emotion Emphasis 6 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 1

Calm 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 0
Other 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

No Touch Observed 0 23 9 6 1 22 0 0 1

Table 7.5 – Distribution of the participants’ choices regarding the function of the agent’s
touches they observed for each subvideo of each condition.

while it was Comfort that was the most selected in condition V3 (7 choices). There were no

touches in the Introduction subvideo of condition V2 and accordingly participants didn’t

answer the questions related to touch for this subvideo. In condition V3 however, we can

note that although there were touches initiated by the agent, 9 of the 23 participants of

this condition declared not having observed any touch.

In the Pandemic2020 subvideos, there were no touches initiated by the agent in con-

dition V3 and no participant of V3 declared having observed a touch. However there were

6 participants of V1 that declared not having observed a touch from the agent despite

there having one. Among the remaining participants of V1, the most selected function

was Turn management (9 votes). In condition V2, 21 out of the 22 participants identified

the touches’ function as Comfort, with the last one identifying it as Calming.

Finally in the Pandemic2021 subvideos there were touches in all conditions and all

the participants except one from condition V3 declared having observed it. There, all

participants across all conditions overwhelmingly identified the function of the touches as

Comfort (19 votes in V1, 18 in V2 and 16 in V3).

As for Laura, she only touched in the Pandemic2020 and Pandemic2021 subvideos,

and this was only consistently observed for the Pandemic2021 subvideos. Participants

overwhelmingly chose Comfort as the function of the touch (49 participants out of the

63 that observed a touch by Laura) and no other function was chosen by more than 4

participants.

7.4.4.4 "Correct" touch decisions: Coherence & Acceptability

As explained in Section 7.4.2 we had four questions relating to the "correctness" of the

touch modality decisions with one item being related to coherence, one to relationship

adequacy, and two to acceptability. We obtain the overall "Correctness of the touch modal-

ity decision" score with the mean of those four items scores.
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Looking at the Correctness scores across the three subvideos and across the conditions

(summarized in Figure 7.8), we can observe the following:

• In the Introduction subvideos, the correctness score for condition V1 is rather low

(mean = 3.4, sd = 0.8) and somewhat higher in condition V3 (mean = 3.98, sd =

1.18) (no touch observed in condition V2), however an independent samples t-test

showed that this difference was only approaching significance (p = 0.06).

• In the Pandemic2020 subvideos, correctness scores for V1 (mean = 3.98, sd = 1.18)

and V2 (mean = 4.27, sd = 1.08) were again quite close. Since the ratings were

not normally distributed, a Kruskal-Wallis test was used and showed no significant

differences between those scores (chi-squared = 0.6686, df = 1, p > 0.1). We can

note an increase in the score for condition V1 compared to the Introduction score

but again this didn’t prove significant from the statistical point of view.

• In the Pandemic2021 subvideos finally, the correctness scores were the following for

V1 (mean = 5.1, sd = 1.01), V2 (mean = 4.28, sd = 1.12), V3 (mean = 4.5, sd

= 1.13). A one-way ANOVA confirmed there was a significant difference between

those values (F(2, 64) = 3.3073, p < 0.05) and a multiple comparison of means

using tukey contrasts confirmed it to be between V1 and V2.

Figure 7.8 – Evolution of the ratings of the degree of "correctness" of Camille’s touch
decision across conditions and subvideos.

Considering our research questions Q2 and Q4.2, we further investigated the corre-

lations between touch functions and correctness score as well as between rapport and
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correctness scores. Because of the uneven frequency numbers we have for the touch in-

tentions (see Table 7.5) it is difficult to investigate this correlation rigorously from the

statistical point of view with the current dataset. Figure 7.9 showcases the correctness rat-

ings grouped by touch function identified in the Introduction subvideos (conditions taken

all together). We can overall observe lower ratings for Emotion Emphasis and the "Other"

category and the highest average rating for the Comfort intention. Those observations

stay pretty much the same for the other subvideos, although there are much less ratings

for non-Comfort functions.

Pearson’s correlation test hasn’t shown any correlation between the Rapport and Cor-

rectness scores in subvideos Introduction and Pandemic2020. Pandemic2021 scores did

lead to a significant correlation coefficient (t=4.7976, df = 63, p < 0.001), but this should

be taken with a grain of salt considering that values are reliably high across both variables

in those subvideos. We also used a factorial ANOVA to investigate the influence of the

ratings of the questions about the coherence and the relation adequacy of the touch on

the ratings of the questions about the acceptability of the touch (the first two and last two

questions that compose the Correctness score), but the only significant result was for the

Pandemic2020 subvideo where the relation adequacy ratings did appear correlated with

the acceptability ratings (sum squared = 8.4904, df = 5, F value = 3.4643, p < 0.05).

Furthermore, there were no significant differences between the ratings of Correctness for

High and Low touch receptivity, nor between those of negative and positive a priori atti-

tudes towards virtual agents.

As for Laura’s touches, a Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction showed

no significant differences between the ratings of its correctness and that of the agent in the

Pandemic2021 subvideo, which is the only one where there were enough ratings to make

a meaningful comparison (Laura having used far less touches in the videos than Camille).

7.4.4.5 Appreciation of Touching Agents

Regarding our question Q5 finally, we overall observed that when asked whether they

would like to have the opportunity to interact with our touching agent in the future (with

a 1-to-7 scale of "not at all interested" to "extremely interested") participants scored a

mean of 3.4 (sd = 1.81, median = 4). On the other hand, when asked if they found the

idea of touching a virtual agent interesting they scored a mean of 4.2 (sd = 2.08, median

= 5, mode = 5), and a mean of 4.19 (sd = 1.91, median = 5, mode = 5) for the idea of

being touched by a virtual agent.

We did not find significant differences between conditions for those ratings, but in-

terestingly condition V2 showed the highest average ratings for all the questions and V3

showed the lowest average ratings for all the questions. Kruskal-Wallis tests showed no

significant differences between the ratings of High and Low touch receptivity groups, but

there were significant differences between those of the Negative and Positive a priori atti-
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Figure 7.9 – Mean correctness ratings for each identified touch function in the Introduction
subvideos

tudes towards virtual agents groups. Results of the test for the question about interacting

with Camille in the future were chi-squared = 4.948, df = 1, p < 0.05, for the question

about the interest of agents that we could touch they were chi-squared = 12.161, df = 1,

p-value < 0.001 and for the question about the interest of agents that could touch humans

they were chi-squared = 12.422, df = 1, p < 0.001. Participants classified as having a

positive attitude towards virtual agents significantly rated higher on all those questions.

7.4.4.6 Qualitative Results

As described in Section 7.4.2, the questionnaires left some opportunities of qualitative

assessments with free text fields. For Camille’s touch, participants were asked to describe

the touches they had seen and to assess whether, had they been in the same situation,

they would have touched Laura too. For Laura’s touch, the question was about how the

participants thought they would have reacted had they been the recipient of Laura’s touch,

instead of Camille, in this situation. All the following words and quotes are translated from

French and the quotes are accompanied by the TR (touch receptivity) and NARS (a priori

attitude towards virtual agents) profile of the person that said it.

For the description of the touches question, our initial intention was to collect infor-

mation about the touch animations’ appreciation of human observers. Interestingly, par-
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ticipants not only answered the question in that regard but also took the opportunity to

include general comments regarding their impression of the acceptability and function of

the touch. What was most mentioned was the artificiality of the touch animations, often

with single word answers (or a collection of adjectives), and the words that were most

used in that regard were: “artificial”, “fake”, “mechanical”, “blunt”, “jerky”, “too fast”

and “violent”. For the participants that expressed a positive impression of the touches,

there were almost no single word answers and the adjectives that were used were not the

antonyms of the former ones, but instead words that related to the intention or emotion

of the gesture: “Empathic”, “Like a gesture aimed at comforting the person and showing

understanding, encouraging them to keep on talking.” (Low TR, Negative NARS), “Posi-

tive [impression], the gesture is related to an expression of comfort and support.” (High

TR, Negative NARS), “Comforting movement aimed at expressing their empathy.” (Low

TR, Positive NARS), “Simple, adapted to the situation.” (Low TR, Negative NARS).

In some cases, the quality of the animation negatively impacted the impression of the

participants despite their understanding of the intention: “Through the intonation and

the timing of the gesture, we understand the intention, but the rendering of the gesture is

way too fast and violent in my opinion.” (High TR, Positive NARS). Negative impressions

of the touches were not only influenced by the quality of the animations however and

participants also expressed concerns regarding the appropriateness of the touches: “Not

very natural (with regards to the animation, but I don’t find it realistic for real life either

(except maybe in a lesbian romance))” (High TR, Positive NARS), “It looks mechanical,

unnatural, and they are too close to each other for a professional situation. When facing

Laura, I would have taken a step back.” (Low TR, Negative NARS). Another negative point

expressed by many participants was the number of touches made by the agent, which they

felt was way too high: “Mechanical. Too many of them. A comforting rub would be better

than those bad taps of sympathy.” (High TR, Negative NARS).

For the question regarding whether they would also have used touch at this point in

the interaction, participants mostly answered that they wouldn’t have for all conditions

and subvideos as displayed in Table 7.6. It can however be observed that it was in the

Pandemic2021 subvideos that there were the most "yes" answers, with almost half of "yes"

in condition V1.

Conditions Introduction Pandemic2020 Pandemic2021
Yes No Unsure Yes No Unsure Yes No Unsure

V1 1 19 1 2 13 1 9 11 2
V2 0 0 0 4 17 0 6 13 3
V3 1 10 2 0 0 0 4 15 2

Table 7.6 – Distribution of the participants’ answers about whether they would also have
used touch in this particular situation had they been in the shoes of Camille, the agent.
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For the Introduction subvideos, almost all the “no” answers were accompanied by a jus-

tification that related to their absence of relationship (“We don’t know each other”, “I only

touch people that I’m close to or that I would like to flirt with”) or to their own personal

preference (“I am not a tactile person”, “I don’t touch people”). The only “yes” answers

explained that it would have been to reassure Laura about the immersive experience and

to install some proximity and mutual trust.

The same justifications were used in the Pandemic2020 and Pandemic2021 subvideos,

although there were also mentions of their culture not being a tactile one. The participants

that would have touched expressed however that it would have been to show empathy,

understanding and emotional connection because of the topic of the discussion, and also

that they would have used touch to avoid interrupting Laura’s speech. Some participants

that said they wouldn’t have touched in that situation expressed that it would require an

extreme situation of emotional distress for them to use comforting touches with someone

they don’t really know and one participant further expressed that they wouldn’t have

touched because Laura didn’t seem to have had a worse experience than themselves.

When asked how they would have reacted to the touch of Laura had they been in the

shoes of Camille, participants once again displayed a variety of reactions based on their

understanding of the interaction: “It depends on my relationship with Laura. If I consider

that my relationship started at the beginning of this set of videos, I would have been sur-

prised but I would have understood the intention, so I would have accepted it. In general,

when somebody touches me, I pay more attention to their verbal and non-verbal com-

munication.” (High TR, Positive NARS), “It would have interrupted me in my discourse.”

(Low TR, Positive NARS), “I prefer not to be touched, but I understand the gesture” (Low

TR, Positive NARS). Context also seemed to play a big part in their interpretation of the

interaction as some participants declared that: “I would have found it strange consider-

ing the context at the moment of the interaction between Laura and Camille.” (High TR,

Positive NARS). Finally, some participants expressed that the immersive setup might have

helped them feel better about the exchange of touches, with one of them saying: “I would

have felt less ill-at-ease than if it had happened in real life” (Low TR, Negative NARS).

7.4.5 Discussion

It is interesting to note that with this protocol the online participants were basically in

the same situation as the decision model in terms of the inputs they could base their

estimations on. The simulated participant being represented by a virtual avatar, there

were indeed no facial expressions nor additional gestures that online participants could

rely on to interpret the interaction, in the same way that our agent would not be able

to rely on those pieces of information in an actual interaction with the immersive setup

because of the current limitations of the perception module. A drawback however is that

it is not possible to ascertain that the online participants did consider Laura as an actual
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human during the whole interaction despite our efforts in the dubbing and control of

Laura’s movements.

Going over our initial research questions in the light of the current results we can

first notice that participants seem to have correctly identified our initial settings of the

conditions (Q1.1). V1 ratings described a rather attentive and content Laura, while V2

and V3 described an initially less attentive Laura, not in a great mood.

The evolution of the ratings over the course of the different parts of the interaction

also follow the estimations made by the decision model (see Figures 7.5 and 7.6): in V1

the ratings for Laura’s mood start decreasing with the second subvideo where she shares

negative experiences of the COVID lockdown ; in V2, the initial negative mood of Laura

decreases even more in the subsequent subvideos where she also shares her negative ex-

perience of the lockdowns ; in V3, the initial negative mood improves when she shares

positive experiences of the lockdowns. Those variations mirror those estimated by the

decision model very closely. In that regard we can highlight a fundamental ambiguity in

social interactions: what we feel might be different from what we express in our verbal

and non-verbal behaviours. While Laura does express positive experiences of the lock-

downs, her initial mood may not really change over the course of her discourse despite

the estimations of the agent and human observers. While such “mistake” in terms of es-

timation would certainly also happen with human interpretations, we believe that it is of

great importance, when working on an intimate modality such as touch, to consider the

addition of doubt mechanisms so that the agent may still try to verify its beliefs by directly

asking its interlocutor in certain situations. In that regard, modelling uncertainty in the

decision model rules and beliefs could go a long way towards improving the impression

that the agent gives to human interlocutors.

For the attentiveness, we observe a much higher estimation at the beginning of the

interaction for V1 followed by a general increase for all conditions in the second and last

subvideos where the ratings are very close to each other across all conditions. In that

regard, our decision model showed more variations in its estimation of the attentiveness

in condition V3, because the perception module is very sensible to the gaze direction of

the human. When Laura moves around to put some space between herself and the agent,

the agent makes several low estimation of the attentiveness because Laura temporarily

turns her back on Camille. For the online participants, this behaviour would most likely

not influence their ratings because Laura was not expressing inattentive behaviour per se,

she simply repositioned herself while still listening to Camille. Since the interaction was

a simple discussion with no particular task to accomplish that could have distracted her,

it is rather logical that all the online participants felt that Laura was attentive once the

actual conversation had started. This highlights the need for the decision model to take

the temporality of the interaction into account in a better way: a short change in the gaze

direction should not instantly bring the estimation of attentiveness to zero, the decrease

should instead happen in a gradual way based on elapsed time.
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As for the estimation of Rapport (see Figure 7.7), we can observe that the ratings of

Rapport in the initial subvideo mirror those of mood and attentiveness, and there are

very similar curves between the evolution of Rapport and that of Attentiveness. From

the statistical point of view, we did not find a correlation between Rapport ratings and

Attentiveness ratings for all the subvideos, but we did find an influence of Mood ratings for

most. Overall, we believe that this shows that our model of Rapport (see Section 5.4 and

Equation 5.1) are mostly consistent with actual human estimations in a third-party setting

and the lack of statistical correlation between Attentiveness and Rapport is probably due

to the interactive situation that did not feature much variations in Attentiveness ratings.

Again, only actual in-person interactions with our agent would be able to firmly validate

those observations for the intended immersive setup.

Interestingly, the current statistical results don’t allow us to decisively validate our fun-

damental hypothesis regarding Q2 that rapport influences the acceptability of a touch. We

did observe however that rapport was increasing over the course of the interaction and so

did the perceived "correctness" of the touching decisions of the model for conditions V1

and V3, with V2 having stable above average ratings. Furthermore, the qualitative results

did feature remarkable assessments on par with our hypothesis and the literature on social

touch as participants used relational and emotional lexical fields when expressing positive

feelings towards the touch of the agent. Furthermore, they directly stated how relation-

ship state and personal preferences would influence their touching behaviours. This self-

awareness regarding touching behaviours was really interesting to observe: human-agent

interaction seems to be able to elicit introspective behaviours regarding the participants’

own attitudes. We feel like it would be interesting to reiterate the study with an additional

condition in which no direct questions would be asked about the touching behaviours, to

see if only witnessing the interaction would have been enough to prompt participants to

remark on the subject of the touches.

With regards to questions Q4.1 and Q4.2, the assessments of the touches’ functions and

their influence on the "correctness" ratings of the touches, it seems clear that the study’s

protocol was ill-suited to measuring it in a reliable way. Multiple touches with different

functions were grouped together under only three subvideos and only one question relat-

ing to it. Furthermore, the context of interaction (emotional discussion about potentially

sad events) was not propitious for a wide variety of functions to be examined. While this

also prevented us from being able to make decisive statistical assessments of the corre-

lation between those variables, we still observed overall higher ratings of "correctness"

for the comforting function, which was certainly the most appropriate to the context. In

their qualitative assessments, participants again only expressed positive feelings about the

touches when they could justify it by an adequate function. With the current results, we

believe that our initial hypothesis (that adequacy between the function of the touch and

the context of interaction would improve its coherence and, in turn, its acceptability) is

correct but needs to be validated with a more appropriate protocol. More specifically, hav-
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ing the evaluation be conducted in the originally intended immersive environment could

give us more ways to have the human participant dynamically evaluate the touches in

the course of the interaction, one at a time. Furthermore, only the use of more varied

situations of interaction would allow us to decisively study those assumptions.

If we now come back to question Q3, Figure 7.8 did show that the "correctness" rat-

ings were lower in condition V1 than in condition V3 for the Introduction subvideos, and

they were the lowest ratings of all the subvideos and conditions. Although there was only

an approaching statistical significance for this difference between V3 and V1 in the In-

troduction, it seems coherent with our expectations: it is the beginning of the encounter

(lower Rapport) and Laura is in a good mood and attentive in condition V1, which means

that there is not really a very strong reason to touch her. Furthermore, it is also V1 that

showed the overall highest average ratings for the "correctness" of the touches in the Pan-

demic2021 subvideo. This is coherent with the idea that having estimated the human as

in a positive mood at the beginning of the interaction in V1, the sad feelings expressed in

the latter subvideos could be considered as stronger (by contrast), than those expressed

in V2 where the mood was already negative in the beginning. As one of the qualitative

assessment stated, the subjective estimation of the level of distress experienced by our

interlocutor can play an important role in our decision to touch or not, and also in the

acceptability of this touch. Overall, there seems to be a contradiction between this lack of

statistical support for the influence of Rapport and touch functions on the "correctness" of

a touch and the qualitative assessments of the participants, which are on par with our ex-

pectations. We believe that this is not really a contradiction. In Chapters 2 and 3 we have

shown that literature indicates that relationship is an important factor in our acceptance

of a touch, but that this notion would be hard to model in short-term interactions with an

agent, which led to us adopting the notion of Rapport. Based on the literature we mod-

eled Rapport as a construct based on attentiveness and positivity of the emotional state

of the interlocutor, and this turned out to be a rather accurate way to estimate Rapport

in the present study. However, we believe that it is precisely in the difference between

the notions of Rapport and relationship that the above mentioned contradiction lies: our

qualitative assessments show that even though participants did rate Rapport in a similar

way to our model, they did not equate those ratings to their estimation of the relationship

between Laura and Camille. A dimension seems to be lacking from our model of Rapport

for it to more accurately give us a measure of the relational acceptance of a touch: time,

or, more specifically, familiarity. There are indeed other computational models of ECAs

that have used the familiarity dimension to build Rapport successfully (Novick and Gris

(2014), Pecune et al. (2013), Cassell et al. (2007)) and we believe that we, too, should

add this dimension to our calculation of Rapport.

As for the fact that touch receptivity scores did not influence any of the ratings of

the participants regarding the correctness of the touches, this can be interpreted in two

different ways. First, we can consider that touch receptivity did not in fact matter for this
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specific study, because the participants were not directly interacting with the agent. Their

personal preferences may indeed have been eclipsed in their answers by the third-person

perspective when they actually rated the Likert items. The second interpretation, which,

furthermore, does not exclude the first one, would be that as shown by research works

such as the one by Lucas et al. (2017), people are more comfortable discussing personal

matters with an agent than with a human. Similarly, and as expressed by one of the

qualitative statements in Section 7.4.4.6, the fact that Laura was interacting with an agent

may have made the online participants rate acceptability of the touches higher than they

would have with an interaction between two humans.

Regarding question Q5 finally, participants had rather negative ratings of their interest

regarding the idea of interacting with our agent. This can be explained by their overall

assessments regarding the agent’s low-quality animations and the fact that its behaviour

was more often felt as unpleasant in the qualitative assessments. On the other hand

however, participants consistently expressed general interest in both being able to touch

and be touched by virtual agents. Somewhat expectedly, this interest was more marked

for people that had positive a priori towards virtual agent, but there was no influence

of the touch receptivity on those ratings. This could again be explained by the fact that

participants did not feel as strongly about touch with an agent compared with touch with

another human. It can also be explained by the fact that touch receptivity measures a

threshold of acceptance of a touch from a stranger, but doesn’t say anything about the

appreciation of touch when it is performed acceptably. This comforts us in the idea that

while there is still work to be done on the side of the decision model and overall animation

of the agent, we are working in the correct direction and touching agents could become

parts of our social life in the future. Again, it should nonetheless be noted that we had

elaborated our framework and decision model for in person interaction in an immersive

environment and this third-person observational study’s results cannot entirely replace an

actual immersive interaction that would allow us to better validate our developments.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Perspectives

On sait que les choses et les personnes sont toujours forcées de se
cacher, déterminées à se cacher quand elles commencent.
Comment en serait-il autrement ? Elles surgissent dans un
ensemble qui ne les comportait pas encore, et doivent mettre en
avant les caractères communs qu’elles conservent avec l’ensemble,
pour ne pas être rejetées. L’essence d’une chose n’apparaît jamais
au début, mais au milieu, dans le courant de son développement,
quand ses forces sont affermies.

Gilles Deleuze
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I
N this Chapter we conclude this Thesis by summarising our contributions in Section

8.1, by discussing the current limitations of this work in Section 8.2 and by sug-
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gesting perspectives to improve our work and guidelines for more future works on

touching agents in Section 8.3.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

Our initial research question was the following: how can we endow embodied conversa-

tional agents with social touch abilities in such a way that it would enhance their emo-

tional and relational abilities? Our proposition throughout this Thesis was to answer by

building and evaluating an ECA able to partake with a human in an interactive loop that

integrates the social touch modality. This, in turn, led us to the proposition of the following

contributions.

8.1.1 Contribution 1: Review of the Social Touch literature

To determine what such an ECA would need to be able to interact meaningfully via touch

with a human, we first proposed in Chapter 2 an in-depth review of the literature on both

social touch among humans and social touch technologies. We first highlighted the physi-

cal and anatomical properties of the sense of touch, before showing how important touch

is to the well-being and socio-psychological development of humans. We further showed

that social touch is particularly well suited to the expression of emotions and to the pro-

cess of relational bonding. In that regard, while the literature highlights the many positive

effects of touch, it also shows that touch remains ultimately an intimate communicative

channel and that all touches are not equally acceptable for the recipient. More specifically,

each person has a different touch avoidance which is based on both culture and personal

preferences, and the level of relationship we have with others influences our acceptance

of their touches.

In the field of social touch technologies, we saw how haptics is a rapidly developing

field of research where more and more different types of technologies and applications

appear. There is still no way to perfectly simulate our natural tactual sensations via touch

for now, but there are many available alternatives that already prove to be of interest

to human users. We however identified a lack of research regarding complete human-

agent bidirectional interactions in the simulated social touch literature. While there are

numerous studies on the effects of an agent’s or robot’s touch on humans and on the way

we can perceive human touch and interpret its meaning via technology, there is almost

no works we are aware of that implement a complete interactive loop with an adaptable

agent that can touch and be touched. We chose to position ourselves in this blind spot

and propose a functional framework and decision model to investigate those kinds of

interactions.
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8.1.2 Contribution 2: Architecture and Design Choices for a Touching Agent

To enable an interactive loop featuring social touch in an immersive environment, we pro-

posed to adopt the classic architecture of an autonomous agent which requires perception,

decision and action abilities. We also chose to use an immersive setup with an immersive

room for its powerful immersion abilities and its advantage of letting the user see their

own body during the interaction, thus avoiding the questions of embodiment that need to

be addressed with VR HMDs. This decision of a VR setup was particularly influenced by

Huisman et al. (2014a)’s argument that VR would benefit the study of social touch as a

whole because it enables us to craft controlled but believable interactive scenarios which

may help create a more ecological setting for participants.

To integrate touch into such an architecture and immersive setup, we thus proposed

the development of a perception module for a virtual sense of touch that would allow the

agent to detect the human’s touches and their physical properties. As for the decision, we

felt, based on our inspection of the literature, that it would be critical for a touching agent

to be able to take emotions, coherence and acceptability into account when deciding when

and how to touch. Touch is indeed a powerful and intimate modality which requires the

greatest caution when using it with others. We therefore proposed to use a computational

model of emotion for our touching agent to actually touch: both physically and emotion-

ally. Finally, for the actual instantiation of the behaviour chosen by the decision model,

we used the GRETA platform for the animation of the agent and developed SOFTLY, a

vibrotactile sleeve for the haptic feedback.

This architecture was implemented in a software structure designed to be easily repro-

ducible with different VR setups (HMDs for example) and haptic devices. We believe that

this is especially important when using specific expensive setups such as an immersive

room, so that our work can still be extended to different and more easily available setups

with minimal effort required.

8.1.3 Contribution 3: A Perception Module for a Virtual Sense of Touch

In Chapter 4 we showed how we could implement a virtual sense of touch for immersive

interactions and improve upon the prior existing works in the literature. We first applied

the strategy proposed in the literature and used a grid of colliders to compose a virtual

skin for the agent. With this approach we can detect when and where a touch is happening

as well as some of the physical properties of the touch (velocity, duration, movement).

The evaluation presented in Section 7.1 however showed the limitations of this im-

plementation: the resolution of the grid was a highly limiting factor that impacted the

data recorded negatively. Furthermore, the lack of estimation of the force exerted on the

agent was also a critical missing piece of the implementation. We showed how we could

improve upon this implementation by using a local coordinates system for the tactile cells
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and by using a god-object method with a spring to have some kind of estimation of the

force exerted on the agent. We complemented this perception module with gaze direction

and proxemics estimations.

Finally, we implemented a simple algorithm using pre-defined fuzzy sets to have a

pre-interpretation of the raw values recorded by the perception module.

8.1.4 Contribution 4: A Decision Model for a Touching Agent

In Chapter 5 we proposed a decision process that would allow us to use the inputs pro-

duced by the perception module to model beliefs that would be adapted to evaluate when

a touch will be acceptable. In that regard, we chose to model a calculation of the level of

rapport between the human and the agent based on the attentiveness and the emotional

states of the human.

We further detailed how we could model appropriate appraisal and interpretation rules

to generate the beliefs and the emotional state of the agent based on the events that it

perceives. By combining the static touch avoidance of the human to those beliefs, and

especially the estimation of rapport, we argued that our agent would be better able to de-

termine when touching would be acceptable for the human. To that effect we developed

multiple decision rules for different states of the interaction that may make the threshold

of acceptability of a touch vary: interpersonal distance, level of rapport, touch avoidance,

emotional state, situation of interaction, etc. This model was implemented in an already

existing and openly available computational model of emotion, FAtiMA, which we modi-

fied to suit our specific needs when necessary.

As for the meaning of the touch, we implemented a two-step decision process in which

we first determine the most adequate communicative intention to be conveyed for the

current situation and then determine whether touch is an adequate modality to express

it. The mapping of the types of touch with their appropriate communicative intention was

established based on the literature on social touch.

8.1.5 Contribution 5: the Vibrotactile Sleeve SOFTLY

Finally, in Chapter 6 we presented SOFTLY, an easily wearable vibrotactile sleeve com-

posed of a grid of voice coils that we can use to generate an appropriate haptic feedback.

The voice coil technology allows us to use many different kinds of wave forms and frequen-

cies to produce interesting sensations. We can then combine our haptic patterns with the

animation of our agent to synchronously instantiate the decision model’s touch decisions.

An evaluation presented in Section 7.2 allowed us to investigate some of the psy-

chophysical properties of the device with human users and calibrate some of our values.
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8.1.6 Contribution 6: Functional Framework and Evaluations

All of those contributions taken together form both a theoretical and a practical frame-

work, which has been developed to be easy to import in similar settings of immersive

interactions with agents, even if the specific hardware differs a little from the one pre-

sented here.

While, at the moment, the COVID pandemic has made it impossible to evaluate the

model in the intended setting, we still presented in Chapter 7 evaluations of the overall

model, which showed promising results. Most importantly, we presented a third-person

observational study conducted online where the participants were shown videos of our

agent taking touching decisions. We asked them about their impressions regarding the

coherence and acceptability of the agent’s decisions regarding touch and we also investi-

gated whether their estimations of the simulated human’s emotional state and attentive-

ness were close to those of the model. The results showed that our initial assumptions

regarding the design choices of the model seemed overall correct, but required some ad-

justments. Only an evaluation in the complete immersive setup would allow us to deci-

sively conclude about the abilities of our model however.

We nonetheless hope to have demonstrated how interesting this research topic is and

how vast the research questions in this field can be. We also hope to have demonstrated

that such an ECA able to partake in a social touch-based interactive loop is indeed pos-

sible to build, although it requires facing numerous challenges that still need to be fully

addressed on each level: perception, decision and feedback.

As a last contribution for this present Thesis, we now propose to summarize the current

limitations of our work and give pointers for short-term improvements and guidelines for

future works in this field.

8.2 Current limitations

As mentioned in Chapter 7, we did not have the opportunity to evaluate and validate our

complete framework in the initially intended immersive setting. We are well aware of the

fundamental limitations that this imposes on our current results. We definitely cannot con-

clude anything regarding our initial research question, which was to investigate whether

social touch abilities would improve the abilities of an ECA for emotional communication

and relational bonding in immersive environment.

As for the rest of the framework, the perception module remains entirely untested

in actual conditions. There is little doubt that its outputs would appear very lackluster

in comparison to the literature on social touch perception and recognition. Working on

the calibration of the module with human participants and taking inspiration from the

recognition algorithms that exist for tangible interfaces would be a way to validate and

improve the perception of touch in the future.
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Similarly, SOFTLY still isn’t a very robust device for now and improving its material

structure with better wires would make it easier to put on and off. As for its potential in

terms of haptic feedback, while we believe that many interesting things can be done with

it, it remains to be more thoroughly investigated with the design of many more types of

signals and perceptual studies. We could indeed imagine trying using actual recordings

of skin-to-skin contacts with the device to see whether the sensation produced is more

realistic.

While this might be the most obvious and fundamental limitation of our work, we still

believe that our online observational study indicated interesting avenues of improvement

for our touching agent. In the current state of things, discussed in more details in Section

7.4.4, the online validation study did not statistically validate the usefulness of calculat-

ing rapport to dynamically evaluate the acceptability of a touch. We indeed showed that

while the calculations of the rapport produced by our model were on par with the estima-

tion of the human observers, this did not influence their ratings of the acceptability of the

touches. We however realized that in their qualitative assessment, participants did con-

sider relationship as one of the most important factors of the acceptability of a touch. We

thus proposed that this discrepancy in our results was due to our model of rapport lacking

a dimension that is present in the notion of relationship: familiarity. Adding this new

dimension to our calculation of rapport could prove very impactful for the acceptability of

its touching decisions.

From the statistical point of view, we could not conclude much regarding our hypoth-

esis that the adequacy of a touch intention with the situation it happens in would improve

its perceived coherence. The protocol and the interactive scenario we used in this study

were both ill-suited to such an investigation. We still believe that the qualitative assess-

ments made by the participants are supportive of our hypothesis and that it would be

valuable to craft a new protocol for the immersive setup where this could be more easily

investigated.

Finally, the ratings of the participants regarding their interest for our agent and such

touching agents in general showed that they did not want to interact with our agent but

did find the idea of interacting via touch with virtual agents interesting. This highlights

both the potential of simulated social touch and the limitations of our current work. We

already discussed the limitations of our work regarding the decision model, but the other

limitation that most likely impacted the ratings of our agent are the animations of the

agent which are quite jerky and lack a lot of polish. In that regard, the 3D models we

used are also quite far from the current standards in terms of photo-realism. While we

have known for a while that the uncanny valley effect may be a risk when using photo-

realistic agents (although recent studies such as the one by Zibrek et al. (2018) have

nuanced this fear), we believe that improving the animations of the agent would make a

great difference in the appreciation of the agent. Touch being such an intimate modality
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it seems important to have fluid animations to better represent soft and slow touches and

caresses for example.

Outside of the limitations highlighted by our evaluation, we can add that although

we used a computational model of emotion (FAtiMA), we did not have the opportunity

to make use of all its abilities yet. More specifically, our use of the emotional states of

the agent is very limited for now, and we could greatly improve our model by designing

decision rules that would take this into account, especially for the reactions of the agent

to touch. That being said, different emotional profiles would not be as suited to every type

of situation and designing different types of agent should be carefully done in that regard.

As a limitation inherent to classical rule-based models, we can not avoid mentioning

the fact that developing decision rules for social touch interactions, for which even the

literature provides little formal expertise, represents a very tall order. In the long run,

such a model will always struggle to achieve finesse and nuance in its decisions, although

it makes up for it with a high level of explainability and by the fact that the decision rules

produced can be used in the context of social touch research even among humans.

8.3 Perspectives for future works

While our work certainly has a good amount of limitations in its current form, those also

represent avenues of investigation for its improvement. Many of those have already been

touched upon in Section 7.4.4, and we now propose to expand upon them here.

First of all, as short-term perspectives, the experience of the online study will help

us design an even more interesting study in the immersive setup. Notably, it highlighted

the need to propose varied situations that will allow the investigation of more functions

of touch. Furthermore, a pure discussion context proved to be somewhat limited in the

types of touching interactions that can be explored. Finding a situation where touch

fits well for a short interaction is hard however, especially since there are basically no

examples from the literature on human-human social touch. We would most likely need

to survey the literature on mediated social touch to find protocols more focused on the

interactive context that we could draw inspiration from. In any case, having done this

observational study will allow us to compare our results with those of the immersive

condition and maybe find new directions for touching agents, with new hypothesis and

research questions that could emerge from this comparison.

For the decision model itself, we would like to integrate the familiarity dimension to

our calculation of Rapport, so as to better model the level of the relationship between the

agent and the human. There are already social models for autonomous agents that have

taken this dimension into account (Pecune et al. (2013), Novick and Gris (2014)) and

drawing inspiration from it, we believe that much better results could be achieved with

regards to the acceptability of a touch.
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Again, we would like to reiterate that we believe that acceptability is an extremely

crucial notion to take into account when working on social touch. While it might first

appear as a necessary ethical concern to avoid hurting the potential users, we would like

to bring attention to other important aspects of this question of acceptability. In the field

of affective computing as it was founded by Picard (1997), the goal has always been to

build agents able to sense, interpret and express emotions. More specifically, as expressed

by McDuff and Czerwinski (2018), the idea is that agents able to understand human so-

cial norms and emotions will feel more natural and valuable to interact with. As those

researchers however also highlight, such emotionally sensitive agents will both require

sensing technologies (that have already started to be used for marketing and advertise-

ment purposes) and adopt the social behaviours that we endow them with. The emotional

data sensed by those perception technologies is inherently intimate and personal, and in

the same way that we are now more and more aware of how personal data collected from

our use of internet can be bought, sold and used to influence our behaviours by showing

us specific items of interest, so too our emotional states could be collected and used with-

out us even noticing. There is little doubt that this will make agents feel more natural

and indeed valuable to interact with, but it might also lead to instances of soft manip-

ulation. When presenting this Thesis work at a conference on affective touch, someone

with a background far remote from human-computer interaction and artificial intelligence

asked me if, considering the known midas touch effects of interpersonal touch on securing

compliance, we didn’t fear that our agents may ultimately be used to manipulate someone

to perform crimes or bring harm to others or themselves. While it was a somewhat unex-

pected question and it might seem a bit ridiculous at the moment considering the limited

abilities of our agent, it is a very real concern that needs to be addressed. As McDuff and

Czerwinski (2018) put it, those emotional agents may eventually be an integral part of

our everyday lives and, in turn, will certainly have an influence on our social behaviours

at large. In science-fiction literature, the figure of the robot has always been used as a

mirror of humanity, asking us “what is humanity?”. This is the main concern of a book

like Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? by Dick (2007), but also the subtext of Asimov

(1993) and his many books about robots. Similarly, in the domain of the philosophy of

technology, many philosophers have brought forward the fact that technology has a direct

impact on our social and cognitive existences. When we build a social agent, we proceed

to a grammatization (see Stiegler (2005) for example, for more details on this notion)

of social behaviour: we transpose our knowledge and habits of social norms, which are

continuous and temporal behaviours automated within us, to a discrete nature that we

can manipulate, compute and import inside our agent. This acts as an externalization of

our social knowledge and this can become a danger, as expressed by Stiegler (2015) with

regards to the risks involved with the processes of grammatization and automation in a

large scale: as machines have proletarianized workers and decision algorithms may very

well start to do the same to high status executives, we can imagine a proletarianization of
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social relationships and professions. By interacting on a daily basis with such social agents,

McDuff and Czerwinski (2018) suggest that should they have slightly off behaviours, we

may adapt to them and integrate them to an extent that we would then develop difficul-

ties to interact with other humans. A touching agent is ultimately a grammatization of our

social touch habits and norms and should we fail to address the question of acceptability,

we take the risk, no matter how far away this might seem at the moment, of inducing

inadequate touching behaviours in future human-human interactions too.

At the same time, we believe that if we do manage to take those concerns into ac-

count, touching agents also represent a great opportunity to further investigate our own

touching behaviours. In the answers of our participants to the online study, we were

very impressed by their self-awareness regarding their touching behaviour and expecta-

tions. We argue that following the principles of the interactional approach of affective

computing (as proposed by the works of Boehner et al. (2007) for example) is essential

for touching agents. With this approach, all the emotional data perceived and interpreted

from the human should be given back to them in some way, so that they are aware of

what the agent has perceived and understood. Not only this will go a long way towards

transparency of the use of the personal data of the user, we believe that this will also allow

the human to reflect on its own emotional state and touching behaviours. As touch and

emotional expressions in general are often ambiguous, this would further help the agent

to not only react to what it believes it has understood from the human, but also commu-

nicate about its uncertainties and thus negotiate the meanings of touch in an interactive

paradigm.

For all those reasons, we believe that having a way to model uncertainty of the beliefs

of the agent is important to produce more nuanced behaviours for the agent. With a

measure of confidence in the estimations of the agent about the human, the decision model

would be able to adopt verification and negotiation strategies to check whether a touch

would indeed be acceptable in a certain situation by directly asking the human about their

emotional state or touch receptivity. It would also be particularly important to continue

our work on the notions of continuous actions. Even before the touch actually happens,

we already have information about the pre-touch phase thanks to the ethereal body of the

agent and this could be considered as a part of the touch too. Having a way to model a

touch from its approach to its end and to manage the timing with regards to the number

of touches to perform in a certain time frame would probably make the touch feel a lot

more natural. In FAtiMA, there isn’t any real time management functions: the data stored

in the memory and the decision steps are not measured with actual time units (seconds,

minutes,...) but with artificial "ticks" index, that only allow a chronological ordering.

Modifying the model to enable it to take actual time into account would go a long way in

making it more suited to fully interactive situations where we could manage interruption

of actions and reaction to pre-touch approaches. Ultimately however, a rule-based decision
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model will struggle with micro gestures interaction and we should contemplate using

another type of model for those types of interactions.

As for the perception module, actual calibration and validation in context is obviously

a priority. There is little doubt that the performance of the module will be below those

of the literature in terms of interpretation, but we believe that future works could adapt

already working social touch recognition algorithm and integrate them to the immersive

modality. This would probably not be easy, as we cannot get the same amount nor quality

of data from colliders compared to tangible interfaces, but it might still lead to interesting

results.

For the rendering of the actions of the agent, we also believe that there is still much

that can be improved on and explored with SOFTLY. In terms of material improvements,

due to the way the voice coils are fixed to the fabric, the device is quite noisy at the

moment and thus distracting. By changing the way the voice coils are attached to the

sleeve we would massively improve the quality of use of the device. Similarly, better types

of thin wires would make the sleeve more robust overall. As for the haptic patterns, many

types of signals and wave forms can be used with the device to produce many different

kinds of sensations. We believe that it would be extremely interesting to keep testing and

evaluating different types of signals and the way they are appreciated and interpreted by

humans. We are most interested in trying out different types of sounds such as recorded

skin-to-skin human touch gestures or cat purring which is known to have appeasing effects

on humans.

The 3D models and animations of the agents themselves could certainly be improved a

lot in terms of fluidity and appearance. In that regard, the fact that the agent we chose to

use has a rather realist humanoid appearance led us to consider similar touch interactions

as those we experience in everyday life. As it was touched upon in the discussion of the

preliminary study from Section 7.1.4, strictly imitating real life interactions might not be

the approach most suited to immersive interactions with virtual agents. Gilles Deleuze’s

quote from the epigraph of the present Chapter 8 expresses exactly this: new things all

start by imitating what is already existing in order to avoid being rejected. It is later

on that their singularity and particular traits express themselves. Similarly, we believe

that reproducing real life interactions is a necessary first approach, but it is not the only

one and it would be extremely interesting to imagine other ways to interact with a virtual

agent via touch. Not only this might lead to more compelling ways to interact with agents,

this might also reveal new applications for touching agents that we have yet to imagine.

As a conclusion to this present work we can wonder what an interaction with a very

advanced touching agent might look like should we overcome the challenges of building

such an ECA. We argue that it should be a companion able to evaluate coherence and

acceptability of touch in the course of the interaction and to communicate about its esti-

mations, especially when unsure of what the human’s emotional states might be. It should

be able to conduct long-term interactions and therefore remember the user it interacts
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with from one interaction to another so as to be able to estimate not only Rapport but also

the level of the relationship, as well as remember their static touch avoidance and touch-

ing habits. Finally, it should be empathic and promote self-awareness regarding touching

behaviours. As we mentioned it in the introduction of this Thesis, touch is the most funda-

mental sense of our bodies and the body is currently still the focal point of discrimination

and aggression. Careful development of touching agents that don’t perpetuate those kinds

of behaviours and instead interrogate users about their own behaviours could be a way to

combat prejudice at large if those types of agents ever become part of our everyday social

lives.
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